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of these first locations reflects inby TERRI ANDERSON
store space availability rather than
SIX STORES in ihe Nonh of
any regional blueprint.
England and Scotland spearhead
James Arnold-Baker, managing
Litilewoods' expected full-scale
director of Record Merchandisers,
move into record retailing, with
said that negotiations had been
Record Merchandisers running a
going on for some lime.
racking operation for the chain.
"Litilewoods is a major chain in the
The first disc department,
market, and obviously they were on
carrying a wide range of titles but
our list of targets for quite a while.
displaying an m-o-r bias, will open
We arc putting in complete record
in Littlewoods' Nottingham store on
departments; we are supplying the
February 25, and it will be rapidly
full-price stock, and Pickwick is
followed by others in Bradford,
supplying the budget side." He
Newcastle, Edinburgh, Glasgow and
could not generalise about the size of
Dundee.
the six departments, but taking into
The situation in these stores will
account the respective size and
be closely observed before the
location of the stores involved, he
decision to widen the enterprise is
described the new venture as "quite
taken, but the geographical choice
substantial", indicating that
"Litilewoods is not playing, but are
quite serious about going into it."
King opts
The chain has run a highly
successful, big-turnover, record mail
order business for years, and the
move into racking in the stores may
for more
be regarded as a logical step
forward. The launch of the new
departments will not be
simultaneous but spread over a few
producing
weeks, during which time
by ADAM WHITE
Litilewoods is buying advenising in
provincial press for four of the new
JONATHAN KING is stepping up
departments, and on local radio in
his activities as a producer and
Nottingham (Radio Trent) and
talent-spotter, and changing the
Glasgow (Radio Clyde).
modus opcrandi of UK Records as a
Coming as it docs soon after hints
result. The label's licensing
that Marks & Spencer is preparing
arrangement with Polydor expires
an entry into record retailing, the
on March 4, and will not be
Litilewoods move adds to the
renewed.
likelihood that if disc sales arc to
King is looking for a company
increase
this year, that growth will
with which to sign a fresh but noncome through such High Street
exclusive distribution deal "where
chains rather than the established
TO PAGE 4
outlets.
EMI

for Stones

T
■ /CAUGHT IN the act of cutting into a tree-trunk of a cake baked to celebrate
Jethro Tail's return to UK concerts after a two years' absence are, left to right:
Jo Lustig, the group's UK manager; Ian Anderson, the group's leader; Terry
Ellis, worldwide manager of Jethro Tail and president of Chrysalis Records
US and Chris Wright, joint chairman of the Chrysalis Group. The concerts
coincide with the release of Songs From The Wood, Tail's latest album, and
among the. 200 guests present at the post-concert reception were Susan
Hampshire, A my MacDonald, Graham Chapman and Lorna Luft.
Two way deal for
Casablanca and Pye
AMERICA'S CASABLANCA
label, which has been without a UK
distributor since the premature end
of its EMI deal last October, is to
embark on a "long-term" licensing
link with Pye. This will be a two-way
arrangement, with the British
company handling Casablanca
material on this side of the Atlantic,
and the American independent
distributing Pye product in the U.S.
Final negotiations in Los
Angeles, following talks at
MIDEM, were concluded by Pye
chairman, Louis Benjamin, and
Casablanca president, Neil Bogan.
The two men's association goes back
to Bogan's days at CameoParkway, when the Philadelphia

triumphs, but 45 gap closing
held fifth place with 7.6 percent in
the title as the leading albums
IN MAINTAINING its traditional
1972, only slipped back in 1975 in
company with 21.2 percent and the
supremacy in the singles and album
climbing to a best-ever 1976
leading singles company with 18.4
markets for 1976, EMPs twin
achievement with 14.4. Pye, too, has
percent. CBS was second on albums
strengths in both domestic and
improved its market share
(10.6) and singles (14.4), with WE A
licensed repertoire continue to
significantly, moving from a mere
just edged out into third place on
provide the edge over competitors
2.0 percent in 1972 to a record share
albums (10.0) and Pye third on
relying mainly on domestic
of 9.7 percent last year. WE A was
singles with 9.7.
products.
another high-flyer with a 1976 figure
Looked at over a five-year period,
But although its stranglehold on
of 7.8 percent, its best after three
EMl's singles dominance has tended
albums seems unshakcable, the gap
unimpressive years since 1972's 6.8
to mark time in terms of market
between EMI and the competition is
percent.
share. From a 17.0 percent slice of
nowhere near as clearly defined as
For other companies, a five-year
the action in 1972. which peaked at
once was the case in the area of
comparison produces less impressive
20.5 percent in 1973, the UK major's
singles sales. The British Market
results. Decca, for instance, claimed
performance has varied by less than
Research Bureau's survey of all sales
16.3 percent, in 1972, the nearest
one-half percent over the last three
recorded by its 300-sirong dealer
any company has ever been to
years. CBS by comparison, which
panel in 1976 reveals thai EMI took
toppling EMI, but has lost ground
steadily ever since to finish 1976 with
only 2.6 percent (equal with GTO).
RCA has gone from 9.5 percent to
More CBS vouchers
3.9 percent in five years, Polydor
promotions, Graham Haughton, is
by DAVID LONGMAN
from 14.6 percent to 7.7 percent,
reluctant to talk about the scheme in
while Arista which registered 5.3
CBS PLANS to continue using its
depth, although he said that on
percent in 1972— but 11.1 percent a
Disco Discount voucher system in
average 1,500 vouchers are
year later — came down to 4.1
1977, after scoring a thrce-oui-ofdistributed
to
clubs
and
percent.
four success rate with records
discotheques
in
each
of
the
four
Looking back to 1967 and Record
promoted in this fashion last year.
regions
of
the
country.
Retailer's first chart survey, the
RCA and State have also ventured
"The idea," he explained "is to
shares of last year's top three
into the voucher market recently,
try and lift a record from the companies were EMI 33.5 percent,
with a 20p discount on Rich Girl
breakers
into
the
chart;
seldom
is
the
CBS 5.8 percent and Pye 11.9
from Hall & Gates, and a 30p
scheme used to chart a single from percent — WEA had not been
reduction on the Rubcttes single.
scratch.
I
believe
our
success
is
a
formed. In 1967, Decca singles
Baby I Know.
rr .
blend of the clubs used, the accounted for 24.3 percent of chan
This week, CBS is offering us
reputation
we
have
built
up,
good
placings.
customary 30p off the current
TO PAGE 4
TO PAGE 4
Miracles single,
Spy For
Brotherhood. Head of regional

label was represented in Britain by
Pye. Benjamin has said that he feels
the new deal to be one of the most
important signed by Pye, adding
that he regards Casablanca as a
proven independent with
"excitement and expertise in
marketing and promotion equivalent
to its exciting product". A major
launch is expected very soon.
Among the acts Pye will be
handling arc Kiss, whose Destroyer
album sold more than 30,000 copies
through EMI last year (coinciding
with a brief tour by the group), and
Parliament, whose Tear The Roof
Off The Sucker single amassed
TO PAGE 4

imminent
A NEW recording deal for the
Rolling Stones is expected to be
announced today (Wednesday). At
presslime reports circulating in the
record industry suggested that the
group was about to accept a bid by
EMI, presumably for worldwide
rights to their recordings outside
America. Originally Polydor had
been regarded as front runners to
secure the Rolling Stones, but an
anticipated announcement at Midem
was not forthcoming. Original
negotiations with Polydor were
understood to be for a three year
deal for one album per year plus an
LP of re-recorded greatest hits and
access to Atlantic back catalogue.
Asked to confirm the rumours, an
EMI spokesman said, "I have no
comment to make."
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runs die Hudson Bay Group in the
US, embracing 19 publishing
enterprises.
Bienstock originally talked with
the Times last summer, but
withdrew after competition from
RCA. When those negotiations
collapsed, he took up pursuit again.
Sydney Gruson, executive vice
president of the Times company,
said that its departure from
publishing was consistent with a
decision to narrow the range of
affiliated interests.
Bienstock's operations administer
catalogues in partnership with artists
such as Elvis Presley and Frank
Sinatra; Carlin, in London, recently
acquired Walt Disney Music for all
British territories.
Jerry Lciber and Mike Stoller are
partners with Bienstock in all his
American operations.

NY Times
Music goes
to Bienstock
Enterprises
for over £1.5m
THE PURCHASE by Freddy
Bienstock Enterprises of The New
York Times Music Company, which
counts the scores of Cabaret, Fiddler
On The Roof and Godspell among
its copyrights, was reportedly for
more than £1.5 million. Bienstock,
head of Carlin Music, consistently a
top publishing house in the UK, also

New MTA courses
THE MUSIC Trades Association
day courses entitled New Managers,
training courses start on February
Legislation, Finance and Security,
22, with a two-day session on
Brass Instruments, Sheet Music and
Records for New Recruits —
Books, Piano Seminar, and the
instruction for the complete
Repertoire of Recorded Sound.
beginner in record retailing — and Organisation of these MTA Training
continue at intervals through March,
Centre events is in the hands of
April and May, with two and three Adrienne Fry, training officer.

Disc slump
hits Decca
DECCA'S PROFITS from
consumer goods, including records,
tumbled during the six months
ended 30 September, 1976, to
£750,000 (compared with £2 million
for the comparable period in 1975)
on a turnover of £36 million (£39m).
This decline, says the company, was
due to reduced TV sales and lower
profitability from records.
But turnover and profits from
capital goods increased substantially
compared with the previous year, to
£49m (£39) and £6.2m (£4.6m)
respectively. The interim dividend
per 25p share goes to 3p from 2.7p,
to reduce disparity with the final.
Dccca's pre-tax profits for the
year to 31 March, 1977, may be
lower than for the previous year,
warns the company, "mainly
because of reduced profits from
records" and exceptional charges
involving the US radar operation. In
view of the firm's declining share of
the disc market in the second half so
far, this statement comes as no real
surprise. Last year, Decca's pre-tax
profits were £ 13.6m.
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Anchor-ABC

van

sales

unit set up
consequently .ncrease overall
A NEW SPECIALISED van sales
turnover. The new salesmen, while
operation set up by Anchor under
o , on the road, will try to get an
the name Anchor / ABC Records
idea of What dealers think ,s
officially becomes effective on
interesting on our specialist and
March 1. But the first two salesmen
import labels. They ™11 be our
have already started on the long
barometer of dealers' feelrngs,
road round to Britain's dealers, and
which will enable us to build a
initially they will be more interested
ratalogue. These salesmen will then
in gathering information than in
carrv the specialist stock on the
selling slock.
vans', and be able to supply orders
The new operation is to be headed
and sell new titles to the dealers
by Alan Wade, in the newly created
direct."
position of commercial development
The two men who are covering
manager, whose responsibility will
England between them as specialist
be the development of this sales
salesmen are Bob Johnson, for the
operation to handle Anchor
London and South region, and Tony
specialist product labels such as
Michaelidis, dealing with the
Impulse, Westminster Gold, and
Midlands and the North. For the
Bluesway, and to make available
main Anchor sales Force, Bill Lamb,
certain of the ABC labels, including whose
12 years in the business
Duke and Peacock, on an imported
include nine years with Polydor has
basis.
been brought into the firm as sales
Details of titles which will be
manager, so releasing Wade to
imported arc not yet available,
concentrate
on the specialist sales.
mainly because they have not
been finally decided upon. When
slocks arc being accumulated, they
will be housed in a newly-acquired
Rime moves
3,000 square foot warehouse in St
Ann's Court behind the Anchor
premises in London's Wardour
to new HQ
Street, Anchor managing director
RIME ENTERPRISES, the
Ian Ralfini said that these premises,
which are being racked up now and publicity and promotion firm
will be in full use in a few weeks
founded by Allan James, is
expanding its activities from newlime, will be used to stock currently
headquarters at 25 Newman Street,
moving product in the Anchor
London W.l (01-637 9586/7/8).
catalogue and back up slocks on all
Jenny Knight, previously with
imported product.
Charisma, joins as assistant to
The new warehouse operation will
be the joint responsibility of Mike James. Plans are also being laid for
Nicholas, production manager, and
the opening of a Northern office, in
Manchester.
Alan Wade. Special order forms and
invoices will bear the Anchor/ABC
Rime will continue its policy of
logo and administration and credit
working on selected acts, however,
control will be handled by the office primarily those signed to Oyster
of deputy managing director Sunny Records. It is preparing the launch
Damley. Ralfini stressed that the of Paice/Ashton/Lord, a Deep
two sales forces — the existing Purple spin-off band, and will
Anchor sales force and the new handle promotion for upcoming
special van salesmen — are quite solo albums on Oyster from Roger
separate and different in function.
Glover, Dave Coverdale and others.
"Anchor / ABC Records is not a
The company was set up by James
new company, it is a new division
after he left his post as publicity and
which we have been talking about promotion director at Anchor.
for some months, but did not settle During its first year, it was
until we were sure of backup and associated with chart singles by the
full co-operation from ABC. After
Rubettes, Robin Sarstedt, the
all if we arc going to bring in imports Chanter Sisters, Can, Mike Oldfield,
we want to be sure we can get them and the Strawbs. Rime will continue
quickly when we need them. The to work on John Christie, produced
Anchor sales force will concentrate by Dave Clark, and certain Virgin
on main line releases and artists.
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History about to repeat itself?
Wethinkso!

6 week
UK Tour
starting
27tH February
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This album heralds the return of Roy Orbison with his first
studio recording for some time featuring brand new songs from
contemporary writers, including Kris Kristofferson and
Tony Joe White. More important, it signals his return to the
Monument label and the production and recording team that
contributed to his earlier hits. Watch out for the single from the
album: (I'm A) Southern Man" Watch out for a sell-out.

(February 16, 1967)
EMI CONTINUES to expand
domestic a&r division, signs Jack
Dorsey as head and makes
production agreements with Derek
Lawrence and Peter Eden . . .
Polydor launches Dance Month
promotion for 16 catalogue albums
with a Max Grcger 2LP for the price
of one . . . Pickwick signs Warren
Mitchell (Alf Garnett) to record
album of World War 1 songs for
Allegro . . . Siggy Jackson of
Melodise predicts boom in West
Indian music, but Chris Blackwell
of Island says insufficient good
records make that prospect unlikely
. . . RR market.survey finds dealers
now enthusiastically supporting
budget albums . . , Bob Barratt
elected to council of Songwriters
Guild . . . Tito Burns signs threeyear production deal with American
Coral label . . . Peter Shelley
appointed as a Decca talent scout
. . . This Is My Song by Petula
Clark reaches number one . . .
Liberty chief Al Bennett arrives in
London to discuss label's future.

(February 19, 1972)
BBC BANS Paul McCartney's Give
Ireland Back To The Irish single . . .
industry lays plans to maintain
supplies in face of compulsory threeday shutdown enforced by
government on major users of
electricity . . . former Hollies lead
singer Alan Clarke signs to RCA
. . . Dave Cash sells stake in Groovy
Music to MAM to allow greater
concentration on other aspects of
music business ... in High Court,
President refused a temporary
injunction preventing CBS from
issuing records by the Equals . . .
for the second time Gordon
Smythc's record store in Belfast's
Castle Arcade wrecked by bomb
explosion ... at Klnney, Bill Fowler
joins as promotion head and Anne
Ivil as press officer . . . Hanscn
Publications published How To
Make A Million Out Of The Pop
Business by Tony Palmer . . .
Chicory Tip's Son Of My Father hits
number one . . . Pat Fairley leaves
Marmalade to run group's
publishing companies.
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£410,100

by DAVID LONGMAN
EMI RECORDS is to spend more
than £400,000 this year on
commercial radio advertising. The
decision comes after three months of
negotiations with the two radio sales
operations, BMS and Air Services.
According to EMI's manager of
marketing services, Peter Hulm, it
is the first lime that any record
company has taken an extensive
advertising contract on all 19 1LR
stations, with LBC included in the
package.
Hulm, who said that the
expenditure (it compares with EMI's
1976 radio outlay of £275.000) was
intended to reflect the growing
importance of the medium as a sales
and marketing tool, explained;
"Our m-o-r and classical divisions
will make good use of the facilities
offered by stations like LBC,
Plymouth Sound and Radio Victory;
it won't just be a case of campaigns
on the big four stations. Capital,
Gyde, BRMB and Piccadilly. Our
contract is also being made available

First

on

rsiii

to other divisions of the EMI group,
such as films."
Commented David Munns,
marketing and promotions manager
for EMI's pop division, "As a
company, we were concerned that
our money was not always being put
to its best use previously. Pan of the
problem is fundamental to the very
nature of the business, in that we
have to work quickly, with chart
positions on a Tuesday morning
influencing our media buying plans
for the rest of the week."
The advertising contracts with
BMS and Air Services have been
negotiated separately, the former
deal involving series discounts, the
latter for volume discounts. The
split between both companies is
approximately 50-50, although
Hulm pointed out that this depends
on how many stations each firm is
representing. The discussions have
been protracted, in part because of
the resignation of BMS' Terry Bate
and the change in sales companies by
Pennine Radio.

The deal offers EMI the facility
for short-notice booking on all
stations, and there is also an
understanding between the parlies
that EMI will have "certain rate
card protection" in the case of any
or all stations increasing their rate
card costs during the next 12
months.
During this year, Munns said that
EMI will be using any one of three
agencies to place the commercials,
and that the method of placement
will vary according to the type of
product, as well as the immediacy
with which a campaign must be
implemented. "For singles, where
we need to get commercials on air as
soon as possible, we will use the land
line to get the advertisement to the
station," he revealed.
"Other means will include use of
Red Star.
"Another alternative is to ask the
radio station to produce its own
commercial, tailored for the needs
of the community," Munns
concluded.

releases

Regis

TWO ORCHESTRAL albums head
the release schedule for Regis
Records, a new company based in
Luton (0582 25906) and associated
with Abbey Records of Oxford
which specialises in religious and
choral recordings. The policy of
Regis is to concentrate on light
orchestral music and initial issues
feature the Johnny Patrick
Orchestra (DROY 5002), and Big
Band Swing by Barry Allcock and
the Midland All Stars Big Band
(DROY 5001).
Involved in Regis are Ron Harris,
who has assisted on various musical
projects for Abbey Records, Micky
Williams who previously worked in
broadcasting, and Harry Mudd and
John Walton, who are working in a
consultative capacity. Harris said that
several releases have been lined up
for the next few months, including
albums by Johnny Patrick, Jerry
Brooks (compere at Cesdrs Palace
night club in Luton) with Jeff
Walker and the Cesar's Orchestra,
and the Brian Newton Band which
recently won the BBC big band
competition. In addition two LPs
are to be recorded at Wavcndon, the
home of John Dankworth and Clco

Gibbons,

libel
Laine, featuring jazz pianists Brian
Lemon and Brian Pendlelon.
Harris added: "We shall also be
moving into the singles market and
the first release by the B.B. Exiles, a
r&b band will be available in March.
Basically we shall be concentrating
on orchestral and light jazz product,
but if we come across a singer who
falls into our particular style then we
will also release vocal albums.
Although we are based in Luton,
Regis will not be concentrating on
local acts — we are constantly on the
look-out for music which falls
within our aims."
Regis product is presently
distributed by Abbey, which has 500
appointed dealers throughout the
UK; several studios are being utilised
for the recordings, including CTS in
London, and Lee Sound in
Wolverhampton. The records are
being pressed by Island, and retail at
£3.25 each. Harris also said: "We
are concentrating on quality product
and hopefully in the near future
Regis will be able to get a major
Distribution deal which will bring us
more consumer attention. In
addition we hope to extend our
marketing activities."

Gabriel,

RESS AND radio throughout
cbruary is part of Poly dor's
romolion campaign for the new
tcve Gibbons album, Rollin' On.
he band is currently touring with
e-Bop Deluxe. Radio spots on
lyde, Forth, BRMB, Beacon,
apital and Piccadilly coincide with
ie relevant concert dates, and a
oster push (6,000 posters) is under
ray, covering every town of the tour
-'and also the concerts with Ted
lugenl which follow.
ETER GABRIEL'S first solo
Jbum on Charisma since he left
lenesis is being promoted via 45-cond radio spots, featuring DJ
'nnc Nightingale, between
ebruarv 23 and 30. The LP is also
eing promoted by 300 nationwide
■indow displays, 500 posters on the
ondon Underground leatunng
Jabricl and the album
more than
000 fly-posters in the 'vTnoo
rca, and a dealer mail-out
000
osters. In addition there will be

eh

Procol

mm
extensive press advertising including
teaser-adverts. Charisma marketing
manager Frank Sansom said that the
campaign was designed to make
Gabriel as big an album seller as his
former band Genesis, who also
record for Charisma.
CHRYSALIS IS settling down to a
series of campaigns and repromotion efforts for February and
March. A week of 30-sccond radio
advertisements in London and
Birmingham spearhead the push of
Procol Harum's latest LP
Something Magic (CHR 1130) to be
released on February 25. A single
from the album comes out on
February 18, and to promote the
records, Procol is undertaking a
nationwide tour backed up with
music press advertising and

A

i
TRANSATLANTIC HAS signed a
deal with Andy Cowan-Martin and
Adam Sieff's Pebble Beach record
label, with first product from Pure
Gold and Andy Caven due in
March. Transatlantic managing
director Nat Joseph (right} is
pictured here with Cowan-Martin
(left) and Sieff A publishing tie-up
between Pebble Beach and
Transatlantic's Heathside Music
associate has also been signed.

vv
MANN OF the moment — Manfred whose Earth Band recording
of Blinded By The Light gives Britain its second (after Leo Sayer)
U.S. number one single of 1977
also burning up the charts,
Smokie whose Living Next Door To Alice a chart-topper in
Germany, Holland and Belgium and also registering in American
Top 30
is the Gull label about to fly away from the Albert
Embankment?
despite counter attraction of Noel Edmonds
and Swapshop on tv, Radio-1 chiefs delighted to see that Kid
Jensen holding Rosko's Saturday morning figures ......
according to Doctors of Madness manager Bryan Morrison his
possible closer personal association with Polydor not now likely
COULD BE that Reader's Digest mail order firm will promote
future album packages on the box
punk rock distributors
Bizzarre Records planning own Obnoxious label with first release
from L.A. group The Nerves — owners Tim Crosby and Larry
DeBay say they can't afford British groups
Harvey
Goldsmith well-pleased that all five nominated best London
concerts at recent Capital Radio Awards were his promotions
after Pye advertisement in Daily Mirror, 10,778 calls logged
from people wanting to hear new Brotherhood Of Man single —
30 lines were in use.
LAST MINUTE appearance (unpublicised) of new Tony Hall
discoveries Love Potion at Harold Melvin/Manhatlans
Hammersmith concert due to latter's refusal to open the bill
last week, with Cliff Richard as chief guest, World Records
celebrated 21st anniversary and founder Norman Lonsdale flew
from home in Switzerland to attend
birthday
congratulations also due to Charlie Gillett whose excellent
Honky Tonk show on Radio London five years old in March
addition to last week's mention of Percy Dickens
celebration of 25 years on NME — gifts also included an antique
silver teapot from former editor Alan Smith.
AARON SIXX, former international head of Arista soon to
announce formation of new UK-based record company
new
Elvis Presley single Moody Blue is his 100th to be released here
tough talking on Radio London's country show on
Saturday by promoter Jeff Kruger alleging lack of interest by
Phonogram hierarchy in Faron Young tour
Joe Brown's
wife Vicki debuts simultaneously in UK, on Power Exchange,
and U.S., on Chelsea, with From The Inside single
accidentally (on purpose?) first 2,000 copies of Damned albums
will have picture of Eddie and Hot Rods on back cover, with an
erratum sticker — instant collectors' item?
NILSSON MUSICAL The Point nominated for Best Of The
Year award by Society Of West End Theatres
tirst in live
monthly programmes on the history of sound recording being
aired by Radio 3 on Saturday evening
new
recording contracts for Lyn Paul (ex-New Seekers) with Pye, and
Paul Jones (ex-Manfreds) with RCA
printing slip in last
week's issue removed an 0 from Abba's Greatest Hits sales of
700,000 copies.

ipw

pushes
extensive point of sale devices
including mobiles, posters and
window displays. The album will
feature as a 70p off Rocks Ofl offer
in the Virgin chain.
With the success of Leo Sayer's
latest single. Chrysalis have decided
to re-promote the Endless Flight
album via an extensive campaign of
advertisements in 150 of Britain's
leading cinemas. Pages have been
booked in the Sun and the Daily
Mirror, while buses in London and
Birmingham will carry posters on
their sides and major railway
stations will also be postered.
Albums by Racing Cars and the
Babys will also come in for an extra
push during the month with point of
sale and press advertising.
CHAIRS
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turnout
Beatles at
UNRELEASED REPERTOIRE by
the Beatles is expected to form the
basis of a future EMI television
campaign.
No
official
announcement to this effect has
been made, but a two-LP set
containing extracts from two of the
groups 1964 concerts at the
Hollywood Bow] is now a very real
candidate for TV consideration.
There has been industry
speculation for some time that EMI
was planning to document on disc
the Beatles' famous Shea Stadium
show from 1965 — an event that was
tilmed. and later televised
intemationally. It was even reported
CBS;

order

the Bowl TV LP?
would also mark the first-time
that studio time had been booked at
AIR London for former Beatles
release since the quartet's breakup
producer, George Martin, to mix the
of previously unavailable tracks; A
Shea Stadium tapes.
two-LP set fast year, Rock 'n' Roll
EMI denies that its plans involve
Music, was EMI's first attempt at
those recordings (which have been
Beatles repackaging. Television has
bootlegged in the US for some years)
never been used to promote their
but says that it is still too early to
product in Britain.
talk about any proposed release of a
If EMI does go ahead with its
'live' Beatles album. It is clear,
plans, there could be an interesting
however, that the ex-members of the
sales battle. At least one major TV
group will be fully consulted over
merchandiser has been approached
the matter.
to release a double-album of Beatles
Such a double-album dating from
material made 15 years ago in West
1964 would, of course, have to
Germany. Lee Halpern of New
showcase the group's early
York's Double H Licensing
repertoire, such as Please Please Me,
Corporation, which has obtained
She Loves You, Twist And Shout
worldwide distribution rights to the
and I Want To Hold Your Hand,
tapes, was recently in London to
rather than the likes of We Can
discuss a deal with various UK
Work It Out, Day Tripper, Eleanor
firms. The recordings feature the
Rigby and Yesterday. Any Beatles
Liverpool group in their embryonic
At The Hollywood Bowl package
days in a Hamburg night club.

early,
dealers
asked
THE CBS distribution centre at
London's Barlby Road is
undergoing its half-yearly
stocktaking from Friday, Februarv
25 to Sunday, February 27, and the
company asks retailers to place
orders earlier than normal during
the run-up week to ensure delivery
before that weekend. Order's
received after Ham on Thursday,
February 24 cannot be guaranteed
for pre-weekend delivery, and may
be held until Monday (28). The
stocktakc affects all CBS-distributed
product, including WEA, A&M,
Anchor and DJM.
CBS continues
with disco
discounts
FROM PAGE 1
product, and a simple credit
procedure for dealers." He believes
the voucher scheme can be used
without harming the trade of stores
not participating. The Mecca
organisation is currently having a
promotional drive, and has primed
up a book of vouchers for discounts
at various company establishments,
and CBS has taken space in the book
to offer 75p off the Tina Charles
album, with the offer running until
April 7.
Polydor discussed the voucher
idea as recently as last week, but
decided against it once more on
grounds of cost. As a result, State
had to organise the distribution itself
of the vouchers for the Rubettes
single. Said a&r director Andy
Stephens: "We can't afford to leave
any areas of promotion uncovered,
and so we went ahead with the
scheme and it has resulted in a chart
placing. We'll be looking at the
system again in the near future."
The Hal! & Gates discount of 20p
did not pay off for RCA. although
Rich Girl has sold in chart quantities
over a long period. Said a
spokesman: "We had saturation
airplay, but not enough sales in any
one week to lift the record into the
charts. The promotion was right,
but perhaps the selling was at fault.
It was an experiment, and when we
analyse the results, we may try
again".
fhere are conflicting views within
other companies. Both EMI and
WEA, for example, investigated
voucher discounts last year in the
wake of CBS' success, but have
subsequently come out against their
widespread usage. Meanwhile, the
results of CBS' latest discount
activity will be watched with interest
both from within and without.
PAGE 4

EMI

tops

market

1976

survey

FROM PAGE 1
EMI's performance on albums is
less easy to judge. Over the past five
years there have been alterations for
chart-compilation in the cost
definition of a full-price album and
also in 1972-74 both mid and fullprice LP charts, so direct
comparisons cannot be drawn.
However, BMRB's survey of fullprice sales shows that EMI continues
to hold a handsome and seemingly
unbeatable lead over the second and
third-placed companies, (CBS &
WEA) in some measure due to the
TV-promoted Beach Boys and Glen
Campbell albums — the year's
second and fourth best selling LPs
respectively. Nevertheless, EMI's
full-price share is still short of its
five-year peak of 25.3 percent in
1974, but considerably better than
the 1972 figure of 18.1 percent.
In the 1967 RR chart survey, only
six companies were represented —
Decca (30.5), EMI (28.5), Pye
(11.4), Polydor (11.3) CBS (6.5) and
Philips (4.8).
BMRB's survey of labels discloses
that on singles CBS was in first place
with 7.5 percent and its sister label
Epic in second with 6.0 percent, with
EMI third with 5.1 percent. The
labels had 24, 14 and 20 titles on the
chart respectively. On LPs, CBS
came first with 5.6 percent, ahead of

RCA (5.4) and Polydor (4.3). Chart
titles for the top three labels were 22,
14 and 12.
In the Music Week performance
survey, Abba's remarkable sales
year is reflected. Abba was leading
group singles and albums, while
Benny Andersson and Bjorn
Ulvacus were top writers with Stig
Anderson, and top producers
(singles) and lop producers
(albums).
Full details of the market and
performance surveys, plus results of
the Music Week advertising and
sleeve design awards can be found in
a special section on pp. 43-60.

dealer

meeting

by TERRI ANDERSON
INDEPENDENT DEALERS
responded in spectacular fashion to
a call from Birmingham retailer
Robert Lynex for support at a
meeting on February 9 to discuss the
major problems of their trade. Not
only was the attendance unexpected
— Lynex says that he hoped to see
perhaps 15 dealers and got well over
50 — but also the outcome; a
meeting which began with a
proposal that a new independent
dealers' association should be set up
ended with a decision to abandon
that idea and to join the MTA en
masse.
Lynex reports that his fears that
the room he had booked for the
meeting (which he announced
through the letters column of Music
Week) at the Barley Mow Hotel in
Solihull would be far too large were
proved totally wrong, as people
began to arrive from many different
parts of the country. Apart from a
big contingent of 18 dealers from
Birmingham itself, there were
groups and individuals from as far
distant as Somerset, Yorkshire and
Middlesex, as well as Worcester,
Derby, Leicester, Nottingham,
Coventry, and Gloucester. Lynex
did a quick head count, which gave
an attendance of about 80 in all, and
of these about 50 signed in as
dealers, although there were almost
certainly more than that number
present.
The two main proposals put to the
meeting were first, that an
independents' association be set up.
and secondly that those present
should set up their own independent
buying group, "It was to be our own
one-stop, for buying in new releases

Diamonds
ROUGH DIAMOND, the big new
signing to Island Records, has run
into a legal battle over ownership of
its name.
Another rock band — Rough
Diamonds, led by Robert Watson
and hailing from Shepherd's Bush
— was granted a temporary order in
the High Court on February 8
preventing the Island group, which
features David Byron and Clem
Clcmpson from using the name until
February 18.
Manager Steve Barnctt flew back
from America this week to consult
with lawyers, but no comment on
the matter was forthcoming from
cither record company or
management as the affair is now sub
judice. Island's Rough Diamond is
Ihought to be the company's most
expensive signing in recent years.
Island hit similar snags three years
ago with the group Sharks, but' was
able to settle out of coun.

in bulk and so getting the big
discounts. "The judgement on both
was the same — that there was
insufficient experience and lack of
influential contacts to make such
plans work.
Lynex had arranged the meeting
in conjunction with the West
Midlands regional branch of the
MTA, and its chairman, Joyce
Bailey, attended, as did Harry
Tipple, secretary of the GRRC.
After hearing from Tipple, who
among other points stressed that the
MTA could muster some 500
members in this country and more in
Europe, the meeting decided that the
Association offered the best
available chance of getting
representation with
record
companies. Lynex comments,
"They had my £15 membership
straight away, and I know many of
the other dealers have joined, or
intend to do so very soon. What we
did decide was to set up independent
regional committees under the
MTA, for record retailers — they
already exist, but only for the shea
music and instrument side of the
trade. The areas have yet to be
decided on, but we realise that what
we must do now is follow this up by
sending letters to people in the
localities concerned.
"The meeting was not intended to
be an MTA meeting, but it certainly
ended up as one." Other topics
discussed included those of five
percent returns, record quality, and
stock problems.

King opts
for

more

producini

s: ^

Legal tussle
over Bough

at

.
THE ASSEMBLED might of the Kings, Jonathan (seated) and Andy (first
left), together with members of Remus Down Boulevard, Quarry Productions'
Alan Crux, manager Ron Popham and the MAM Agency's John Giddings at
the signing of the London band to UK Records. Their debut album has been
recorded live at the Marquee.
Twe-way deal fcr
CiSibSwea and Pwe
comv/i
FROM DA
PAGE 1
about 15,000 sales in the soul/disco
has been the source of
market. Casablanca U.S. also has
speculation in recent months. Atmuch
the
Donna Summer, but her UK deal
time of the breakup with EMI, Neil
with GTO does not expire until next
Ihal hC Was rc
year.
P Parcdand
IO
up his own promotion
From Pyc's point of view, the
marketing
unit
in Britain, 0r even a
American part of the deal is
completely independent operation
valuable, coming as it docs after the
if he could not get a distributor "in a
demise of the British firm's U.S.
division. First Pye product to go out
through Casablanca will be a Jimmy
James album, produced by Biddu.
Casablanca's UK representation
SP-ST-ajskS
tabel, but nothing developed.

FROM PAGE 1
certain acts which I believe that
company will look after properly
will go on my label," leaving him
free to place other masters and acts
elsewhere, and produce for other
companies, too.
The UK chairman has already
made several moves in this direction,
channelling Brcndon's Gimme Some
to Magnet, 100 Ton & A Feather's
Just To Be Close To You to Pye,
and Eiri Thrasher's Turn The Beat
Around / Lady Bump to Private
Stock, while also preparing to
produce Alvin Stardust for Magnet.
"I'm spreading my wings back
into the creative area." explained
King, "and pulling out of the area in
which I got very involved:
promotion, sales, marketing." The
need to do this, he said, was partlv
prompted by the failure of several
recent UK records, "h hit me with
Misstss.pp, and hit me again with
When A Child Is Bom. Those
should have been hits."
UK s managing director, Andy
King, will assume the administrative
aunes relinquished by brother
conce,
csnhrT1' athe
lld label's
itraic
on
establishing
own acts
3
Eas E,ul rock
band, R?
Remus n"'
Down Boulevard,
and
band
'
c lead singer of Gonzales in a solo
role, Lenny Zakatek) as well as
aiding ,n the promotion of JK
mastersS placcd
mm,™
with other
companies.
Jonathan King, meanwhile, is
for a v
«sii to the US and
r
Sl w lcrc lc s
nin- 'product
? ' with
' local
i i companies,
hoping to
plate
search for new talent and study the
activities of record pirates.
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NAZARETH Nazaieth TOPC 5001/Exercises TOPS 103/Razamanaz TOPS 104/Loud 'N' Proud TOPS
105/Rampant TOPS 106/Hair Of The Dog TOPS 107/Close Enough For Rock 'n' RoH TOPS 109/Play
'N' The Game TOPS 113/Greatest Hits TOPS lOS/D DAN McCAFFERTY Dan McCafferty TOPS 102
□ KRAZY KAT China Seas TOPC 5004 □ THE SENSATIONAL ALEX HARVEY BAND SAHB
Stories TOPS 112/SAHB (Without Alex) Fourplay TOPC 5006 □ BAKER GURVITZ ARMY Baker
Gurvitz Aimy^/ElysianEncounterTOPS 101/Hearts OnFire TOPS 111 □ GINGERBAIiER & FRIENDS
Eleven Sides Of Baker TOPC 5005 □ THE MARTYN FORD ORCHESTRA Smoovin TOPS 110 □
THE GOLDEN FIDDLE AWARDS TOPC 5002/The Golden Fiddle Awards Part 2 TOPC 5003
^Available soon on Mouniain Records

MOUNTAIN
Marketed by EMI Records Limited. 20 Manchester Squar e. London W1A1ES, Sales and Distribution Centre. 1-3 Uxbndge Road, Hayes. Middlesex Tel: (01) 759 4532/4611 & 848 9311
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Special
License

laws

for

'ambiguous'
<9
claim

agents

by JOHN HAVWARD
A STRINGENT new licensing
system for emeriainmcm agems
should be backed up by a similar
system for promoters, say top
agents.
The new laws came into force in
July of last year, when the old twoguinea local authoriiy licenses were
replaced by permits issued by the
Department of Employment under
the Emplovment Agendes Act of
1973.
This new centralised system is
designed to cut out 'bad elements' in
the agency world, but agents
complain that parts of the Act arc
ambiguous, and although it might
reduce malpractice, it leaves
promoters free to operate with no
license at all.
As the old local authority licenses
begin to expire, agents arc applying
for their new Employment Agency
and Employment Business permits,
which cost £72 per year.
Under the code of practice laid
down by the new law, if an agent
wishes to buy a season's dates on an
act and then sell them off at a profit,
as opposed to booking dates and
taking a commission, he needs an
Employment Business license which
entails a strict vetting procedure with
three reputable references. Before
the Act, he was allowed to transact
both types of business of his twoguinea permit.
Another troublesome clause in the
law requires agents to obtain bone
fides from foreign promoters before
booking an act with them abroad. In
the past this was done through the
Board of Trade, but recently it has
discontinued the service for fear of
falling foul of civil court action,
should its recommendations become
public.
This leaves the British agent to
stand the cost of investigating
foreign promoters, which can run to

£30 a time.
Said Entertainment Agents
Association secretary Gordon
Blackie; "Because of a peculiar
wording of the law, the agent has to
take responsibility for artists
working abroad, and in reality there
is very little protection for the act.
even if the bone fides prove
favourable.
"Besides, there is nothing to stop
the artist signing a contract and
insisting on a foreign engagement
against the agent's advice and it will
need a test case to sort out the
legalities there."
Blackie commented that other
parts of the Act will need clearing up
through the courts, but conceded
that it was still early days for the newlaw.
"By and large we are in favour of
this Act, which ought to cut out
some of the seamier side of the
business," he said. "However there
will always he smalltime promoters
prepared to deal with unregistered
agents because they don't know any
better.
"The Department has tried to
publicise the new law as far as they
can within the trade, but it still needs
more light thrown on to it from all
angles.
"It seems unfair that promoters
can set and go broke overnight
leaving artists unpaid without
needing to be licensed, when the
agency trade is coming under a strict
law that was really designed to
regulate theaciivities of employment
bureaux and typist agencies."
"And what happens with
promoters who take a string of dates
on an act and sell one or two of them
off to independent operators or
colleges? There arc many grey areas
that need clearing up."
Contravention of the Act results
in fines of up to £400 and possible
withdrawal of a license.

Xavim!
...doing for records what
EMMANUELLE did for films.
Vavicra!

v

Recommended For Adults Only.
you know
<s.

it makes sense.

BELMONT RECORDS. BUSR 246
DISTRIBUTED BY
DISC &TAPE SUPPLIES
ELTHORNE HOUSE,9 CHERINGTON ROAD,LONDON W7. TEL:01-579 6125
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KEN EAST, vice president of ^olow"'s ^
Zealand last month as part of a world tout. A t 0 Stev,e Wo,;(Icr's Songs In
Hutt, East was presented with a gold disc for sales linf alc u
million units
The Key Of Life, and a platinum disc for sales f ' J .
Acwbcr us part
of the New Zealand compilation. Motown Gold, released last O
of a major Motown campaign.
Terry Walker
rejoeos EMI
TERRY WALKER has rejoined
EMI as marketing manager for the
licensed label division in Heron
Place. He was previously w ith Rak
Records as marketing manager and
has also spent some time with the
Hollies' management office. EMI's
licenced label division has had
extensive changes to the
management and marketing/
promotion team in recent months.
Behind the new appointmenis is an
extensive restructuring of the
promotion departments with the aim
of streamlining and co-ordinating
press/radio and TV promotional
efforts.
Richard Evans joins the company
as radio promotion manager; he was
previously at Private Stock. Martyn
Barter becomes radio promotions
assistant and Phil Holmes continues
as TV promotion manager. The
press office has also been
reorganised and a second press
officer joins Phil Presky in this
department. New press officer is
Bcrnadctte Kilmartin, who has
previously worked for State Records
and Polydor. Following the
departure of Hugh Rees-Parnell,
Jack Stewart-Grayson takes over as
label manager responsible for
MAM, Target, Big Bear and Safari.
He was previously the division's
advertising manager and the vacant
post has been filled by Chris Black,
previously assistant to Terry
Walker.
DAVE JONES has been named
purchasing manager at Tandy's
Records, working out of the firm's
W a r I e y, West Midlands,
headquarters, and Mike Webster is
appointed export sales manager.
Both men report to managing
director, Fran T andy.
DAVID FLAVELL and Mike
Walsh have joined New Musical
Express as advertisement sales
executives; Flavell previously
worked on Pins cC Needles Home
Fashions, and Walsh joins from
Haymarkel Publishing.
CHRISTOPHER BISHOP has been
appointed deputy general manager
at EMI's international classical
division, reporting to Peter Andry,
director and general manager of
group classical recording. Bishop
was previously production manager
of the international classical
division. He has been with EMI
since 1964, when he joined as a
classical recording producer.
Barry Malcomber has also joined
EMI's international classical
division as central publicity officer,
reporting to marketing
administrator Austin Bennett. He
comes from Dccca, where he was
head of classical sleeve co-

ordination. From the same
department at Dccca, Donald
Kennedy joins the EMI division as
creative services assistant, reporting
to Douglas Pudncy.

EP

UAs

Hatcher
UNITED ARTISTS is releasing a
limited-edition ten inch EP by the
George Hatcher Band this Friday
(18). Called Have Band Will Travel
and retailing in a special sleeve at the
price of 99p, the disc will feature
lour live tracks and play at 33rpm.
Andrew Lauder, head of a&r at
UA. said that the record should be
regarded more as a one-off release
than as a precedent for further teninch discs. "This isn't the first such
record to be released in the last few
years, but because facilities for
pressing large quantities ot 33rpm
10-inchers no longer exist, the
Hatcher EP may well be the last,"
he said. "Sleeve problems, pressing
and other technical difficulties mean
that the ten-inch disc is probably too
much of a problem for further
releases."
Prefix number of the Hatcher
record will be EXP 100 and it is
expected to be available in a quantity
of between 7,500 and 1,000. Four
years ago UA issued another teninch disc, Man's Christmas Party At
Swansea, and according to Lander
the disc is now a rare collector's item
with copies exchanging hands lor as
much as £35.

Don't let's
fight- let's
unite
COME ON folks — hasn't the time
come to stop hitting the "enemy"
below the belt? We all know that
through lack of market anticipation
and mis-management EMI has not
only let itself down, but also the
retail world — especially the
independent retail world. No one
could cry with anguish and
annoyance, more than 1. at the
hundreds of pounds that I have lost
weekly since Christmas through lack
of EMI singles, not to mention their
albums. DonT think for one
moment that I am advocating such a
deplorable situation, but continually
bemoaning the fact is not going to
help any of us. When I rang EMI 1
received a very sincere apology and a
full explanation for the problem. I
only hope that they will get their
house in order as quickly as possible,
though it may well take some lime,
and that an occurrence of this nature
will not happen in the future. Surely
even EMI, as wealthy as it is, cannot
want to lose sales of this magnitude?
I find it far easier to forgive this
unintentional error of judgement,
which has occurred at a grim
economical time, than I do
Phonodisc for intentionally
introducing their puerile
dictatorship Returns System. Yes,
Phonodisc, I think you must be
deliberately trying to destroy the
independent retailer (the multiples
will always survive by some means
or another) with all the extra work
involved. You must think that
retailers are wet behind the ears not
to realise that you have made the
Returns System as complicated and
time consuming as possible in the
hopes that wc will give up returning
your faulty goods and hence save
you money. When this new idea
started I was told that it would make
credits much quicker and easier. 1
have seen no evidence of this Goods
originally listed and posted on
November 29. 1976. another 6':p
on postage, actually received official
credit invoice on Januarv 31, 1977
and maybe with luck 1 might receive

the credit itself on the next
statement. Two months plus — is
that what is termed efficient, easier
and quicker? Joke over.
I also find it easier 10 forgive the
EMI situation than I do to learn that
a multiple store in my town receives
K-Tcl goods on an SOR basis. Come
on K-Tcl. what are your terms and
details for this scheme? They have
never been given to me.
And as light relief, what about the
computer at CBS / WEA / A&M
that has such an insatiable appetite
that it only ejects half an order, or
devours a whole order, so that once
again 1 am to be found sitting at the
local railway station collecting an
overdue Red Star parcel, contents of
which are urgently needed for
weekend sales. It's all in a day's
work now.
So 1 could go on and on, but that
is not the point. Surely the time has
come for manufacturers and
retailers to unite for the mutual
benefit and survival of BOTH, and
not to waste time and loss of sales in
grumbling about one another. Let's
have more efficiency, then we will
have less problems and in turn we
will be able to give our time to the
customer who, goodness knows, is
demanding more and more attention
and that of my staff. Cannot a
vicious circle become a happy
circle. PENELOPE J. POWELL,
Stylus Four, 24 Winchcombc St.,
Cheltenham.

Wosser's
EfflfatDiOl
JOOP VISSER"S misfortune as ir
I cm Doolcy last week really meana tragic personal loss. 1 can assun
you thai his collection of jazi
records and books was invaluabh
and is irreplaceable.
Yet, .loop has given us back tin
n
catalogue,
our own
cabinetslei's
andalltryuo10througl
rebuilt
Joop's collection which means sc
fmieh 10 him. DICK VAN VLIET,
Emt Ear, Holland.
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TITLE-Artist
(Producgf) Writer, Label & Number (Distributing Label)

TITLE-Artist
(Producef) Writec, Label & Number (Distributing LabeT)

TORN BETWEEN TWO LOVERS — Mary Macgregor
(Peter Yarrow, Barry Beckett), P. Yarrow. P. Jarrell,
Ariola America 7638 (Capitol)
HAN
NEW KID IN TOWN — Eagles
(Bill Srymuyk), J.D Souther, 0. Henley, G, Frey,
Asylum 45373
ALM/WBM
BLINDED BY THE LIGHT -Manfred Mann's Earth Band
(Manfred Man & The Earth Band), B Springsteen,
B-3
Warner Bros. 8252

35

30

20

36

31

19

37

39

8

CAR WASH —Rose Royce ©
(Norman Whitfield), N. Whitfield, MCA 40515
LOVE THEME FROM "A STAR IS BORN"
{Evergreen)-i
jStresiand
lone), B Streisand, P. Williams.
(Barbra Streisand,
Columbia 3-IQj
DAZZ'E. Lee. Brick),
(Jim
Johnnyj
Fng 727
R. Ransom, R. Harij
ENJOY YOU
F—The Jacksons
.), K. Gamble, L. Huff, Epic ■50289
(Ken
I rvun^-Mevie wonder
(Stevie Wonder). S. Wonder, Tamla 54274 (Motown)
I LIKE DREAMIN'-Kenny Nolan
(Kenny Nolan, Charles Calello), K. Nolan, 20th Century 2287
rMOURLOV^

38

34

17

49

3

MCA

WBM
CPP
B-3

tfr

48

6

41

40

6

42

46

6

43

45

5

44

41

15

CPP

FLY LIKE AN EAGLE-Steve Miller Band
(Steve Miller), S. Miller, Capitol 4372
HOT LINE —Sylvers ®
(Freddie Perren), K. St. Lewis, F. Perren. Capitol 4336
WEEKEND IN NEW ENGLAND — Barry Manilow
(Ron Dante, Barry Manilow), R. Edelman, Arista 0212
NIGHT MOVES —Bob Seger
(Jack
Seger.

BB
ALM
B-3

45

42

9

☆ 60

3

47

37

TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT
(Gonna Be Alright) — Rod Stewart ®
(t. Dowd), R. Stewart. Warner Bros. 8262
WBM
STAND TALL — Burton Cummmgs ©
(Richard Perry), B. Cummmgs, Portrait/CBS 7001
ALM
MOODY BLUE/SHE THINKS I
STILL CARE — Elvis Presley
(Elvis Presley. Fellon Jams). M. James. RCA 10857
CPP/PLY
LIVIN' THING — Electric Light Orchestra
(Jeff Lynne), J Lynne, United Artists 888
B3
CRACKERBOX PALACE — George Harrison
(George Harrison. Tom Scott), G. Harrison. Dark Horse 3313 (Warner
Bros.)
WBM
SAY YOU'LL STAY UNTIL TOMORROW-iom Jones
(Gordon Mills). R Gteenaway, B Mason, Epic 8 50308
WBM
IN THE MOOD — Henhouse Five Plus loo
(Ray Stevens). J. Garland. A Ra/at. Warner Bros. 8301
CPP
FANCY DANCER — Commodores
(James Carmichael, Commodores). R Lapit-ad I Richie.
Commodores. Motown 1408
CPP
BABY DON'T YOU KNOW-w.id Che.,y
(Robert Panssi). R. Panssi. Epic Sweet City 8 50306
CHA
WHISPERING/CHERCHEZ LA FEMME/SE
SI BON- Dr. Bunard's Ongmal Savannah Band
(Sandy Linzet), Schoenberger. Coburn. Rose. S Browdei Jr .
A. Darnell. RCA 10827
CPP B 3
DREAMBOAT ANNIE-Hea.t
(Mike Flicker). A, Wilson. N. Wilson. Mushroom 7023
CPP
DON'T GIVE UP ON US-oav,d
sou.
(Tony Macaulay). T. Ma5j'jJ'*^v.p--wate Slock 45129
-UJ
^

IS,— UJ*
-Z ujJ

s-a ww*
-i

69

75

70

70

ir 81
☆ 84
A74

83
80

☆ 85
76

78

☆ 1 HN E
☆ 89
79

50

90
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DREANIN'
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Currently a top ten

hit

Available

Writer of
My eyes adore you
ikTH

Swing your Daddy
High Wire
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Get Dancing
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PARIS — Prizes awarded by the
Acadamie du Disque Francaise ibis
year had special significance as ihey
coincide with the centenary of the
invention of recorded sound by
Thomas Edison and the Frenchman
Charles Cros.
Because of the celbraiions, two
separate prizes were given in certain
sections, one in the name of Cros
and the other on behalf of Edison.
This system applied to the Grand
Prix du President de la Republique.
the Grand Prix des Arts ct Letircs,
the Grand Prix de la Ville Paris and
the Grand Prix de FAcademic du
Disque Francais.
Also for the first time in the
history of the awards, special prizes
were made for audio-visual
productions. The awards in full:
Grand Prix du President de la
Republique (Edison): Carmen.
Bizet. London Philharmonic,
conducted by Sir George Solli
(Decca): (Cros): Le Livre d'Or de
Forgue Francais, Andre Isoir, Louis
Thiry, by Jacques Le Calve
(Calliope).
Grand Prix des Arts el Lellres
(Edison): Le Chateau de BarbeBleue, (Balazs-Banok), BBC, Pierre
Boulez (CBS); (Cros): Jeanne An
Bucher, (Claudel-Honegger), Nice,
Jean-Marc Cochereau (FY-Ville de
Nice).
Grand Prix de la Ville de Paris
(Edison): La Fedclta Premista
(Haydn), Suisse Normande, Antal
Dorati (Philips); (Cros): Jacques
Preverl, interpreted by Mouloudji
(BAM-AZ).
Grand Prix de PAcademie du
Disque Francais (Edison): Romeo el
Juliette, Berlioz, Boston, Sciji
Ozawa (Deutsche-Grammophon);
(Cros): Le Printemps, (Claude Le
Jeune), Ensemble Jacques Feuillie
(Arion).
Academy's tribute to the
centenary of the Record and of
Color Photography: Beethoven, Ou
L'Amour de la Libene. by Jean-

Edison

Academic
Man in Grenier (Polydor/DeutschcGrammophon), a multi-vision
pit cess, co-production by JeanMarie Grenier and Maurice
Mathelin, presented for the first
time at the International
Audiovisual and Communication
Exhibition, January 29, 1977.
General section:
Audiovisual Productions:
Memoire de Sache by Robert
Thuillier (Thuillier), Iroise, by
Pierre Willcmin (Elf-Aquitaine);
Phonographic Productions:
Centenary of Record: 100 Ans de
Phonographe, by Guy Dumazcn
(Arabella-Eurodisc);
French Text: Si Sacha wguitry
m'etaii come, Sacha, Yvonne
Printemps (EMl-Pathc); Jacques
Prcvcrt, by Mouloudji (BAM-AZ).
Literary and Musical Themes: 14
Juillet, (Romain Rolland), (Iben,
Auric. Milhaud. Roussel, Koechlin,
Honeggcr, Lazarus). Musiquc des
Gardiens de la Paix, conducted by
Desire Dondeyne (CDM-SACEM).
Spiritual Music: Requiem,
(Berlioz), Radio-France, Leonard
Bernstein (CBS): Laudate Pucri, 2
motets (Vivaldi), Magda Kalmar
(Hungaroton-AZ).
Oratorio: Jeanne au Bucher
(Claudel-Honegger). Nice JeanMarc Cochereau (FY-Ville de Nice).
Organ: Le Livre d'or de Porgue
Francais. Andre Isoir, Louis Thiry.
by Jacque Le Calve (Calliope).
French Symphonic: Romeo et
Juliette (Berlioz). Boston, Seiji
Ozawa (Deutsche-Grammophon);
Wallenstein, Istar, (dTndy), Pierre
Dervaux (EMI-VSM); Symphonic en
si bemol majcur and Soir de Fete.
Toulouse, Michel Plasson.
(Chausson). (EMI-VSM); Des
Canyons aux Etoiles, (Messiaen).
Yvonne Loriod, Ars Nova, Marius
Constant (Erato).
Foreign Symphonic: Symphonic
Alpestrc (Richard Strauss). Los
Angeles, Zubin Mehta (Decca).
French Concert; Concerto Russe

[Mm
BR EC K DEAL — Freddy 8 reck, regular chan artist in Germany, has signed a
recording contract with EMI Electrola following the closure of the BASF
music operation in Mannheim. He is a big seller in Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, Holland, with one chart entry in the U.K., and averages sales of
250,000 in each single. Picture shows (left to right): Manfred Zumkeller.
Id eel rola a&r chief: Heinz Cielz, 8 reck's producer; Georg Richter (standing
behind). 8 reek's manager; Breck; Fried rich E. Wottawa. EM! Elect rola
managing director; and Guenter Legner, programming chief and director of
Elect rola in Germany.
Greek Eurosong
ATHENS — This year's Greek entry
for the Eurovision Song Contest,
announced by ERT, the national
Greek radio and television network,
is to be Mathima Solfege, written by
Yiorgos Hadjinasios, with lyrics by
Scvi Tiliakou.
It is to be perfonned by four of
the country's most popular young
artists, singing together for the first
time — Bessy Argyraki, Marianna
Toli. Paschalis and Robert
Williams. They are all Phonogram
artists and the single will be released
PAGE 8

prizes

either on Philips or Polydor.
Some 85 songs were originally
submitted and the final entry was
selected by a jury made up of
composers, lyricists, journalists and
radio and TV personalities. The
melody is the first internationallyslanted Greek entry for Eurovision
and gets right away from the usual
typical Greek sound. It will be
released in German. Italian, French
and English, deals having been
completed during MI DEM '77 by
Kostas Fasolas, of Intersong Hellas.

list

and Concerto en Fa (Lalo). JeanPierre VVallez, Radio-France,
Koizumi (Decca); Third Concerto,
Havanaisc, Introduction and
Rondo Capriccioso (Saint-Saens).
Pierre Amoyal. New Philharmonia.
Vernon Handley (Erato).
Foreign Concert Music:
Concertos with organ solo (Vivaldi).
Andre Isoir. Paul Kuentz (Deutsche
Grammophon); Concerto for
clarinet. Concerto for Bassoon,
Rondo for horn (Mozart). Guy
Deplus, Jean-Pierre Laroquc,
Daniel Bourgue. Munich. Hans
Stadlmair (Decca); Concerto No. 2
for piano (Brahms). Cccile Oussct,
Gcwandhaus de Leipzig, Kurt Masur
(Decca): Don Quixote, (Richard
Strauss). Rostropovitch, Berlin
Philharmonic. Karajan (EMI-VSM).
Chamber Orchestra: Concerts
Royaux, (Couperin), Brand is,
Holliger, Nicolet (Archiv
Produktion); Works for String,
(Lekeu, Rossini. Mouret, Vivaldi).
Andree Colson Instrumental
Ensemble (Vernou-lbach).
Chamber Music: Quartets with
Flute and String Trio (Mozart).
Christian Lardc, Jean Mouillere,
Claude Navcau, Roland Pidoux
(Erato); Divertimento (Mozart).
Nouveau Trio Pasquier (Decca); The
Three Sonatas (Debussy). Menuhin,
Laskine, Fevrier, Debost, Gcndron
(EMI-VSM); Divertimento. Suite
Italienne, Due Concertant
(Stravinsky); Itzhak Pcrlman (EMIVSM); Works For Piano (SaimSacns). Bernard Ringeissen (Ades);
Works for Harpsichord (Couperin).
Laurence Boulay (Erato). Cimbalom
Recital. Maria Fabian (HungarotonAZ).
Major artists: Les Jeunes Annees,
Yehudi Menuhin (EMI-VSM);
Hungarian Rhapsodies, (Liszt).
Georges Cziffra (EMI-VSM);
Dietrich Fischer- Dieskau for his
recording of the lieder o f Hugo Wolf
(Deutsche Grammophon); Dietrich
Fischcr-Dieskau for his
interpretation of Wagner's
Mcistersingcrs (Berlin, Jochum)
Deutsche Grammophon).
Lyric Theater: La Fedelta
Prcmiata (Haydn). Suisse Romande,
Antal Dorati (Philips); Macbeth
(Verdi). Scala, Claudio Abbado
(Deutsche Grammophon); Carmen
(Bizet), London Philharmonic, Sir
Georg Solii (Decca); Le Chateau de
Barbe-Bleue (Balazs-Banok). BBC,
Pierre Boulez (CBS); La Coquette
Trompee (Antoine Dauvergne).
Jean-Pierre Wallez (Decca); Les
Fetes d'Hcbc (Rameau). Ballet.
Raymond Lcppard (EMI-VSM).
Melody: Le Livre d'Or de la
Melodic Francaise (Reynaldo Hahn,
Massenet, Gounod). Bruno
Laplante (Calliope).
Ancient Music: Le Printemps
(Claude Le Jeune). Ensemble
Jacques Feuillie (Arion); Madrigals
And Motets (Orlando Gibbons) and
First Book Of Songs (John
Dowland). The Court Of Musicke,
Anthony Roolcy (L'Oiseau-LyreDccca).
Music History: First Encounter
With The King (Wagner) by Guy
La farge (Decca).
Ethnomusicology: Traditional
Music Of The Countries Of France
(Le Chant Du Monde).
Popular Folk Music: Almanach,
Malicornc (Hezagonc-WEA/Filipacchi).
Jazz: The King, Benny Carter
(Pablo-Polydor).
Children's Records: Figaro JeanPierre Cassel (Ades-Lc Petit
Menestrel); Jacques Douai; Les plus
belles Chansons de France (Unidisc).
French Chanson: Reve ou Meurs
Jean Vasca (RCA); Maman, J'Ai
Pen. (Polydor).
Humor: R'alboum, ZoucfRCA).

IE
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Dietar Btlrsbad, ispiaun;!prcseminz Brow, wth aScouish
hand-worked antique silver bracelet specially engraved fat (he occasion Dig
presentation look place at a reception hosted by Polydor International during
Brown's recent visit to Germany.
Composers" Union

attacks

airplay
Ancelin says: "This is not merely
PARIS — The National Union of
chauvinistic attitude. We arc merely
Composers here is to take legal
trying to show that composers
action against French radio. The
represent a whole cultural force and
recently-formed body is claiming the
should have a voice. We've already
law is not being respected on radio
discussed the problem with the
and that the percentage of French
Second Television Programme and
compositions broadcast is below the
there will be changes, including over
legal minimum.
the lime music shows are
The union represents all kinds of
introduced, because we want the
music except pop, with operas and
chance to reach a much wider
operettas included with the general
audience."
range of light music and film-score
There is clearly substantial
writing.
backing for the new group in
Pierre Ancelin, secretaary, has
produced a chart showing that Parliament and it is likely that
broadcast music by foreign questions will be fired at the
composers is well above air-space Minister of Cultural Affairs. As a
given to French works. For France move to establish that the union
Musique, a programme devoted seeks only fair play, contact has
entirely to music, foreign been made with foreign groups and
compositions average between 31-34 eventually a European organization
per cent and French music, written of composers may be set up. That
by both living and dead composers, way composers from many different
just in the 10-15 percent mark.
countries could work together to
On France Culture, which increase their influence.
Union president is Henri Sauguet,
broadcasts little music anyway, the
percentage of French music ranges who set to music a poem written by
between 13-50 per cent and foreign Charles Cros, French inventor of the
music from 19-39 per cent, so doing phonograph 100 years ago,
rather more for local product.
announcing his invention.

SACEM

defends

sampling
PARIS — following expressed
criticism of SACEM, the French
copyright society, press
representative Patrick Renault has
denied any collusion between the
society and the show-business world
to deprive certain kinds of music of
its rights.
In a published letter, he says that
if pop music gets the main share then
it was not the fault of SACEM
which merely tried to project an
accurate picture of diffusion of
music at every level.
He underlines that in a single vear
some 500,000 individuals,
organizations or enterprises arc
responsible for public performances.
He admits it is quite impossible to
know precisely what music was
played every three minutes on the
45.000 French juke boxes or to keep
an exact track of what is plaved in
the nation's 4,000 discotheques.
So SACEM uses a system aimed at
reaching the right average in discos
and on juke-boxes. "It is the onlv
way the operation can be carried out
at a reasonable cost and in any case
overheads add up to 20 per cent."
The same system is used for balls
and dances. In early days serious
errors, even false entries, were
discovered. Now on a sampli.i
Sys.e,n SACEM can ge, very clos o

system
the exact figures. Ail bands
orchestras are requested to sub
at three-monthly intervals, san
repertoires of music being played
The sampling system docs
apply to regular concerts, wl
each item is noted. In cases wl
authors' rights were based on
amount of money taken, organi
were asked to note how much mc
was received as well as what m
was played.
Renault says SACEM does I
great difficulty obtaining
necessary information. Often
representatives are finally prese
with an illegible scrawl, o
incomplete. Now SACEM
preparing information for
young writers who may not
fully aware of all the services
society provides.
However Renault's reply has
proved completely acceptable tc
groups, particularly jazz compo
who complain that SDRM,
mechanical rights section
SACEM, takes 33 per cent
expenses, not 20 per cent. Ot
have complained that the pre
structure of SACEM
undemocratic and that a crii
report had been put forward
members of the Socialist Party.
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CBS are proud to announce the U.K.
release of the soundtrack album for the
forthcoming film'A Star is Born.'
Already certified Platinum sales in
the United States, this album is a work of
major importance which is destined to become a
X,
major recording event.
Probably no other film and album will receive the press
coverage, T.V. time, radio comment and public interest that
'A Star is Born' will generate in 1977.
The reason is very simple.
The film is the love story of two rock superstars, played by Barbra
Streisand and Kris Kristofferson - themselves both superstars in front of the
camera andthe microphone.

Ir*
Album 'A Star Is Born': CBS 86021
ri Single 'Love Theme from A Star Is Born (Evergreen)' CBS 4855
The album features the music from their concerts in the film,
including the single 'Love Theme From "A Star Is Born" (Evergreen).'
It's all there. The excitement and madness of today's rock scene
captured on this one incredible album.
Already five times winner of the Golden Globe awards (Best
Musical Film; Best Actress In a Musical Film; Best Actor In a Musical Film:
Best Song "Evergreen," and Best Musical Score), the film and album are going
to have tremendous effect on everybody who loves today's music.
We're proud to be associated with this major event.

ICBS
Records&Tapes

Order from CBS Order Desk, Tel: 01 -960 2155 CBS/WEA/A & M Distribution Centre, Barlby Road, London W10
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Tukhmanov

LP best-

seller on issue day
MOSCOW — Title of a new album
the Melodiya studios. His album was
of recent songs by contemporary
hailed as an artisilic work of art
writer David Tukhmanov. 36. and
rather than just an entertainment LP
released through Melodiya, is On
and was particularly appreciated by
The Wave Of My Memory.
younger Russians.
It became a best-seller on the first
Since the first album Tukhmanov
day of release, being the fastesthas remained a prolific writer yet it
seller in Russia and rapidly out of
still took three-and-a-half years
stock in many shops. In some
before he was able to produce a new
pro\incial centres, it has changed
album. The new release is built
hands for as much as 30 roubles, yet
round his musical themes and verse
the fixed retail price is 2.15 roubles.
from Russian and international
Tukhmanov also produced this
poets, including Maximilian
album as he did the first. How
Voloshin, Anna Akhmatova,
Beautiful Is The World in 1973. It
Baudelaire, Shelley, von Goethe and
was the first time in Russian music
Adam Mickiewicz.
history that a songwriter had also
Tukhmanov can expect sales of
acted as producer but he picked his
several million copies here for On
own singers and musicians and also
The Wave Of My Memory.
used the best available engineers in

Athens soul poll
ATHENS — Listeners from all over
Hayes; 4, Try Me 1 Know We Can
Greece voted in the first annual
Make It, Donna Summer; 5, Disco
popularity poll organized by the
Lady, Johnny Taylor; 6, Boogie
weekly show "Soul Club",
Fever, Sylvers: 7, More More More,
produced by ERT-Radio on AM and
Andrea True Connection; 8, Let The
FM. Thousands of votes proved the
Music Play, Barry White; 9, Disco
point that while rock is the most
Duck, Rick Dees and Cast of Idiots;
popular music here, the soul scene is
10, BimSala Bim, Hudson Country.
gathering momentum.
Top albums: 1, Love Trilogy,
Top artists were: 1, Stevie
Donna Summer; 2, Let The Music
Wonder; 2, James Brown; 3,
Play, Barry White; 3, K.C. and
Temptations: 4, Barry White; 5,
Sunshine Band; 4. Brcczim, George
Diana Ross; 6, K.C. and the
Benson; 5, Songs In The Key Of
Sunshine Band; 7, Donna Summer;
Life, Stevie Wonder; 6, Gratitude,
8, Aretha Franklin; 9, Ohio Players;
Earth Wind and Fire; 7, Brass
10, Isaac Hayes.
Construction; 8, I Want You,
Top soul singles: 1, Love
Marvin Gaye; 9, Diana Ross; 10,
Hangover, by Diana Ross; 2, Thai's
Disco Connection, Isaac Hayes.
The Way, K.C. and the Sunshine
All listed records have been
Band; 3, Disco Connection, Isaac
released in Greece over the past year.

KOOS DE Vreeze who has
transferred from the legal
department of Polygram to the
Popular Repertoire Division of
Phonogram International. He will
he responsible for product
management and artist promotion.
Additionally, de Vreeze will handle
the division's business affairs and
maintain close links with Polygram
legal department.
Mebo 2
sails away
ROTTERDAM — Mebo-2, the
former transmitting ship base of
Dutch pirate radio station Radio
Northsea International, has left
Rotterdam harbour. The owners,
Erwin Meister and Edwin Boillicr,
have sold it to General Ghadaffi of
the North African stale of Libya.
They will not reveal what money was
involved in the deal.
Before the ship left Rotterdam,
the Libyan Hag was hoisted and a
portrait of Ghadaffi nailed to the
wall of the wheel-house. It is
believed the general will use the ship
in cases of emergency and it is being
re-built in Libya at considerable
expense. Both the ship and its
transmitting equipment have been
unused for two years, both having
been put under seal by Dutch
authorities.

T.

Yr^

A lady who's growing fast — last year saw her at
the Royal Albert Hall for the finals of the
British Entry for Eurovision.
This year the lady is going to hit the Big Time
and this new funky single should take her there.
You don't always have to look at the end of a
Rainbow for class . . ,
"Look What I've Found At
The End Of A Rainbow"
F 13683
Already Played on
Radio i & 2.
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Europe's top sellers

W. Germany
(Courtesy Musikmarkt)
1 SUNNY - Boney M
(Hansa/Ariola)
2 MONEY, MONEY, MONEY
Abba (Polydor)
3 LIVING NEXT DOOR |0
ALICE - Smokie (RAK/EMI)
4 ANITA — Costa Cordahs
(CBS)
5 IF YOU LEAVE ME NOW Chicago (CBS)
6 JEANS
ON - David Dundas
(Chrysalis/Phonogram)
7 MARLEEN - Marianne
Rosenberg (Philips)
8 UNDER THE MOON OF LOVE
_
Showaddywaddy
(Arista/EMI)
9 OH, SUSI (DEN ZENSIERTE
SONG) — Frank Zander
(Hansa/Ariola)
10 AFRICA MAN - Johnny
Wakelin (Pye/Ariola)
11 VERDE — Rocky King
(BASF/Deutsche Austrophon)
12 SILVER BIRD - Tina
Rainford (CBS)
13 ROCK 'N' ROLL CLOWN Harpo (EMI)
14 YESTERDAY'S HERO - Bay
City Rollers (Arista/EMI)
15 DADDY COOL - Boney M.
(Hansa/Ariola)
Holland
(Courtesy Stichting Nederlandse Top 40)
1 LIVING NEXT DOOR TO
ALICE - Smokie (EMIBovema)

2 WHO'S THAT LADY WlTn
MY MAN - Patricia paa
(EMI-Bovema)
3 SUNNY - Boney M. (Ha>nsa
Int)
4 ZO SLANK ZIJN ALS jc
DOCHTER - Corry van Gopp
(Polder)
5 l WISH - Stevie Wondler
(Tamla Motown)
6 JANUARY FEBRUARY
Dutch Rhythm Steel Band
(Negram)
7 SOUL DRACULA - Hot
Blood (Carrere)
8 IN DE VREEMDE — Migras
(Negram)
9 WHEN I NEED YOU - Leo
Sayer (Chrysalis)
10 TA TA TA/IK WIL MET JOU
— Andre V Duin (CNR)
Portugal
(Courtesy Ivan H. Hancock)
1 PENSANDO EM Tl - Gemini
(Philips)
2 SANDOKAN - TV Theme
(RCA)
3 BOBBY — Movie Theme
(Odeon)
4 DON'T GO BREAKING MY
HEART — Elton John/Kiki
Dee (Rocket)
5 DANCING QUEEN - Abba
(Polydor)
6 THE BEST DISCO IN TOWN
— Ritchie Family (Philips)
7 SORROW — Mort Shuman
(Philips)
8 PARAFUSO EM LISBOA Romao Felix (Fontana)
9 ALL BY MYSELF - Eric
Carmen (Arista)
10 HEIDI — Maria Joao (EMI)
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See and hear how the addition
of powerful vocalist John Lawton
and brilliant bassist Trevor Bolder
keepHeepontop!
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28th February, 1977 BIRMINGHAM Odeon
1st March LEICESTER De Montfort
2nd March PORTSMOUTH Guild Hall
3rd March BRISTOL Colston Hall
4th March MANCHESTER Free-Trade Hall
6th March LONDON Rainbow
8th March SHEFFIELD City Hall
9th March NEWCASTLE City Hall
10th March LIVERPOOL Empire
11th March GLASGOW Apollo
with Special Guests
Woody Woodmansey's
U-BOAT
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"PUNK ROCK" coniinues 10 move
up from the underground in New
York with predictable outcries
against the term from people most
interested in it, charging that it is
merely an e.xploitivc name thought
up by the press. People closest to the
music and seeing, they claim, no
definite link between the artists and
groups swept up in the local furore
prefer the more normal sounding
New York music scene.
Whatever, tlie major record
companies are now doing more than
sniffing the air. Sire Records,
distributed through ABC, was first
to get in on the action and now has a
second album by ^he Ramoncs while
claiming a healthy 100,000 sale from
the first. Sire has now also signed —
with a single out shortly — Talking
Heads. Private Stock has recorded
Blondie and will shortly have a
single by Robert Gordon, former
lead singer with Tuff Dans. Elektra
will put a major promotion behind
Television, a seminal 'punk rock'
Manhattan group, although they are
disdainful of the generic term.
Elektra also has an LP from the
Dictators who were among the really
early New York white second wave
rockers, coming out originally at the
same time as the still existing NewYork Dolls. Warner Bros. Record;
has signed Planet and is producing
them in. of all places. Britain. Arista
Records of course has Patti Smith, if
she can still be considered part of
this particular scene, and Atlantic
Records distribute "Live At
CBGBs" which is the name of the
club that along with the wider
known Max's Kansas City can be
considered a focal point of the whole
'punk rock' scene.
Meanwhile amid all this major
activity the minor Ork Records
survives as well, putting out mail
order singles at three dollars a shot
to 'punk' freaks. The latest is a
single, actually an EP, by Richard
Hell and the Void Oids and Ork still

c

Ramones

LP

100,000

as

companies

punk

rock

has a single by Television in the
catalogue.
The New York Jazz RepertoryCompany is having its problems,
notably in the area of finance. That
is to say getting the funding, enough
money just to make the whole series
of concerts non-profit, which as
George Wcin (the man behind the
Newport Jazz Festival and producer
of the Repertory series) is fond of
saying, is not the same as losing
money.
Billy Taylor, the jazz pianist was
one of the musical directors in the
first scries (which presented the
music of Louis Armstrong, Bix
Beiderbeckc, Duke Ellington etc)
but he has now dropped out. He
commented: "I am no longer a
member. I was very disappointed
because the Company was and is a
great idea. It is a thing that should
have been done years ago. I think it
should be a living example that jazz
is a way of playing with a repertoire
of pieces that demonstrate the
chronological and personal elements
of those.
"It was an artistically good first
year in my opinion but George Wein

hits

special jazz
or major
indifferem city go ^ for sevel.ai
corporation. He na.
.j
lls
years the JaKmob
^nh "iazzshow
IS a
name suggests,
_ . city during
playing 'ho sl/fr fr°e and giving thc
the summer for free a b ^ {he
kidS perh
anicce,rHe commcnled:

back
We've come a long way smct our
initial 10.000 dollar grant fro"
Budweiser Beer and now ^ wantio
look more at the educational aspects
of Jazzmobile, lookin\aV^hne
in terms of services to the field while
still producing the total of concerts.
We want to move the instruction

acts

beyond the musical, more into tk e
philosophy and as a reflection of 0l.
culture."
Taylor, who teaches, has been
musical director on the David Froa
TV show in America, and isinvohJ
in music education at city and siaic
level, made his first record (f0
Savoy) in 1944 and has. he thinks
recorded about 30 albums. Bui
nothing recently and he admits i0
being "turned off by the recording
business." But he concedes"People are alike everywhere'
Working, as I do, on the National'
Endowment of the Arts and the New
York Stale Council has given me a
unique look at other aspects ofthe
business of culture. There arc just as
many leeches, just as many phonics
and opportunists in the non-creative
areas of the arts as in the record
business and it is much more
tragic."

NEW YORK
NOTES
Small

by
LITA ELISCU

cabaret rooms

showcase NY talent
has shuttered with its future in
THE SINGER Mel Tormc writing
doubt. The Copa, the Persian
in the New York Times pointed out
Room, the Royal Box — all these
that San Francisco, Dallas, Atlanta,
have died as top class night clubs.
New Orleans, Chicago, Dearborn,
However Torme did not fully
Michigan, Portland, Oregon, Las
point up another New York
Vegas, and Playboy resorts in
phenomenon — the rise of smaller
Wisconsin and New Jersey all have
cabarets — that give the
larse rooms. He was referring, in the
Manhattanite plenty of choice and
argot of the cabaret singer, to the
also a record company a chance to
large night clubs that pre-television,
expose new talent. Cabarets such as
pre-rock were staple entertainment
for many folk and a staple form of Tramps, Reno Sweeney, Grand
Finale, Brothers and Sisters, the
employment to singers such as
Ballroom and seat between 90 and
Torme.
150 and have all sprung into
Torme was using his geographical
nightlife over the past four years
knowledge to point up the fact that
(Reno Sweeney is the oldest and the
New York has no large rooms — the
Empire Room of the Waldorf Hotel best known to the record business).

did not do what he should have done
as the producer. Wc did not get the
kind of funding wc needed, which
was his responsibility and we did not
draw the amount of people we
wanted and should have gotten. If I
were the producer and I saw that it
was not going to be a full house 1
would have invited jazz fans to come
and hear the concert regardless.
"Most of the concerts we did that
first year were musical events —
music not done except on records,
some people you may not see
again."
Taylor himself is no stranger to
the fine art of obtaining funds for
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If your rock customers are only going
to buy one single thisyeai; make sure it%

U.S. Top 30

SINGLES

BOB SEGER'S
'NIGHT MOVES'™
-arock'n'roll love song

T h^

E
bunded BV THE LIOHT.
*"hl»"a
NEW KID IN TOWN. Eagles
Mary MacGregor
mVENSE FRO^ASTAR ISBORN, Barbra Streisand
I LIKE DREAMIN'. Kenny Nolan
ENJOY YOURSELF, Jacksons
8 (11) ^TkEAN EAGlSve Miner Band
9 (10) LOST WITHOUT YOUR love. Bread
10 (14) SKneWENgIaND, Barry Manilow
11 (13)
12 (8) SF^HtcAR^A,Stewart
13 (15)
14 (16) DANCING QUEEN, Abba
15 (6) DAZZ, Brick
16 (17) ^RYDOURCOwTrYN'Fleetwood Mac
17 (20)
18 (22) DONT LEAVe'mE TH^S WAY, The,ma Houston
19 (24)
me FEEL
LIKE DANCING,
20 (19) ?OU
RICHMAKE
GIRL, Daryl
Hall/John
Gates Leo Sayer
21 (28)
22 (25) SAVE IT FOR A RAINY DAY, Stephen Bishop
THINGS WE DO FOR LOVE, lOcc
23 (27) THE
24 (12) HOTLINE, Sylvers
25 (30) CARRY ON WAYWARD SON, Kansas
26 (18) WALK THIS WAY, Aerosmith
27 (29) LIVING NEXT DOOR TO ALICE. Smokie
28 (32)
29 (26) YOU^O^T HAVeTo BE a STAR, Marilyn McCoo/Billy Davis
30 (23) JEANS ON, David Dundas

Ai
-f

ALBUMS
w

1 (1) A STAR IS BORN — Soundtrack, Barbra Steisand/Kris
Kristofferson
2 (2) HOTEL CALIFORNIA, Eagles
3 (3) SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE, Stevie Wonder
4 (4) WINGSOVER AMERICA, Wings
5 (6) YEAR OF THE CAT, Al Stewart
6 (10) FLY LIKE AN EAGLE, Steve Miller Band
7 (7) GREATEST HITS, Linda Ronstadt
8 (8) BOSTON, Boston
9 (5) A DAY ATTHE RACES, Queen
10 (23) NIGHT MOVES, Bob Seger/Silver Bullet Band
11 (13) LOW, David Bowie
12 (12) A NEW WORLD RECORD, Electric Light Orchestra
13 (9) FRAMPTON COMES ALIVE, Peter Frampton
14 (16) ROARING SILENCE, Manfred Mann Earthband
15 (40) ASK RUFUS, Rufus/Chaka Khan
16 (11) THE BEST OFTHE DOOBIES, Doobie Brothers
17 (87) IN FLIGHT, George Denson
18 (20) TEJAS. Z Z Top
19 (18) A NIGHT ON THE TOWN, Rod Stewart
20 (21) BIGGER THAN BOTH OF US, Daryl Hall/John Gates
21 (28) LEFTOVER. Kansas
22 (25) THE PRETENDER, Jackson Browne
23 (24) ROCK AND ROLLOVER, Kiss
24(26) LUXURY LINER, Emmylou Harris
25 (-) ANIMALS, Pink Floyd
26 (29) THE LIGHTOFSMILES. Gary Wright
27 (27) FESTIVAL, Santana
28 (31) LOSTWITHOUTYOUR LOVE, Bread
29 (32) THIS ONE'S FOR YOU, Barry Manilow
30 (22) DR. BUZZARD'S ORIGINAL SAVANNAH BAND

\

Courtesy Billboard, week-ending February 19, 1977,

CODAS

Beautiful Loser
ALBUM E-5111378

Night Moves
ALBUM EA-5T11557
CASSETTE TC/EA-ST11557

Live Bullet
ALBUM E-STSP16
CASSETTETC2/E-STSP16 ll^LI

'Night Moves' isthe killercut

®

that will finally convert you to Bob Seger
■
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wonderful

DURING THE lasl four years,
regional promotion has developed
dramatically from the old system of
casual relationships between record
industry men in London talking to
the producers and presenters around
the country. In 1977, artists and
records are serviced to stations on a
personal basis, with promotion tours
and launches of new albums being
arranged to split-second timing. To
gain first hand experience of
promotion opportunities outside
London, last week David Longman
journeyed with Epic's Johnny Nash
on two days of his four-day tour to
promote his album What A
Wonderful World, and the single
Birds of a Feather.
AT ANY one lime, there seem to be
half a dozen 'limos' transporting
tired promotion men and their
artists from one radio station to the
next, with meal breaks being limited
to the bare minimum, and sleep
being rationed according to the
demands of the tour.
After two day-s, it was apparent
dial the promotion man working in
the regions has a hard job. It isn't so
bad working for a company like
CBS, which has several men in each
region, but for someone like Don
Evitts of B&C Trojan who has to
cover the entire country, the slog
becomes increasingly difficult,
Evitts was escorting Red Nail's first
signing Helen Barnes on a tour
which took in many of the stations
Nash was visiting.
The first leg of the Nash tour
started on Thursday, with the car
from Berryhurst, driven by Ian
Yorker, picking up your reporter at
7.15 a.m., before driving to the
Russell Hotel to pick up CBS's
assistant head of regional promotion
John Parker. This was Parker's first
tour. Previously he was a regional
man, based in Birmingham. From
die Russell to thcMontcalm Hotel to
pick up Nash and his manager,
Lewis Khouri; and then a mad dash
to Heathrow for the Shuttle to
Glasgow. The timing was important,
especially as a delay in reaching
Glasgow would have thrown out the
schedule for the rest of the day.
While the party from London was
flying north, the Berryhurst car was

world

taking the luggage up to the Holiday
Inn in Birmingham, where the party
would spend the evening after flying
down from Edinburgh. The
chauffeur is treated differently by
each and every artist according to
Parker. "You have to keep to the
motto 'Speak When You're Spoken
To'. You'll find some artists tell you
all their troubles although others
will put the screen up between you.
and you never exchange a word. It's
the new pop stars who arc more
difficult to deal with, and they keep
you hanging around until the early
hours only to say "It's alright — you
can go home now." It's people like
Andy Williams 1 like, because they
are real gentlemen, and youD do
anything for them because they're
good to you."
Ed Skelding is CBS's man on the
spot in Scotland. He lives near
Edinburgh, but has to spend his
week travelling between Glasgow,
Newcastle and Aberdeen, serving the
radio and television stations, as well
as keeping the dealers hapy. He
agrees that he's one of the extroverts
oT the team, but points out that
adaptability is one of the keys to a
successful career. A clean driving
licence is also required, although
Skelding has picked up several black
marks Tor speeding offences, but
lingers crossed, no accidents. "1
drive about 4,000 miles a month,
and your chances of being caught
arc increased dramatically. If your
licence is taken away, so is your job,
and that's just a fact of life in
regional promotion.
The day in Scotland concentrated
on Radio Clyde and Radio Forth,
with press interviews being
conducted on the phone and in hotel
bars and radio station reception
areas. Between the moments of peak
activity, Nash, Khouri, Skelding and
Parker were 'pacing' themselves for
the ordeal ahead. The word became
quite a topic of laughter during the
lour as one after the other, everyone
started to doze off, only to be woken
with the shout: "Arc you pacing
yourself?"
The limo used in Scotland owned
by Little's, was rather more opulent
than the Berryhurst car used in
England, being maroon with leather
interior and sheepskin rugs on the
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HELEN BARNES, whose first
single Eleven Out Of Ten is released
on Red Nail (RN I).
floor. Nash, who has seen five
previous regional tours, says that in
America Epic doesn't spend as much
money on a tour, with the
promotion man usually driving his
own car from station to station.
"It's very relaxing to be driven
about in style, and really it is best
because for the artist and jromolion
man, you have a tight chcdule to
keep to, and its nice to travel in
comfort." Midlands man Bob
Hcrmon, who looked after the tour
on Friday echoes these comments.
"We do take the artist around in our
own cars at times, although with six
people visiting the stations you get
very cramped in a Granada, so a
limo is best from the comfort point
of view, and it is also easier because
artists tend to get mobbed by fans
outside radio stations. If as a
promotions man you have to collect
your car from a car park before you
can get the artist away, there can be
some nasty scenes."
From Edinburgh, it took just over
the hour to fly to Birmingham,
where the Berryhurst car was wailing
to lake the party to the Holiday Inn
for a meal and change of clothes
before the evening's itinerary of club
appearances started. Over the next
two evenings, half a dozen clubs
were visited, including Barbarellas,
The Opposite Lock, The Rum
Runner, The Elbow Room and
Rebeccas. At each venue, the routine
was a chat on stage with the disc
jockey, sign a few photographs, give
away a copy of the album, and
generally avoid being crushed in the
seigc that attended each appearance.
It is at p.a.s such as those in
Birmingham, that the promotion
people really come in for a
hammering, having to act as
bouncers and personal bodyguards
to the artists. Nash was quite
fortunate on this tour that crowd
trouble wasn't too bad, but with
Birds Of A Feather looking likely to
enter the singles chart this week, the
problems of being recognised will
obviously grow again.
At most stations, the questioning
by disc jockeys was of a high
standard, with the interviews at
BRMB, Radio Birmingham and
Radio Nottingham being
particularly good. On the other
hand, some of the interviewers
clearly hadn't researched their
subject.
"You've got a new record out.
Tell us about it?" and "What arc
you doing now?" were the favourite
stock questions, which didn't really
achieve anything for either Nash or
the radio station. It is hardly
surprising that the disc jockeys don't
know enough about the subject at
hand as they are constantly being
bombarded with record company
guests.
From a local angle, the
interviewers eyes lit up when Nash
said that he is planning a concert

km- SS,
JUnisiyi
"
■ FHwnrds
Capital Radio when he stood in far Graft Edwards.
had arrived at the station but
tour for May, though again, several
couldn't do the interview for
of the disc jockeys seemed to forget
another 15 minutes.
to capitalise on this opportunity to
The Friday of the tour was
ask Nash about life on the road. The
particularly hectic, with a 10.00 a.m.
interviews certainly weren't boring
interview with Stewart White at
for the most pan, but rather lacking
Radio Derby, 11.00 a.m. at Radio
in depth.
Trent with Peter Quinn, 12.00 with
The vast difference between
John Holmes at Radio Nottingham,
promotion tours was spotlighted by
then back to Birmingham for half a
Helen Barnes, who was touring the
dozen press and radio interviews
country for the first time. Her
from the CBS office, before Radio
company, Red Nail, had sent her out
Birmingham and BRMB were
for a week, and using Birmingham
visited. More p.a.s in the evening,
as a base, she visited most of the
and by Saturday morning, the
BBC local and commercial stations.
journey back to London was
The pressure on her wasn't so great,
welcomed by one and all.
and she was able to spend longer at
For Johnny Nash; the two days
each station. Although a new name
hadn't been too bad. Saturday was
to the music business, she was able
spent relaxing in London, before a
to talk easily on air, which is hardly
BBC TV appearance was arranged
surprising, as in her native
for Sunday. Then, the 10 a.m. flight
Plymouth, she worked for the BBC
and commercial radio stations. On on to Newcastle for another two
days of personal appearances and
this tour, the limo was replaced by
the promotion man's car, and the interviews in Stockton, Bradford,
Leeds, Sheffield, Manchester and
red-carpet treatment from radio
Liverpool. Tuesday night mean
stations which was lavished upon
Nash was absent except at one flying back to London for a Top Of
station. "It was lovely to sec my The Pops recording and the evening
flight back to America.
name up on a board alongside
For CBS' Sebastian Timaeus, new
Johnny Nash and the Shadows," she
to the regional team, n was also a
says.
The job of a regional promotions blooding behind the ears.
Dispatching records to radio stations
person isn't all fun and games.
There are the unexpected incidents and organising window displays with
such as with a lady singer who record stores may be pan of the
arrived for an interview at BRMB in daily job, but at the time of the Nash
Birmingham but was still breast- tour, he was keeping the wheels
feeding-her baby. The promotion turning, and making the trip run to
man had to try and explain why they schedule.

IN BIRMINGHAM, Johmn Nash made a personal appearance
BarbareUa's night snot.
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Fisher

nr ArnN RADIO'S new marketing
to

BOB KENNEDY took over as
managing director of BMS just over
a week ago, and moved into the
vacant seal left by former company
boss Terry Bate. Kennedy has
moved out of his office in Charlotte
Street where he set up his
Independent Radio Productions
programming company, and in his
place has has appointed former
RCA promotion manager James
Fisher.
Fisher, who originates from
Australia, is well known in music
industry circles, and he plans to put
that expertise to use immediately.
IRP last December launched the ILR
record label, which will be one of
Fisher's main concerns, and that
includes selling up a production and
distribution deal with one of the
majors. The first two albums
released by ILR sold well, Kennedy
having opted for hiring half a dozen
salesmen for a two week period to
sell the albums to record shops and
the commercial radio stations. Says
Kennedy; "The knowledge gained
from the first two albums will be
invaluable. We needed to know
exactly what the record dealers
wanted, and to build up confidence
with the company."
Fisher set up his own operation
Nomic-Fisher along similar lines to
Kennedy's when he left RCA last
year, with the aim being to act as a
radio consultant.
Says Fisher: "I want to continue
Bob's idea of releasing albums of the
programming material offered to the
stations. I have also got in mind to
produce a series of spoken word
programmes, as well as a series of
top pop interview shows along the
lines of the Abba special IRP did last
December. This might sound like a

run

Kennedy's

lot of work, but expansion is what
we are hoping for. What we mustn't
lose sight of is that the object of the
company is to supply good quality
music sessions to the radio stations
on a regular basis, and currently on
offer are recordings from Catherine
Howe, Labi Siffre, Japan, and also
a session from Gallagher & Lyle
which we bought from one of the
other radio companies."
Of greater use to the radio stations
will be to have sessions made
available at a time when artists are
about to launch regional promotion
tours, and this is one of the aims of
IRP.
As far as Bob Kennedy's job is
concerned, he hasn't any
apprehension about stepping into
the shoes of Terry Bate. "We are
totally different characters but have
the same interest in mind — radio.
People have been quick to point out
to me that I'm running one of the
two national sales companies, but
have no prior sales experience. I
don't think it would be out of place
to say this, but I've been selling
radio for 17 years, and although I
haven't been selling advertising
space, 1 don't think there is a great
deal of difference."
Kennedy, who has spent all his
radio career within either the BBC or
IBA is regarded by the business as
'the nice guy.' Soft-spoken and
polite, he may be but, "I'll be selling
radio aggressively," he says, "and
that goes for the rest of the team at
BMS. I've been very impressed by
the standard of work and effort.
Although he doesn't like to lose at
anything, Kennedy says he would
rather Pennine Radio left the
company before he joined last week
than after two or three months. He

T

IRP

EDITED
by
DAVID
LONGMAN

says he won't speculate about the
future, though he is hopeful that
BMS might pick up two or three
stations from Air Services in the
future. "There are always a couple
of stations looking at their options,
and it is up to them what move they
make."
One of Kennedy's main aims is to
see BMS and Air Services come
together more closely, and he says
that he has already met with Air's
chairman (who is incidentally the
chairman of A IRC this year) Philip
Birch, and there are hopes that when
he formally meets Eddie Blackwell
this week, that a unification of sorts
can come about, with joint
presentations to the advertising
industry where possible.
"I'll be increasingly aggressive in
my sales approach, selling at rate
card, and trying to do the job in an
imaginative and sympathetic way.
We aren't at war with Air Services,
and I've no intention to do anything
else but get on with the job of selling
radio. The next 10 years should be
very exciting, and with Annan
reporting we'll be preparing for the
next batch of stations, giving advice
when and where required."

Q
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to
brewing
thebe
ABS
taking attheHacno
lead.
Reoorted in a Birmingham paper
a farmer about h.s Pn-* dll<*,
arrived and ran over the ducK . •
BRMB's managing director
Pinncll is off on a busmess ioiiday
in South Africa looking at radio
stations. While he is aaway, the
station is undergoing
clean up, with the offices and
studios being redecorated.
Radio I's Johnny Bccrhng has
broken his arm after falling outol a
train . . . BBC planned to record the
Abba concert at the Albert Hall last
Monday for a stereo broadcast later
in the spring . ■ ■ Radio 1 s
Manchester Week is being
announced today.
Radio Victory's contract has been
rolled, although Radio Trent is still
awaiting on a decision from the IBA
As suggested in Tom Dooley
(MW February 5) both Radio City
and Radio Clyde have decided to
remain with BMS.
Expect announcement soon trom
within the industry of a new
cartridge machine that will offer a
good British-made alternative to the
popular ITC machines. T?16
advantage of using all-British
machinery is that the spare parts will
be cheaper, and the initial cost will
also be well below the level of the
ITC machine.
Hopeful applicant for the pending
Brighton ILR contract Channel
Contemporary Radio, has
announced that along with chairman
Geoffrey Johnson Smith, the
company has appointed a president
who is Dame Vera Lynn . . .
Promotion men wanting to keep in
touch with Emperor Rosko can do

so by writing to him at 509 North
Beverley Drive, Beverley Hills
90210, California.
Children at a primary school in
Strood, Kent have set up their own
radio station under the name Radio
Sherwin Knight. The idea behind the
scheme is to improve the standard of
English at the school.
Nik Oakley, former editor of
Radio Guide and publisher of a
number of books on radio has
resigned from her post as publishing
director of the company Radio
House Group of Publications, which
includes Music Radio Promotions.
She told Music Week. "When Radio
Guide was sold to TV Times, I
found I lost interest in the free radio
side of the company, and I felt that I
was taking backward steps with our
publications such as the volumes on
the 1960's and pirate radio." Her
current plans include retaining her
consultancy work, though she is
interested in a post within ILR.
Finally, two pieces of news
concerning America. In the first of
Music Week's series of articles on
US radio personalities (January 8),
there was an interview with
programmer Buzz Bennett. It was
said that he earned $600,000 dollars
last year. He has started the New
Year off by moving stations yet
again, and he and his partner Marc
Driscoll are now in Tulsa
Oklahoma.
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PRODUCTION

IF YOU

GET TOGETHER'

YOU'LL MAKE A LOT OF MONEY
Together' is the name of the new EP from The Captain and
Tennille.
On it you'll find their four top-selling singles.
'Love will keep us together.' 'Shop around! 'The way I want to
touch you! And 'Muskrat Love! All of which turned gold in the USA.
We'll be very surprised if it's not picked out for extensive airplay.
We're promoting it with 60-second radio commercials with
ads in the music press and the national press and full in-store displays.
And The Captain and Tennille themselves will be visiting the UK to
help it even further.
It's packaged in an attractive 4-colour laminated sleeve.
And at 99p it's sure to be a winner.
So get 'Together' now and you'll get together with a lot of
money soon.
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by CHRIS WHITE
THE AREA of merchandising in ihc
rock and pop music industry is an
extensive one, and certainly one
which can be extremely profitable to
all concerned. The general items —
T-shirts, concert programmes,
badges and posters — have often
great promotional value,
particularly for publicising a new
album or perhaps a concert tour, but
all too often it is the artists
themselves who are the first to suffer
financially when their names or
photographs arc used without
promotion to adorn some newproduct aimed at the massive
consumer market.
In recent months, there have been
two significant court actions over
the matter. In New York two of the
city's record retail outlets were sued
for one million dollars each, for
alleged unauthorized sales of Peter
Frampton wall posters. The action
was pan of a drive by Frampton's
exclusive licensing agent. Bandana
Merchandise, to crack down on
illegal sale and manufacture of
Frampton tee-shirts, posters and
iron-on transfers. The singer's
manager, Dee Anthony, was the
latest to strike out against the
growing tendency to view
commercial exploitation of
celebrities as an aspect of free
enterprise.
On the other hand, last November
Abba lost the first round of a legal
action against two British
merchandising companies which
were marketing T-sliins. pillow
cases and other souvenirs under the
Swedish group's name. A High
Court judge refused to grant an
injunction restraining Anabas
Products and Dorm bourne from
their activities. The Swedish group's
argument was that if the two
companies were allowed to continue
their activities, then it could well
ruin the UK market for Abba's own
merchandising campaign which is

planned to start later in 1977.
In many ways the action has been
regarded as a test-case by some
quarters of the music industry,
signifying whether other well-known
pop acts should make similar moves
against the many souvenirs which
capitalise upon their |>opulariiy but
do not benefit them financially.
One of the main British rock
merchandising companies is
Brocham Ltd., based in Finchley
Road, North London, and run by
Mick Worwood and Peter Pike.
Worwood first went into the
merchandising area five years ago
when he retailed T-shirts for the
Lincoln Pop Festival, and sold 6,OCX)
in two days. "That was when I
realised the full potential of the
market," he says. A year later he
fixed a deal with the organisers of
the Reading Festival and became
involved with T-shirts in other areas,
including personalised ones with
transfers.
Worwood now looks after the
creative design aspect of the
company and liaises with the artists
and managements, while Pike looks
after the operational side of the
company. The latter took a degree at
die London School of Economics
before joining Artist Services, a
security company handling tour
management. Pike worked on the
promotion side of Artist Services,
handling the fan club merchandise
for both the Osmonds and the Bay
City Rollers at the respective peaks
of their careers, and issuing the
necessary licences to other
merchandising companies.
Brocham is quick to emphasise
that all company products have the
full blessing of the bands or artists
concerned, and indeed the final say
on quality control always lies with
the artist. Pike says; "During 1975 it
was estimated that the Rollers'
merchandising market had a
turnover in the region of £1 million
and a lot of that was unofficial

Merchandising:

profitable

its

own

produce. There were problems in
supervising it all, and in fact two
companies are about to be taken into
court in connection with the matter.
"The problem is the law — I spent
more than four months doing
background work to bring a
successful action against offending
companies, including taking
statements from all the appropriate
lour promoters. Basically the.law
does not recognise that artists can
earn as much money from spin-offs
as they do from records and
concerts. The situation is changing
though, and will continue to change
during the next 12 months."
In Britain, copyright laws mean
that only an actual logo and specific
trade mark can be protected and
companies are almost given free rein
to use a successful group in order to
sell products such as T-shirts.
However, in the case of a group like
Yes which has had its name designed
as a stylised logo, that also falls
within the jurisdiction of the law.
Pike adds: "It is an area which has
been totally neglected. Concert
promoters do try to warn fans about
being misled by unauthorised
merchandise on sale outside a
theatre, but even now there are those
who still fall victim to such con-men.
"There isn't a royalty situation

THE

The best of

rocks

sideline

with

bootleg problem
. u/v-qifrrinE
collecting such mcrchandisi
merchandise but we
bu. there should be. There0have
made it our policy to give both good
rambeej
cases for instance ol r[holo
F "'"
value and good quality, and make
which have contained P ^.a^s die products with the full consent of
of a band's former hne-up, and one the bands and their managemcnts.,,
recentlv-produced T-shirt showed
Aside from the UK market,
Yes's first personnel! As long as the
Brocham also caters for tours in the
touts describe the programmes as
US, Canada, Japan. New Zealand,
'show souvenirs' then there is
Australia and South America. The
absolutely nothing anybody can
company has an office in New York,
do."
,.
and several tie-ups with T-shirt
Worwood admits he moved into
primers and manufacturers in New
the market for T-shirts and
Orleans. "We are trying to develop
programmes because previously it
strong programme markets
had been very under-exploited.
abroad," Worwood explains.
"During 1973 a lot of the bands
"Europe is a terrible market for
including the Who. Yes and Genesis
programme merchandise and the
started playing in concert halls and n
States is not too good. In Britain,
began to create a whole different
depending upon whom the band or
feeling. The kids realised that they
performer is, programme sales can
were going to a concert and not a
be as high as one in every three
dance, so it made the programme
concert-goers, and in Australia the
market much easier to exploit.
average is about one in every two
Previously there had not been all
and a half! The best market for
that many programmes around and
programmes though is Japan where
those that there were usually
quite often every person in the
consisted of a few record company
audience has purchased one."
biographical notes illustrated with
He adds: "The popularity of a
some publicity shots. The market
group does not automatically reflect
liad by and large been created by the
in the volume of merchandise sold
touts.
but rather it depends upon the
"The market for T-shirts was also
band's fan following. For instance
very new and, for instance, there
the Rolling Stones, Genesis, Yes,
weren't even multi-coloured ones
ELP and the Who all have fans who
then! At Brocham we realised that
like to buy posters, tee-shirts, badges
die punters could make a habit of

BEST OF
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John Denver
Volume 2
Annies Song
Welcome to my morning
(Farewell Andromeda)
Like a sad song
Looking for Space
Baby you look good
to me tonight
Grandma's feather bed
I'd rather be a cowboy
I'm sorry
My sweet lady
Calypso
This old guitar
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MICK IVOR WOOD (left) and Peter Pike who Jointly run Brocbam, one of the main British rock merchandising
companies. Behind them are just some of the tee-shirts and sweat-shirts produced by the company, to tie-in with rock
concerts and album releases.
companies. The mail-order side of
some cases, if the touring band is
and programmes but ihcre are some
the business is also being developed
other top names who just don't sell
from the States, artwork used over
— "It has always been one of our
there is sent to Britain and then
when it comes to merchandise. And
weak areas in the past and until now
although at Brocham we are mainly
modified slightly to cater for the
we have never really looked upon it
identified with the rock music field,
slightly different UK market.
as an entity on its own," Worwood
occasionally wc do get the more odd
Brocham also hire people to write
says.
requests — as for instance quite
appropriate programme notes —
Pet scheme for 1977 goes under
recently, when we received an order
usually professional journalists —
the banner, Rock Authentics, and
for programme promoting a
instead of referring to the record
should
be launched before Easier
Japanese human cannonball!
company biographies.
when Brocham in conjunction with a
At the moment the company is
Brocham is usually involved in the
company called Ahead Of Hair —
developing in five different areas,
early stages of a mooted tour by a
specialising in selling wigs, ear-rings
including a new retail outlet
rock or pop act; there are
and earpieces — will go into 16
downstairs at the Finch ley Road
consultations with the artists
stores in different parts of the
offices and warehouse, which will
themselves and management, and
country. Worwood says: "We shall
also feature window displays
suggested artwork is submitted for
be retailing products featuring 15
designed in conjunction with record
approval or further suggestions. In

DHN
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top bands including Wings, the Who
and Genesis, and there will be four
or five products per band, including
the usual T-shirts, sweatshirts,
posters and badges, all supplied to
the stores with uniform racks and
stands. We are aiming for up-market
appeal.
"Rock Authentics is trying to
create a selling situation and the
staff will be specially trained to
know about the music business. In
addition we shall be helping groups
to develop a logo which can then be
used in other fields as well.
Hopefully by the end of the year wc
shall be in at least 100 different
outlets."
Deans and Adams Minlo of
Summers Row, London N12. has
been in business for almost 150
years, starting life as a company
producing gun components, and
later belt buckles for the American
Civil War. Now the company still
specialises in buckles but instead of
soldiers, caters in a major way for
both the recording and motion
picture industries. "In fact, from the
end of February wc shall also have
an office operating in Malibu,
California, and a factory at Long
Beach to cater for the immense
market in the US for such
merchandise," says director John
Fairchild. "Unfortunately in
Britain, although the market for
such products is booming, the main
draw-back is the high cost of labour
— and it is not unusual to find
profits eaten away by freight costs."
Fairchild describes such
merchandise as belt buckles as
"silent salesmen" in that they are
indirectly promoting a product or
commodity, and the company
concerned — whether it be in the
pop or film industries, or any other
business — can be assured that
whatever they are advertising on the
merchandise will be seen over a long
period of time and by a wide range
of people. "Our company caters for

n c
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anyone who wants a minimum order
of 200 belt buckles but a lot of large
companies and organisations have
used us," Fairchild says. "Both Bell
Records and United Artists Records
have ordered belt buckles to their
own requirements and then we get a
lot of orders from various fan-clubs
and in particular country music
organisations."
Costs of the belt buckles
obviously differ depending on the
design and order quantity but in the
States — where Deans and Adams
have always had a big volume of
export orders — Fairchild reckons
that a three dollar buckle wholesale
can retail for 15 dollars. In Britain
the average cost of a belt is £3. "We
are having to move to the US in
order to remain competitive,
although we will still be
manufacturing and retailing belt
buckles in Britain," Fairchild
added.
Merchandising is a growing
market according to Ray Assirati
general manager of Anabas
Products of Romford in Essex — the
company specialises in T-shirts and
sweat-shirts, as well as badges,
stickers, key-rings, pendants, letterpacks, stationery and memo-pads,
all featuring major pop and rock
names. "We arc enjoying a lot of
success at the moment, and although
merchandise with regard to the pop
music business has been prevalent
for eight or nine years, it is only in
the last couple that record stores
have begun to take the whole market
seriously," he added.
"Probably because of the cutprice war, and other factors, a lot of
record dealers have begun to realise
that they need our type of
merchandise in order to boost their
profits. Anabas had done a lot of
research into the merchandising
market and we have tried to gauge
what the consumers, particularly the
TO PAGE 22
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RCA release'The Best of John Denver"
(Volume 2) on February 25th with an intensive
,T.V. campaign breaking that night in peak
programmes in the London, ATV and
Trident areas, plus press advertising in
, National Newspapers. 400 window
displays will promote it at point of sale.
Even with this heavy support your
profit will not suffer.
The Album goes out with full dealer
margin.
And with 12 songs including 'Annies
Song" and the new single "Welcome to
my Morning" (Farewell Andromeda),
this album is going to follow the success
of all John Denver's catalogue, like 'The
Best of John Denver" (Volume 1) which is
still selling after 750,000 copies.
So look out for "The Best of John Denver"
(Volume 2).
It's going to be an eye opener.
Order now through RCA
telephone sales-(London) 01-960 2134
(Birmingham) 021-553 6033

Recommended retail price £3.49p

VtCil
Catalogue No. PL42120.
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Merchandising:

rock's

profitable

sideline
retailers for their opinions, or ihe
fans themselves. New products arc
generally test-marketed and if
successful are then spread
5K
5^
accordingly. The company also
caters for record companies however
and a recent order for John Lodge
tee-shirts, to promote his new
NCONCERl
album, was met within hours. Some
of the products are manufactured in
ki\
the States — including the tee-shirt
transfers — while others are made
on Anabas' premises in Romford.
—- Great Alternative Stores
r
Llcit — based in Acton Lane,
NW10, was set-up by Richard
Sanders seven years ago and has
%
become a thriving company,
involving Gas Printing, GBTC and
eg
Gas Wholesaling. At the moment
- •>
1.
■W
the company has a wholesale
operation at 12 Great Western
r
Road, and GAS tee-shirts and sweat
shirts are distributed to shops and
■
/
■'Q .■
boutiques throughout the London
^4
area. A spokesman said: "Business
! IttxHABVEVBAND
is good but it could be better — at
the moment we are getting a lot of
orders but not solely from the music
•murr
industry. Apart from the usual
record companies, recording studios
and promoters, our order book also
includes the National Theatre, Shure
Electronics, Ford Rally and various
and universities."
royalties should bear some providing a merchandising company colleges
goes against us, could have
GAS both manufactures and
has the necessary copyright
comparison to those of records. Too
widespread repercussions within the
T-shirts, hooded sweat-shirts
many rock and pop names get hold clearance on a photograph of an prints
industry. Fortunately, so far the
cotton bomber jackets. The
of the wrong end of the stick — they artist, then there is no reason for and
judge has taken our side and we have
that particular person — or his company uses a Vastex machine
think that merchandising companies
been acting within the law.
is capable of printing a fourare making colossal profits which is management — to be informed. The which
"So far as it is possible, Annabas
T-shin. Because of the
ridiculous — one international star crunch comes when photographs colour
has tried to work with a lot of the
copyrighted either to record decreased value of the pound GAS is
doesn't make or break a company,
stars involved, and the results have
but rather it is the accumulated companies or acts are used without also receiving a lot of interest from
worked out well, but there are those
the US and there are plans to move
authority.
artists and paraphenalia.''
names who insist on astronomical
Most of Anabas' consumer more heavily into that market at a
In fact so far as posters and
advances which really aren't
photographs are concerned, research comes from either asking later stage.
realistic. They seem to think that the

FROM PAGE 21
kids, are looking for. So far we have
had a very good reaction."
Curiously, the wheel has turned
full circle so far as Anabas' latest
product is concerned. "We are going
to start producing ten by eight inch
black and white photographs which
is a throwback to at least ten years
ago," Assirati says. "Our research
indicates that there is a good chance
of a revival in interest of such
photographs. About 20 years ago
there were only black and white
glossy photos for the fans, then
there came the coloured magazines,
and more recently black and white
posters and coloured posters. The
problem was that the latter items
took up a lot of wall space and fans
are now looking for something more
original and sophisticated."
Anabas Products was formed two
jears ago as a subsidiary company
of Wilding Office Equipment —
"The establishment has gone into
rock merchandising" — and now
expons at least 25 per cent of its
output to the US. South Africa,
Japan, Australasia and Scandinavia.
"European countries are becoming
more aware of the merchandising
market and apart from the usual
orders for international names, there
is also demand for local artists and
groups," Assirati says.
Anabas' recent court case with
Abba turned the spotlight fully on to
the merchandising market.
According to Assirati, providing
neither copyright nor a trademark
are breached then companies are
within the law in producing rock and
pop merchandise. The product must
also not be derogatory to the artist
or band concerned. Assirati says:
"The outcome of the Abba case, if it
• ■«.>
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Stone Walls"
STAT 42
FIRSTIT SOLO RECORD
FIRST WITH NEW WRITER
FIRST WITH NEW PRODUCER
FIRST SOLO HIT!
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SPARTY 1002
This is an album that grabs you with the musical
and lyrical urgency that has always made the
music of Raymond Douglas Davies and Co. so
vital and so totally unique. It is alsovthe album
which will undoubtedly re-establish THE KINKS
in the forefront of rock 'n roll innovations.

*e awake album they have ever made
s.

■

now on Arbla Records

Available from EMI

A
ARISTA
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Damont:

years

ten

old,

million

units,

still

an

five

and

only

50p

album

by JOHN HAYWARD
INFLATION HAS raged since the
launch of Damoni Records five
years ago, but the company's Stereo
(Sold Award product has registered
only one retail price rise
its
albums soared from 49p to 50p.
And although another price hike
is in the pipeline, it is not expected
that the records will retail at more
than the price of the average single.
It is a pricing policy that has paid
off handsomely for Damont,
contract pressers as well as a record
company. Us presses are in use 24
hours a day turning out vast
quantities of product for other
people as well as its own Stereo Gold
Award albums which are marketed
exclusively through the Woolworths
chain.
The obvious question is: "How do
they do it?" And with his company
approaching its fifth birthday
Damont boss Monty Presky has
three answers. "We have a small
light organisation which is carefully
managed and watches its costs. We
are prepared to live with small
margins and volume. We do not
incur the speculative recording costs
that the major record companies
have to invest."
And ten million units in five years
operation and an expected turnover
of £2 million plus justifies Presky's
approach with Stereo Gold Award.
The background to Damoni
makes interesting reading. Presky's
record industry experience began in
1950 when he ran the old Oriole
factory before the advent of CBS.

He then became production
manager for Pye and went on to
introduce the UK's first budget
series — Pye Golden Guinea of
which he was label manager.
His duties involved him in
repertoire, and as American Dave
Miller had much of this, the two
stayed in close contact with each
other.
In 1967 Miller launched Stereo
Gold Award in the U.S. and licensed
it to Pye who made it available to
Woolwonh's Via Record
Merchandisers at 67p.
In 1972 Presky and Miller decided
to go independent and made up the
name Damont from Dave and
Monty. They reduced the price of
their label to 49p and have since
expanded from a staff of the two
directors and a secretary to a custom
pressing concern with its own 12,500
square foot factory with a staff of
80. Ten million albums have been
sold.
The use of Woolwonh's as the
label's sole retail outlet was a
carefully considered move.
"Woolworth has a flow of around
15 million of the sort of customers
we are aiming at through its doors
every day," said Presky. "Woolies
have been good to us, they market
our product well and their customer
profile is ideal for us. In return, we
supply them with good quality
albums at an unbeatable price."
Damoni aims to issue about 20
new titles every year and has a
catalogue of around 80, ranging
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DA MONT MA NA G/NG director Monty Presky (riyht), present my Boh Eyerton,
disc to mark the sale of five million Stereo Gold A ward albums.
unchanged in price in that period,"
from top quality recordings of the
commented Presky with a certain
classics by famous orchestras
amount of pride.
through to items recorded by session
Raw materials and pressing costs
musicians like Tribute To Elvis
are the same for anyone in the
Presley.
record industry, but by using cover
Many Damont albums are made
versions by session men, Damont cut
specially for the parly market, like
out the artists royally expenses that
Disco Soul and Hammond Dance
are borne by the major record
Party. All are inexpensively
companies.
produced and Presky knows they
But copyright is a different
will all sell a minimum of 30,000
matter. Many of the classics are now
with big sellers like an album of
out of copyright, but publishing
Strauss Waltzes going up to 350,000.
royalties are paid as a percentage of
Presky says he goes for a mood
retail price, so Damoni has to pay
rather than an artist when he plans
the minimum fee of .313p per song
a release and tries to span the whole
on copyrighted material.
spread of tastes, so anyone browsing
Understandably, Presky is a bitter
through a rack will find something
opponent of any rise in publisher's
he likes.
royalties and was a witness for the
The 50p price tag has been a great
BPI in opposing any rise in royalty
selling point. Housewives often buy
rates at the recent public enquiry
two for £1.00 and he fears the edge
into statutory royalties.
might go off the sales when the
But Stereo Gold Award is only
price goes up to 60p soon. However,
half of Damont's business. The
he says he cannot absorb any further
other 50 per cent of turnover comes
rises in overheads.
from the custom pressing business of
Sales and distribution are handled
which Presky reckons 30 per cent is
from Damont's Hayes Headquarters
exported.
— just up the road from Record
"We have pressed for every major
Merchandisers and round the comer
record company apart from Decca
from Music For Pleasure — with
and virtually all the tv compilation
each Woolworth store being
companies," he stated. He said his
carefully indexed. A tag return
ten 12-ins presses and four 7-ins
system means that Damont knows
units were booked solid until the end
exactly what slocks each store holds
in any one month.
of April, and confirmed that the
And despite overheads that have
unprecedented boom in singles sales
risen by upwards of 40 per cent in
that has hit the market has taken up
all
the slack that may normally exist
five years, the company has pegged
at this lime of year.
its prices with only a Ip rise in that
time. "We must be the only
He is also among the many
Woolwonh's line to remain virtually
pressers who are hard at work on

Radio Trent
Radio Me dway
Danny Ray Radio London
Radio Manx
Radio Mersey
says thank you
for playing
Radio One
his new single
Radio Two
Plymouth Sound
Radio Blackburn
I Cant Get Used
Radio Forth
BRMB
To Losing You'TRO 7993
Through SELECTA/London, Manchester,
oX Leicester, Symphola, Northern Ireland.
ik@;an — ^ I Marketed & manufactured by B & C Recordings Limited.
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Woolworths record buyer, with a yo/d
WEA's Frank Sinatra package,
while at other times of the year his
presses are occupied with other
widely differing jobs — the strangest
being the French version of the
instruction record that goes with KTel's multi-exerciser. It went into
100,000 units last year.
"We have the capability of
turning round six million albums
and around two million singles in a
year," said Hackney-bom Presky.
"Our presses are going 24 hours per
day and last November we produced
three quarters of a million records in
a month."
He believes that tape is likely to
make further inroads into the music
market in the future, but currently
has no plans for entering that field.
"We take things as they come," he
commented. "Technology might
advance to the point where budget
tapes are a possibility, but I believe
there is plenty of life left in the disc
market.
"It would be nice to get involved
in full price product, but we are
geared up as a budget company, and
this is the market we know best and
that we arc best known for.
"In the past 25 years the record
industry has expanded enormously.
Music has become a great
international language. Our
repenoire is licensed in 20 countries
all over the world while 10 million
people have bought our records and
have had a lot of pleasure out of our
work. That really is a very satisfying
thought."

PEAK TIME TV ADVERTISING

THAMES TVandGRAIIADATy febM-28
ATVFeb28-Mar 12
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Whitfield + Love
=
a
smiling
face
by ADAM WHITE
THE LAST time this writer saw
Whitfield grew with it. His first
proteges. Rose Royce — and much
significant success as a composer
Norman Whitfield, leaning on a car
of the other music from the
imlli
in the basement garage of Mot own "s
was Marvin Gaye's 1963 hit, Pride
soundtrack, including Roycc's next
5:.—
Sunset Boulevard headquarters in
And Joy, and it was followed by
single. I Wanna Get Next To You, is
Los Angeles, his was not a smiling
work with the Marveleltcs, Kim
receiving wide-spread disco airplay.
Weston, the Velveleites and —
face. The source of the disgruntlcNorman Whitfield, in record
mem was not established.
beginning with a song written in
industry parlance, is hot.
collaboration with Smokcy
Yet it's hardly a novel experience
Today, nine months later,
Robinson — the Temptations.
for the 36-ycar-old New Yorker,
Whitfield must be a happy man. He
That quintet, just beginning to
who has been producing records for
is now the proud owner of a shiny
break through in the US on a
half his life. The man's first
new record label, which bears his
I f 'HI
substantial scale, developed into the
experience of the music business
name and has already scored its first
prime vehicle for Whitficld's
occurred a few years after the
UK hit; the Undisputed Truth's
composing and producing talents.
Whitfield family moved from New
You + Me = Love.
York to Detroit, and he was
From mainstream Motown
He can boast of other, current
employed
in
an
a&r
capacity
by
one
recordings like I Wish It Would
achievement, too: two songs from
of
the
Motor
City's
small
time
Rain, I Could Never Love Another
his score for Car Wash (the
labels, Thelma. From there, he went
and You're My Everything, he took
cinematic story, so far unseen in
to another local outfit; Motown.
them into the vanguard of new wave
Britain, of a day in the life of an
Berry Gordy's brainchild was also
r?; m
r&b during the late Sixties and early
autocleaning establishment) have
small then, but growing, and
Seventies with Cloud Nine,
registered in the charts here via his
Runaway Child Running Wild, Ball
/M»»
t&i
Of Confusion, Papa Was A Rolling
Stone and Masterpiece.
NORMAN
WHITFIELD
(sealed)
with (left) his label's general manager,
He also turned his creativity ^VaherAmsworth. and Warner Brothers
chairman and president, Mo Ostm.
towards another Motown act, the
undisputed, and the UK sales of
Undisputed Truth, and helped them and it is from the soundtrack music
You + Me = Love have swiftly been
rise to star status with Smiling Faces that Rose Royce's twin UK hits, the consolidated
by an LP, Method To
Sometimes and You Make Your title track of the film and Put Your
The Madness. The group is now led
Money Where Your Mouth Is,
Own Heaven And Hell Here On
by Joe Harris, an original member
r
originate. Royce itself is a ten-piece
Earth.
from the Motown days (and, at one
Whilfield's desire for his own band which once toured Europe in
time, with the Ohio Players) and
1973 backing Edwin Starr: lead
record label was originally born
showcases the lead vocals of Taka
during his Motown tenure, and vocals feature Gwen Dickey. Their
n
Boom, sister of Rufus' Chaka Khan;
initial contracts drawn up. But it next recordings will be issued under
the line-up is rounded out by Calvin
didn't actually materialise until he the Whitfield logo itself.
Stephenson and Tyrone Barkley.
Apart from Royce, Whitfield will
left the company (by then located in
They use a number of attentionLos Angeles) to pursue an shortly reveal Nytro, a selfgetting devices on stage (from glitter
independent career of writing and contained eight-piece fronted by
guns to greasepaint), much as
producing. MCA was among the vocalist Robert Justice. Their
Norman Whitfield uses attentioncompanies Norman spoke to first album, due for rush-release in
about funding and forming Britain in March, was cut under getting devices on disc. And like all
Whilfield's acts, Joe, Taka, Calvin
Whitfield, but it was with Warner Norman Whilfield's supervision in
and Tyrone are kicking the r&b old
Brothers that he finally reached Los Angeles recently.
& '0
guard resolutely in the shins, with no
agreement.
And then there is the Truth. Their
Undisputed Truth.
small success. And that's the truth.
MCA did gel Car Wash, though,
current popularity is indeed

4*
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New Album
fA x

(

It Feels So Good?

featuring their current hit single
'I Kmda Miss Yon1
Remember their last hit album
The Manhattans'?
Remember the two big hit singles
that came from it 'Kiss And Say Goodbye'
y
and Hurt'?
.
Remember to stock this one. . . it's qoinc
to be even bigger!

ORDER FROM CBS ORDER DESK Tel 01 960 2155 CBS/WEA/A8i M Distribution Centre Barlby Road London W10
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OALAXY P.ECOfRDS
223 REGEEyT STREET, LOMDON W1R 8TD
TELEPHONE: 01-734 9768

■v..
i
ENGLAND'S
HOTTEST
INDEPENDEN T LABEL

/
FIRST RELEASE

ON GALAXY BY

i ;

!

A

R

LOVE
GY114

K1

/

THE

/ ,Y

BACHELORS

ALREADY SELLING BIG
ALL OVER THE COUNTRY
.
i

Distributed by: Enterprise (President Sales) 01-6913421.
Lugtons. H.R.Taylor's. Clyde Factors. Solomon & Peres.
Glasgow Record & Tape(Edinburgh).
.....
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Third
lease
of life for
Shadows
Eurovision success without ^
by DAVID LONGMAN
regrets, and says that wiih0Uj
THE SHADOWS 20 Golden Greats
exception, every performer hc
Welch says he feels loo old to start
is described by Bruce Welch as "the
knows of has groaned when the
the big music business treadmill all
Shadows, warts and all." The album
thought of the contest conies up
over again. The pressures to tour
is a collection of 20 A sides, which
again as a band have never stopped,
"The whole thing started whCn
have all charted, whereas their
though obviously more offers arc
along with a number of the singers
earlier compilations such as the
coming in now with the new
we were invited to play a charity
album Shadows Greatest Hits, have
com pilation.
concert at the Palladium in aid of
included a fair number of B sides.
Marvin says that he really enjoyed
the BBC tv producer's widow Mrs
Welch and Hank Marvin have just
trC
the five concerts the group did at the
Colin Sharman. That evening in late
finished a nationwide promotional
lime of Eurovision, as did Welch
'74 we did the whole routine, the
tour of radio and i\ stations, and are
il
and the other members of the group.
steps,
the swinging of the guitars and
pleased with the EMI decision to reThe main obstacle for a more
the
crowd
loved it. Bill Cotton was
package the material, though Welch
permanent reunion would be (he
in the audience, and afterwards
says that when he first saw the
other interests the group arc now
suggested
we
might like to do the
album sleeve he was not too happy.
involved in.
contest.
"Negotiations had been carried
Marvin has been "laid back" he
"We went to Stockholm for the
out with our manager Peter
says with a cheeky smile. He has
final, and we enjoyed everything,
Gormley, and the first we knew
been producing the Scandinavian
though I wish I'd been able to
about the album was when the
group Flair, who were signed to
■
remember the words to the song.
finished product was put before us,"
BASF at one stage, and a new
There is a certain something about
says Welch.
recording deal is being sought.
performing in front of 500 million
Welch has been producing Cliff
The prime reason for delight
people, and we really enjoyed it. and
Richard and has recently signed a
among the members of the group is
1> 5
around that lime we did five
production deal with DJM to handle
that in essence, they are to have a
concerts which were great, but more
Stephanie de Sykes, and Brian
third life. In the 1960s, the group
would have been awful," says
Bennett is involved similarily with
had a string of hit records and tours,
Welch.
the Sweeney's Dennis Waterman,
and their combination with Cliff
The future of the Shadows as a
and has also been spending time with
Richard was one of 'the' music
Richard as well as working on his
group is currently being worked out
business partnerships. Their second
by managers and agents, but it looks
own project album.
life came with the Eurovision Song
The Shadows — as (hey were.
Welch has viewed the last two
as if a short (our will be set for the
Contest in 1975 when Let Me Be The
months
with
an
experienced
eye.
He
autumn, with another new album
One lopped the charts, though a
years. People often criticise the
Welch says, "We wanted to keep the
has noticed the changes in marketing
follow-up single missed the top 50.
being recorded during the summer.
compilation albums as a
album as instrumcntals. Naturally
and
promotion.
He
observes
that
at
Marvin himself is relishing the
EMI is anticipating up to a
bastardisation, but I don't think
the royally rate was different on the
the
launch
of
the
album,
and
also
at
million sales of the compilation
idea of touring the country again,
that's true. I'm not going to hide my
Eurovision single, but that didn't
the radio station tour press lunch
album, and both Welch and Marvin
and he says that the promotional
head and run when people say to me
influence the decision at all."
last week, vast sums of money were
agree, that this is their third bite at
tour of the country currently being
that I'm going to make money out of
So
there
will
be
pressure
on
the
spent. "I remember a time when
the cherry- "For any group to sell
undertaken will be of great interest.
the album. It's got to be
Shadows
to
team
up
again.
Their
Cliff and ourselves were taken out to
nearly a million albums more than a
He is secretly hoping that the revival
remembered that we are in the music
own
individual
work
prohibits
any
a coffee house in the old days to talk
dozen years after the product was
of the group's music and his own
business, and the idea of a business
permanent
re-formation,
and
the
over plans for an album.
first released can't be bad in
work will inspire the more
is to make money."
fact that John Farrar is presently guitar
Everything's changed, with the
anyone's eyes. You have to
The selection of (racks for the
traditional use of the instrument.
working in America puts other
music business becoming a vast
remember that none of our albums
album was quite simple. In essence it
"In my day, there weren't the lavish
obstacles in the way. One record
machine.
when first released ever sold half a
was only A sides which were
facilities open to
company is said to be trying to bring recording
million, though the Greatest Hits LP
"It's got to be great that we can
considered. The reason for leaving
musicians of today. You went into a
the group together again, with Jet
sell so many albums after so many
sold 450.000".
off Let Me The One was that as
studio which was two-track mono,
Harris back in the lineup, though
and there was no editing or dubbing
Welch says that he knows nothing of so
what the public is hearing on this
the idea.
album is the original material,
"I'm too old for the whole
though Bruce has polished up the
business of touring all over again. I
recordings, putting a bit of EQ on
love opening nights and closing
IMPORTANT NO TICE
the tracks."
nights, but it is the 30-odd days in
The Shadows as a group may not
between that get me down. I'm too
be
a permanently viable proposition
old for leaping in and out of coaches
as
a
outfit, but in terms of
at every town in the country. What sales,touring
EMI
knows
record will go
TO RETAILERS
pop stars say about going out on the to the top of the the
chart.
only
road again is right. There is no question is how long it The
will
stay
enjoyment in night after night being there? Perhaps in 1987, four 45 year
asked to play your hits over and over old musicians will once again be
In order to avoid confusion with
again. There are however, a
down their guitars and drum
surprisingly large number of groups dusting
kit to make another series of
from the 1960s who still go out every appearances,
EMI will have renight of the week working mens processed theand
the English Group "THE
Shadows 20 Golden
clubs and dance halls."'
Greats into a quadraphonic video
As so many performers say, the disc^ and it will again be Number 1
pop business has to be enjoyed.
— it Bruce Welch can remember the
FOUNDATIONS", Spark Records
Welch looks back upon the words!
Ltd.

has agreed to re-label the

current release "RUNNING
.*rv
AWAY" (SRL 1150 -

previously

labelled as by "FOUNDATION")
as "RUNNING AWAY" by
"JERRY DEVLIN"

SPARK RECORDS
Distributed by Pye Records
(Sales) Ltd
tA
Telephone: 01-640 3344
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selling at
&
in Old Maidstone
YOU CAN walk much of
Maidsione's shopping area and noi
EDITED
see a newsagent. With record shops,
when you include the multiples, it's
by
dilferent. They seem everywhere,
TERRI ANDERSOM
and one of these is Shapes of Sound
;ind located at 79 Bank Street.
Bank Street, for some of its
recent hit compilation.
course, runs parallel with the High
Shapes discounts some records by
St. somewhat hidden but attractive,
20p-25p, others 60p-65p and they
with a hint of old Maidstone. Old or
sell singles at 60p. They stock a wide
not. Bank Street is brought into the
range of "golden oldies" because
modern age by the bold sign outside
there is no lack of enquiries for past
Shapes proclaiming that it provides
hits. Currently, it seems. Viva
the best and cheapest service for the
Espana and Dracula's Hot Blood are
record buyer.
two wanted items.
Shapes is managed by Brenda and
One new addition to their shop
Fred Germain and it belongs to a
has been an extensive wall of
small independnet chain of three
greeting cards and other similiar
shops, the other two being at Hcrne
items and it's been an enormous
Hill and Caterham. Each shop has
success.
its own individual lay-out and selling
Subject to their own final
schemes, but these days buying is
approval, the Gcrmains leave the
done collectively for the three. This
shop's internal displays to record
has happened because of record
companies, but they dress their front
companies and TV promotion style
window
firms demanding higher basic
Shapes of Sound caters for a wide
orders. Also, they found in earlier
cross-section of record buyer and the
days that one shop over-ordered and
owners feel they score because of
sometimes the other two could not
their customer relations. People do
soak up the surplus. It means for
not want the coldness of a multiple
Fred Germain a twice weekly
and there will always be a place for
journey by car to London, but he
the shop where someone recognises
finds personal collection more
the customer and receives in return
reliable than firms which provide
the trust that they will work hard to
delivery.
serve the customer's wants.
Christmas trade was good and the
Mrs. Germain enjoys managing a
New Year is far from dismal, though
shop and finds its endless variety
in common with many dealers, they
stimulating. As far as problems are
have not always been able to meet
concerned, she seems remarkably
the demand for records pressed from
free ol them, though like anyone she
EMI factories, and shonages have in
is slightly worried at the continual
one or two instances affected WEA
up-pricing of merchandise and at the
also.
cost of some recent double-albums.
TV albums still predominate in
On that point, in common with
their sales, particularly Ben
many, she feels strongly that
Wcedon. Not being totally a believer something ought to be done by thein the power of tv advertising Mrs.
industry to discourage multiples
Germain is pleasantly surprised they
from discounting ridiculous
sold so many of Petula Clarke's amounts on records."

RETAILERS OF radio and hi-fi equipment helped out with running a recent
competition run by London's Capital Radio, and the winner, Sharon O ha von
is seen here receiving her £1,000 cheque from Capital man Adrian Love'. Sheentered through Chap pell's store in New Bond Street, and her list of ten
records guaranteed to make a party go with a swing included Whiter Shade Of
Pale (Procul Harum); Brown Sugar (Rolling Stones); Heard It Through The
Grapevine (Marvin Gave); My Generation (The Who); Jail house Rock (Elvis
Presley); and Otis Redding's Dock Of The Bay.

City

Records

bv TERRI ANDERSON
by
ANDERSON!
A FIRE WHICH razed 15,000
square feet of warehouse, and its
contents of records, tapes,
accessories worth around £250,000
— and an office full of stored
paperwork — forced Cyril Spencer
Dd to move warehouse and
headquarters from their premises in
Edmonion. North London, a few
weeks ago. After less than three
weeks in temporary accommodation
in a cellar under one of its City of
London retail shops, the company
which incorporates the City Records
and Tapes chain found newwarehouse premises in the heart of
London's West End, at 105-109
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A T THE opening of Radio Clyde dj Tom Ferric's Record Machine in Barrhead
the arrival of Sydney Devine to cut the ribbon meant (hat the street had to be
closed to traffic for a while and four stewards were needed to control tincrowd. The shop is the only record shop in the town and Feme's first venture
into retailing. Ferric (left) and Devine are pictured here at the opening.
The deletions problem
THIS LETTER is not meant as a
complaint, but more as constructive
D
C
criticism, not only for the company
c IV
c
involved but for all the other
majors. In the past couple of weeks I
have received a copy of the new and
were outlined by Kathlyn Newby,
up to date singles catalogue from
catalogue editor for Phonogram.
Phonogram, and written on it is — I
"You must realise that any
quote — "All releases available as at
catalogue is almost inevitably out of
January 1st 1977." Being a shop
date by the time it comes out, simply
with a large selection of oldies and
because of the lime it takes to get the
relatively hard to get specials
thing printed and distributed, I print
(ranging from rock and soul through
things as they are at the time I close
the catalogue to standards such as
my book to go to press; if the
Passing Strangers), I had a look
catalogue is out of sync it is my bad
through, and to my surprise 1 saw
luck — and the retailers' bad luck —
Classical Gas by Beggars Opera;
but our catalogue, like other
Joyb ringer by Manfred Mann
companies', carries a warning that
(which 1 took two special orders
we reserve the right to delete titles at
for); and A Walk In The Black
any time. That is unavoidable —
Forest by Horst Jankowski, coupled
there can be comractural difficulties
with The Wedding by Julie Rogers.
with
a band, or a company may lose
On seeing this I immediately ordered
a label, and as a result records may
12 Black Forest, 12 Joybringer and
have suddenly to be deleted. There is
six Classical Gas on my next
also the situation where a record is in
Phonodisc order. Imagine my
the catalogue, stocks run out, and
surprise when, two days later, on my
the decision is taken not to re-press.
delivery note I discovered that all
The decision will mean discussions,
three singles had been deleted — for
meetings, and finally a note that this
some time now — and therefore I
has happened will reach me — but I
had to make two refunds from my
cannot know about it until then. Not
special orders, and was put to a lot
only does it seem that the catalogue
of bother over something that really
editor is inevitably the last person to
shouldn't have happened. In all
be told of deletions, but also,
fairness I knew that these singles had
particularly with albums, the process
been deleted previously, but what
of omitting it from a pending
would any other dealer do,
catalogue, or removing it from one
confronted with the information?
which has perhaps reached the galley
Would he think that they had been
proof stage, is not that easy. With an
reinstated in the catalogue due to
album it can mean remembering to
demand? Or would he just naturally
remove 12 to 15 separate cards from
know that they were still deleted? I
different files (titles of tracks,
know that not many dealers 1 know
composers, album title etc)".'
would think that. Closing, 1 would
Dealing with the particular cases
just like to say that the next time I
mentioned in this letter Miss Newby
get a Phonogram singles catalogue 1
said
the last deletions list she had
hope it is as up to date and correct as
was dated December 10. Classical
it says it is. DALE UTTERSON;
Gas and Joybringer were not on it,
Disque, New Green Market,
but a check showed that they were
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
in fact deleted. However, the Horst
• The retailing editor replies:
Jankowski / Julie Rogers single is
SOME BASIC reasons why a deleted
definitely not deleted, so perhaps in
single may appear in a current
this case re-ordering would bring
catalogue of any record company satisfactory results.

go on with

Oxford Street;
Street: then within days,
dnvc an
IRA bombing campaign in the area
brought the prospect of destruction
close again, but happily not too
close.
The fire and the move have not
affected plans for the expansion of
City Records and Tapes, which at
the time had seven shopsfsix in the
Gty and one in Oxford Street) and
four more planned for the near
future. The aim is to increase the
chain to 20 or 30 by the end of the
year, with the expansion from
central London to the suburbs. The
first of the new shops will open very
shortly in Fenchurch Street.
The story of City Records and
Tapes has been one of fairly rapid

4

/.v,-..,.i
1
,
expansion throughout
its short
history since the first of its shops
opened in July 1975. The directors
describe themselves as "a very close
knit community" and see the fact
that key people in the operation are
all old friends as being one of the
reasons why things move smoothly
and quickly.
All stock is ordered ccntrallv into
the warehouse and delivered by the
company's own vans. Stock is also
often acquired in very large amounts
through the City Records policy of
buying whole retail outfits, imports,
overstocks, or bankrupt stock. In
tin's way they sometimes acquire
thousands of pounds worth of
records at a time.

£12.50
IMPORTED JAZZ albums fr0rn
Japan have been selling at priCes
between £7.50 and £ 12.50 at Flyover
Records on Hammersmith
Broadway.
Flyover director Louis Raynot
began negotiations to import the
albums from a Japanese one-stop
some months ago after getting
repeated requests for certain jazz
product unavailable in the UK.
So far he has sold 45 copies of the
double album Weather Repon in
Tokyo (CBS Sony) at £12.50 a time
and he reports substantial sales of
Miles Davis's Pangaea (CBS Sony)
and Anthony Braxton's Town Hall
1972, a double album on Trio.
Among the 60 plus titles Raynor is
importing are many reissues on the
Riverside label, and a wide variety of
jazz recordings on the East Wind,
CBS Sony, Trio, Joyce, JVC;
Seabreeze. Vogue, Storyville and
^Byg labels.
Training
award win
AMONG THE 30 winners of the
Distributive Industry Training
Board's Training Award, is Brady's
Music Ltd, of Market Place, Crystal
House, Preston, a record and
greetings card retailers under the
managing directorship of Mr. T.
Brady. To qualify for the award
companies must have a high
standard of staff training, and
successful enterprises are entitled to
display the award symbol on their
premises and in their advertising.
Before the winning 30 were chosen
all applicants had visits — both at
their headquarters and branches —
from training advisers, who
interviewed staff.
Sheet music
catalogued
MUSIC DEALERS have been
circulated with a list of all the
available sheet music and song folios
in the Campbell Connelly catalogue,
which is now to be distributed by
EMI Music publishing company.
Apan from a sizeable list of
international hits spanning the past
ten years, the company has a great
number of standard song copyrights
— as varied in style as Show Me The
Way fo Go Home, Telstar and Satin
Doll. It is the intention of EMI
Music and Campbell Connelly to
ensure that all the best of these will
again be available for sale, and will
be re-used in modern folios. The
Campbell Connelly deal follows a
similar arrangement made with
Screen Gems last September.

expiwn
rhc directors feel lhai the shops
have done well and will continue to
do well because of the image they
have built for themselves. "We offer
bargains all the time," explains Jack
Pearce, but we don't try to
les
e can o7fe'
ofkryWilh
a very
wide^and
^ean
'hemul
interesting range of stock a, low
prices because ol our policy of bulk
buying. You can build a business bv
leaps and bounds if you are d^t

The first 1 S-months have brought
^ degree of success which ha
convinced the company that, despite
many

independent

plans

record dealers falling by the
wayside, the plans for an expansion
deserving the description explosive
should go ahead. The ability to
move quickly in buying stock, or
acquiring shop premises, at the right
lime and the right price is coupled
with a streamlined method of setting
up new business. This includes
retaining builders and carpenters
who can quickly convert promises
into a City Records and Tapes shop,
ready lor working according to the
company's own methods. The inhouse record is for a shop where the
acquisition of lease and stock was
followed by complete conversion ol
displays and sorting of stock within
36 hours.
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Music House

HUMPHRIES

25 Exmputh Market

London

EC1R 4QL

Telephone 01-278 1457

19th FEBRUARY, 1977

TO

ALL

SUBSCRIBERS

TO

MUSIC

MASTER

Dear Subscriber,
SORRY,
MUSIC

MASTER

1977

Music Master 1977 will not be available until late March 1977•
This is due to circumstances completely out of my control®
I
hope all subscribers will accept my sincere apologies and that
not too much inconvenience will be caused by this delay in
publication®
Music Master 1977 will contain details of all pop albums and
tapes currently available in the U.K., plus details of all singles
released in 1973 and 1976.

Yours sincerely,
V

John Humphries.
0
Q
\

5
-

JOHN'S RECORDS LTD Directors; John Humphries Megan Humphries • Registered In England 1004262 • Registered office: Melville House
48 Shacklewell Lane London E8 2EY England • Tel 01-254 2699 • VAT No; 221 422811
COMPILATION: Michael Preston • 78 Birchfield Road Kidderminster Worcs DY11 6PG • (0562) 68798
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THE MERE suggesiion that
loudspeakers represent a difficult
area of high quality audio is likely to
bring nods of agreement from hi-fi
enthusiasts, actual or potential.
Unfortunately, the 'problems' are
more often assumed thatn properly
considered.
That is hardly reasonable, It is
true, of course, that some listeners
make a bad choice. They buy
speakers on hearsay — rather than
hearing — and then find after a
while that they don't like the
characteristic sound quality. It's
rather like not liking the taste of
something: one would not buy that
product again, and one does not
cheerfully bear living with it.
It's then that impressions are put
into words: 'too bright and steely',
they declare, or 'why is it plummy
and lacking in bite'. Others are more
aware of vague unease, rather than
distaste, and wish they had
considered purchase at greater
length before having to repent at
leisure.
This is not to suggest that they
chose rubbish. Far from it. We can
be sure that many of the speakers
concerned were capable of yielding
pretty good figures on test. But tests
are still somewhat lacking in
information enabling a potential
buyer to assess characteristic sound
quality at long range.
Without doubt, methods of test
are constantly being improved, and
overall the aim is to show up the
speaker's accuracy as a transducer.
That is. we want the answer to the
question — docs the speaker's
acoustic output bear a good likeness
to the programme fed into it?
As the moment of decision is
approached, however, there can be
no substitute for eager pairs of ears.
The customer's ears and brain form
the keenest instrument of all, and it
is most unwise to choose speakers
without hearing them. How can
anyone assure another person — a
complete stranger — that he will like
a complex of sounds? You might as
well offer to choose his house or car
for him!
It's common sense, really. There
is no big problem if the buyer is
encouraged to short-list the
possibilities, move on to the
probables, and then finally decide
on what is right for him. The serious
hi-fi dealer can play an important
role in promoting common sense
and making more satisfied
customers.
Often it is held that speaker
selection is very 'personal'. This is
certainly true where buying a sound
is concerned. But the factors of
personal selection are complex.
Faced with dozens of models that
would probably qualify to some
extent, the hopeful listener can
narrow the field on consideration of

Tannoy
Tannoy's audio empire, already
swelled by products from Ortofon,
Rabco and Harman-Kardon, is now
augmented by turntables from the
Japanese specialists Micro Seiki.
Newcomer to the Micro range is a
direct-drive turntable of novel
design for which superior signal-

The

to

buying

speakers

best for demonstrations: it should be
at 7'/; inches per second,
incorporating simple but carefully
devised 'live' sound such as close
and distantly mixed sound effects
and — above all — a speaking voice,
free from boominess.
Otherwise discs in good condition,
played by a top-grade pickup, will be
the alternative. Varying musical
selections (research the vvellrevievved items and watch for Music
Week hi-fi recommendations) can be
gauged to suit most people.
Conversation is stereo can be
obtained from radio via the hi-fi
system. It must be VHF/FM radio,
and a high signal-noise ratio is
imperative.
A careful audtion should clinch
the matter. If misgivings arise very
strongly, there is much to said for
leaving the most liked pair of
speakers in a customer's home for
an evening or two while he checks
the impact of hi-fi under familiar
conditions. Some of the more
intrepid dealers have found that
once hi-fi goodies get into the home
they seldom come out again!
Qualities that the keen listener
will notice quickly may not be so
apparent to the inexperienced until
there has been time to take them in.
Colourations of the sound (they arc
impurities of many kinds) affect
acceptance by individual listeners
according to their experience of
listening. As with stereo itself, it is
something that has to be learned.
These qualities give rise to

-.Xr

SMCAL12

KEFCalinda

takes

on

noise and speed fluctuation figures
arc claimed. Special features are a
separate control unit and facility for
mounting Micro professional pickup
arms. Also in the series are less
costly direct-drive turntables and an
economy-class belt driven unit.
Headphones and accessories arc

y
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approach

price and size alone. It seems
obvious, yet it does not always occur
to the newcomer to hi-fi.
Doubts about technical basics
such as matching may prune the list
further. Some buyers will avoid
certain models on simple grounds of
appearance, and nothing could be
more personal than that, even
though a few acoustically superior
models may be passed over.
The thoughtful enthusiast,
anxious to do the job properly, may
get down to a list of three of four
probables. These may result from
impressions gained from reading —
and reputations. He will seek an
audition. Demonstration technique
is straightforward, though a few
salient points should be noted.
Not every dealer can provide ideal
listening-room conditions, with high
isolation from background
distractions and a domestic-style
selling, but anyone can ensure that
— for example — a realistic stereo
spacing is given to all pairs of
speakers under test. A spacing of
around 6 to 9 feet is typical.
Since speaker sensitivities vary,
provision should be made for
equalising the loudness of the group.
Varying levels are bound to confuse.
On the other hand, if sensitivity
contrasts are the subject of study,
this can be checked separately.
Calm listening, with switching
between pairs of speakers, is best.
Tliis shows up the differences as
nothing else can. A professionally
made tape recording is by far the

s

Mitachi PS-48 turntable unit

right

Micro

Z)

El

listed and new products are
promised.
Hitachi hi-fi
Soon to be unveiled in a
proliferating Hitachi audio range arc
two direct-drive turntable uni(s"PS48
and HT350, both in the £100-plus
class. PS48 is mounted in a slimline
plinth with detachable clear plastics
cover. Operational features include
an illuninated strobe, pickup cue
control and calibrated bias
correction. Aslo planned are the
low-cost belt-driven PS17 tumtablc,
new receivers and amplifiers, and
cassette units for use with hi-fi
systems. Model D-450 is a cassette
front-loader with a wide range of
facilities including Dolby noiseredulion.
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familiar attempts to describe what is
happening — a 'hollow' or 'nasal'
sound, a 'glassy' forwardness or a
'veiled' effect. A particular
characteristic docs not imply lack of
acceptance (if it did, fewer speakers
would be sold), but time must be
allowed for listening and evaluation.
Technical requirements are few
and fairly evident. Most amplifiers
and receivers require a load of
around 8 ohms and very many
speakers have then nominal
impedance. Study any special notes
supplied by manufacturers. Any
exceptions are soon discovered: some
European audio systems are based
on 4 ohms nominal impedance. In
any event beware of advising on
extra speaker loads unless the
amplifier has specific facilities for
these. When in doubt query the
manufacturer's data most carefully.
Misunderstandings about power
tend to affect the whole system and
not just the speakers. As we have
stressed on other occasions, the best
hi-fi is rated to suit individual
circumstances, with size of room as
a prominent factor. It should be
obvious that, if a big room justifies a
50-wail rating in the amplifier, the
speakers should be capable of facing
the music.
Severe problems are not likely so
long as extreme mismatches are
avoided. Low-rated bookshelf
speakers do not consort with potent
amplifiers in the professional class,
destined for spacious lounges — and
such mini-speakers would sound
silly anyway, assuming they were not
destroyed by peaky inputs.
Deal with worries based on quite
small power differences which, by
the greatest stretch of the
imagination, cannot be called
mismatches.
Typically,
inexperienced enthusiasts may be
concerned about discrepancies of a
few watts, becoming pointlessly
worried about a 30-waii amplifier
driving 25-wati speakers. In any case
a doubling of power represents a
sound level change of only 3dB.
Mid-range music centre
Exemplifying Skantic's approach to
the music centre, the 2065 is rated at
20 watts each channel. Styled in
black with a tinted transparent
cover, this outfit is completed byspeakers offered in a choice of
rosewood, teak, walnut and
black/white lacquer. Faciliteis arc
FM/AM radio, a cassette section
with DNL noise suppression and an
anti-tangle device for the tape, and a
belt-driven turntable with electronic
speed control. An Excel magnetic
pickup cartridge is fitted to the
lightweight arm.
Into the red win, Sennhciser
Headphone lisiening wiihom wires
giving complele freedom of
movemem has been ihe aim of
designers for many years. Sennhciser

Most valuable is the contribution
made by loudspeaker designers who
specify a range of amplifier powers
suited in their various models. For
instance, a speaker may be said to
suit amplifiers in the range 25 to 40
walls (per channel). Below the lower
limit there may not be enough
driving power for realistic sound
levels; above the top limit you risk
stress and possible damage. The
reliance of such methods can always
be checked with the manufacturers
concerned.
This welcome development is very
practical, tending to allay fears
about power handling capabilities. It
Is by no means the end of the road in
specifying equipment, but as things
stand it aids choice and shows how
ridiculous it is to fret about a few
watts one way or the other.
General guidance on ratings is
given in relation to the space to be
filled with sound. About 15 watts
per channel is often enough for a
bed-sitter or flatlet (respecting the
neighbours in such close confines)
but this rating is not enough for a
medium-sized lounge in a house. A
figure of about 25-30 watts each
channel (and per speaker) is a rough
guideline for a room of 2,000 cubic
feet.
Bigger rooms demand greater
reserves and some users have more
opportunities to use high sound
levels. Hence the demand for ratings
of 50 to 100 watts or more. Again,
some very good speakers are very
insentitivc and need enthusiastic
driving.
Where drive requirements arc
pronounced we see clearly the
meaning of that relationship
between a doubling of power and a
margin of only 3dB. In lop-flight
audio the difference between 50 and
100 watts may well be significant,
but 10 watts is neither here nor
there. Looking at it another way,
one speaker may be much more
power-hungry than another.
Taking a couple of British-made
foudspeakers of advanced design as
our examples we find that one
requires 12 watts to produce a
standard sound output level of 96dB
(a very modest output) while the
other is more sensitive and requires 7
watts for the same level. The less
sensitive of the two therefore
demands 48 watts for 102dB (a fourtimes escalation of level).
However, both these speakers are
well known and well liked models
which please many discerning folk.
It is hardly likely that many would
allow sensitivity to be the guiding
factor in choice. They would, very
sensibly, be concentrating on lone
and quality and on their ability to
pick a winner. The sound's the
tiling; but we must have enough
driving power to make the best
results possible.
So it is up to the consultant dealer
to prepare proper facilities, ensuring
that there is enough power and that
matching is impeccable. Just as
important, it is both practical and
rewarding to explain what is
Involved.
As you can sec, it is a far cry from
the long-range choice of 'best buys',
a process that is too much like
slicking a pin. One may strike lucky.
shows how to do it with infra-red
devices. In this system 'lowfrequency' light waves are employed
to transmit stereo signals across
normal lisiening spaces.
Headphones are powered by
external battery sources and a
special transmitter is linked with the
hi-fi system via infra-red radiating
sources.
Audio compacts from ITT
New Music centres are on the way
from ITT, and products in the hi-fi
separates class arc promised. Outfits
with radio, disc and cassette features
are to be unveiled this year, and
these are likely to be augmented by
moderately priced units to suit the
needs of beginners. Modem styling
and ease of control are certain to be
highlights of ITT design.
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)o you deal in printed music? If so, the
:hart shown here has an important
nofit making message for you.
It tells you that 28 out of the Top 50
singles are available from Music Sales
Limited. At once. Having so many titles,
and more, in the Top 50 charts is
nothing unusual for Music Sales.
Because 75 of the most important UK
and USA publishers give us sole rights
to their music.
So every week you will find that you
can order the greater part of that
week's most sought after titles only
from Music Sales.
Best Selling Words-And-Music
Albums Too
Music Sales publish the majority of the
best selling words-and-music books on

the market. A current list of top LP's
shows these 13 titles for which we
supply the printed albums:
'Arrival' Abba,
'Hotel California' Eagles,
'Greatest Hits' Abba,
'Wings Over America' Wings,
'Their Greatest Hits 1971-1975' Eagles,
"Tubular Bells' Mike Oldfield,
'The Dark Side Of The Moon' Pink Floyd,
'Love On The Airways' Gallagher & Lyle,
'20 Golden Greats' Beach Boys,
'Frampton Comes Alive' Peter Frampton,
'Wish You Were Here' Pink Floyd,
'Simon & Garfunkel's Greatest Hits',
'Animals' Pink Floyd.
These are just a few of our albums
which help you make better profits. All
are handsomely produced. Many
contain outstanding articles and

pictures which make them even more
sought after by the buying public.
Unique Service
As a Music Sales dealer you can
depend on fast delivery. Most orders
are dealt with in twenty-four hours.
Our unique newsletter 'Music Book
Newsl monthly promotional packs,
posters, cover run ons, Hot List and
Phone Out Service keeps you right up
to date with what's selling best.
Over 2.500 printed music dealers in
the UK and Europe make good profits
with Music Sales Limited. If you are not
already a Music Sales dealer join them
today.
Write for your copy of our trade catalogue now. Or ask for a representative
to call.

Europe's largest organization dealing only in printed music
music SflL€SLimiT0
78 Newman Street, London W1P 3LA. Telephone 01-636 9033.
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Wembley

MCA's

stars

spring

MCA is planning a major couniry
music campaign \o be launched in
March, spearheaded by new albums
from Lorena Lynn and Conway
Twiity. Both anisis will be
appearing ai ihe Ninth Imemalional
Festival of Couniry Music at
Wembley over the Easter weekend.
Also included in the campaign is
Brenda Lee's new album L.A.
Sessions (MCA MCF 27S3).
Forthcoming releases are from Bill
Anderson, Tanya Tucker, a
compilation of rockabilly tracks
(Rare Rockabilly Vol. 2), and the
debut album from Merle Haggard
who signed with the label on
January 1 following a 12-year
association with Capitol Records.
"It is our intention to fully
establish our couniry music
catalogue in Britain and the
Wembley appearances of Lorena
Lynn and Conway Twitty provides
and ideal launching lime" stated
Stuart Watson. MCA's marketing
manager. "We shall be taking a
stand at the Wembley Festival where
we will have available both our new
releases as well as our past album
product and, at that time, we shall
also be issuing leaflets listing all the
country releases that we have
available in Britain."
Watson further commented that
the EMI sales force will be
concentrating upon the MCA
country catalogues during the
March-April period. Other artists
signed to MCA include Cal Smith,
Jeanne Pruett, Kitty Wells, Mel
Tillis, Nat Stuckey and the late Patsy
Cline.
The label is also releasing new

George

head

signs

campaign

for

UJjikUitii

/
Lord la Young and Conway Twitty.
singles by Tanya Tucker (Short Cut)
and Brenda Lee (It's Another
Weekend), and Watson is looking
for chart action on one of these
before the Wembley Festival.

>1
EDITED
by
TONY BYWORTH

British
New

releases

build

up

to

DJM's

Country

product

AFTER a relatively short period of
involvement with country music,
DJM Recorcfe are looking to
consolidate their position with a
quantity of new releases during the
March-April period, and at the
International Festival of Couniry
Music where the company will be
taking stand space and a number of
their acts will be making
appearances.
The main catalogue source stems
from Nashville's Hickory label and
scheduled for March release are
albums by Don Everly — Brother
Jukebox (DJF 25051); Don Gibson
— I'm All Wrapped Up In You
(DJF 20502); Roy Acuff — Smoky
Mountain Memories (a 36 track

double album" compilation: DJD
2S034); and Lcona Williams — A
Woman Walked Away (a concept
album: DJM 22060). Don Everly
and Don Gibson are scheduled to
make Festival appearances, and
their album releases will contain
additional tracks to the original US
pressings).
Also scheduled for the Festival in
the dual role of artist and compere is
Dennis Weaver, who recently signed
to DJM as a recording artist.
Weaver, to be seen on television
McCloud, has a new single available
later this month titled Devil In My
Arms, and an album is expected in
early April. Another signing is
Nashville singer/songwriter Buzz
Cason whose writing successes
include Everlasting Love, Love On
A Mountaintop and Emmylou.
Cason's debut album for the label is
scheduled for late March.
Completing the picture DJM also
stakes in the British couniry music
market with material from
Opportunity Knocks winner Keith
Manifold. Manifold has a new single
— She Can't Be — scheduled for
late March, and his debut album
Inheritance (DJM 22061) will be
available at the same time. Keith
Manifold is one of the most active of
British couniry music entertainers,
and he previously recorded 4 best
selling albums for the Wales based
West wood label.
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dates for
Hartford
SINGER/SONGWRITER John
Hartford, composer of Gentle On
My Mind and a multi-skilled
instrumentalist, returns to Europe at
the end of this month for a round of
television, radio and concert
engagements. His last British
appearance was at the 1976
Cambridge Folk Festival where his
one man show was acclaimed as a
revelation.
Following engagements in
Germany, Hartford will be support
act to J. J. Calc at London's New
Victoria Theatre on March 3, 4 and
5.
Hartford will also be making
radio and television appearances to
coincide with the release of his new
album Nobody Knows What You
Do (Sonet 5NTF727). The album
was recorded in the United States for
the Flying Fish label, and is
Hartford's second release through
Sonet. The first, released last year,
was Mark Twang (SNTF 700).
Spears toyr
A COUNTRY package tour of Billy
Jo Spears, Carl Perkias and the
Dillards flics in to the UK for a
nationwide tour promoted by
Mervyn Conn, opening up in
Peterborough on April 16 and
finishing in Norwich on May 1.
The full itincraiy is: ABC
Peterborough (April 16); New
Theatre, Oxford (17); Aberdeen
Music Hall (21); Empire, Liverpool
(22); Coventry Theatre (24);
Fairfield Halls. Croydon (27);
Dome, Brighton (28); Winter
Gardens, Bournemouth (29);
Gaumont, Ipswich (30); Theatre
Royal, Norwich (May 1)

Hamilton

to

Anchor

the

world
1
FOLLOWING a 16-year association
with RCA Records, George
Hamilton IV — who commenced a
30-datc British tour last Friday —
has signed a world-wide recording
deal with Anchor in London. In the
United Slates his product will be
released on the ADC/Dot label.
Although the deal is with the
London based company. Hamilton's
future sessions will be recorded in
Nashville and Allen Reynolds has
been assigned as producer. Reynolds
is currently regarded as one of the
leading producers in Nashville, and
past successes include Don Williams'
I Recall A Gypsy Woman as well as
a number of best-selling couniry
singles with Crystal Gayle.
Hamilton's debut album for the
label is tilled Fine Lace And
Homespun Cloth (Anchor ANCL
2022), and is scheduled for
immediate release. It is also
George Hamilton IV.
Anchor's intention to make the
Norwich (20); Ulster Hall, Belfast
artist a British singles chart name,
and a concentrated effort is being (22); Stadium. Dublin (23); Leas
made to seek out strong commercial
Cliff Hall, Folkestone (24);
material.
Congress Theatre, Eastbourne (25),
Anchor has also announced that
Winter Gardens, Bournemouth (26),
in addition to the new recording Guildhall, Portsmouth (27).
deal, George Hamilton IV will be
Fairfield Halls, Croydon (March
adopting a new stage image moving 3); Odeon, Chelmsford (4);
away from the familiar pin striped Gaumont, Ipswich (5), New
suits in favour of less formal wear.
Theatre, Oxford (6); Central Hall,
On his current tour of the British Chatham (9); Leisure Centre,
Isles, Hamilton is accompanied by Gloucester (10); Festival Theatre,
Nashville artist Melba Montgomery Paignton (11); Odeon, Taunton
and British entertainers Miki & Griff (12); Theatre Royal, Drury Lane
and Pete Savers. The forthcoming (13); Eden Court Theatre, Inverness
dates are:— Albert Hall,
(22); Caird Hall, Dundee (23); Music
Nottingham (February 16); The
Hall, Aberdeen (24); Apollo Centre,
Fulcrum, Slough (17); Recreation Glasgow (25); Empire, Liverpool
Centre, Farnborough (18); ABC. (26); Coventry Theatre (27); and
Peterborough (19); Theatre Royal,
Colston Hall, Bristol (29).

Mervyn

new

Cinrs

President

of the « UK
AT THE annual general meeting of printed monthly Newsletter and the
the Couniry Music Association commencement of a lobby upon the
(Great Britain), Tony Byworlh was media for greater country music
re-elected chairman for 1977. The coverage.
other officers elected for duty during
the forthcoming year were David
Sandison, vice-chairman; Mike
Hutson (Anchor Records),
secretary; Jeff Forrest, treasurer;
and Shaun Greenfield (RCA
Records), public relations. A new
post of President was created at the
AGM, and promoter Mervyn Conn
was elected.
The Association has also
announced its 1977 working
committee consisting of personnel
selected from all aspects of the
industry who are willing to devote
time in the further promotion of
couniry music. The committee
members are David Allen (Radio 2
Country Club presenter); Ann Dex
(agent); Barry Dickens (MAM);
Frank Jennings (artist); Dennis
Knowlcs (United Artists) Peter
Robinson (CBS); and Richard De
Sylva.
It is the Association's intention to
make itself a more powerful trade
organisation than it has been in the
past, and immediate plans include
the preparation of a comprehensive,
Mervyn Conn
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Firan Young at the Palladium
I Is' THESE days of cominuing
inieresi in — and success of—
country music. It's a shame that
more people aren't aware of Enron
Young. In the eyes of pop audiences,
he's the artist who achieved high
chart success with Its Four In The
Morning four years ago but now
passed over in favour of more recent
pop names. And that's more the pity
for. unlike many of his fellow
countrymen, Faron Young lives up
to the title of entertainer.
Nevertheless a loyal gathering of
his country devotees were present at
his London Palladium concert and,
throughout, enthusiastically greeted
the hit titles that stretched over a 25
year recording career.
Faron Young's presentation is
slick and he mixed his impressive
array of song successes — including
Hello Walls, Sweet Dreams and
Coin' Steady — with brief snatches
of comedy, with highlights being
centred around the fast paced Here I
Am In Dallas and Make The World
Go Away which presented an all too
brief interlude of highly amusing
impersonations. On the vocal front
Young's work frequently lent itself
to the scat end of the scale with a
distinctive phrasing that,
occasionally, crossed between the
stylings of Dean Martin and Willie
Nelson. And it was rounded off
finely through the musicianship of
Young's group The Country
Deputies, a five-piece outfit well
grounded in country roots with the
steel and fiddle providing the
exacting touches of authenticity.
Few surprises, however, came
with the performance of special
guest Hank Locklin — rather a
stream of evergreen songs like Send
Me The Pillow, Please Help Me I'm
Falling and We're Gonna Go

Fishin'. Locklin represents
Nashville's old guard and his
experience has altered little over the
years. Certainly his material is
catchy and familiar, and one
wonders about the results should
one of his "all lime greats" albums
ever receive the benefit of a tv

marketing campaign.
Also on the bill was Jo Ann
Slceic, a lady who has already built
up a British following through\work
in local clubs. Once again the greater
pan of the material content was
familiar, but she broke away from
the predictable with the rendition of
her current single, Love On
Borrowed Time, A pleasing song
and happily, unlike most Nashville
recordings, it originated from the
pens of two British songwriters.
TONY BYWORTH
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Top Country albums
1. RED RIVER VALLEY. Slim Whitman, United Artists UAS 29955.
2. 20 GOLDEN GREATS. Glen Campbell, Capitol EMTV2
3. VISIONS, Don Williams, ABC ABCL 5200
4. BEST OF CHARLEY PRIDE VOL. 3, Charley Pride, RCA LSA 3283
5. LUXURY LINER, Emmylou Harris, Warner Brothers K56334
6. TEDDY BEAR, Red Sovine, RCA LSA 3286
7. YOU'RE MY BEST FRIEND. Don Williams, ABC ABCL5127
8. WAYLON "LIVE", Waylon Jennings, RCA PL11108
9. DON WILLIAMS VOL. 1, Don Williams, ABC ABCL5153
10. NO CHARGE, Tammy Wynette, Embassy EMB 31386
11. HEAVEN IS MY WOMAN'S LOVE. Frank Jennings Syndicate, Oneup OU 2139
12. WHAT I'VE GOT IN MIND, Billie Jo Spears, United Artist UAS
29955
13. DAVE & SUGAR. Dave & Sugar, RCA RS 1079
14. ALL I CAN DO, Dolly Parton, RCA RS 1068
15. LINDA RONSTADT'S GREATEST HITS, Linda Ronstadt. Asylum
K53055
16. BACK IN THE COUNTRY, Various Artists, DJM DJD 28025
17. MY LOVE AFFAIR WITH TRAINS, Merle Haggard. Capitol E-ST
11544
18. THE GREAT AMERICAN SINGING COWBOYS, Gene Autry. Roy
Rogers, Tex Ritter, etc.. London HSU 5026
19. HARMONY. Don Williams, ABC ABCL5177
20. LITTLE ROSA, Red Sovine, Hit HITL5008
TOPSELLING IMPORT ALBUM
ROOTS OF MY RAISING. Marie Haggard, Capitol ST 11586
Information supplied by the Country Music Association (Great Britain),
based on sales in specialist Country Music Shops in the U.K. While the
above albums are consistent sellers in all shops, it should be noted that
-many artists register above average sales in specific areas which may
not to be reflected in the CMA (GB) Chart.

COUNTRY NEWS
MONTHLY
PICTURED WITH Dennis Weaver at a recent reception at the Inn On The
Park Hotel, are left to right: Mervyn Conn. Stephen James, managing
director of DIM Records. Weaver was in London to promote his latest single
Devil In My Arms.
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jtCB full of country goodness

fresh

Waylon Jennings
Live
PL 11108 |
JTJJ
Cassette PK 11108 I \lr

picked for release now
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George
Hamilton IV
Back Home
At The Opry
PL 10192
Cassette PK 10192

X
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Ronnie Milsap
Live
PL 12043

Steve Young
Renegade Picker
PL 11759

Chet Atkins and Les Paul
Chester & Lester
LSA 3290 Cassette MPK 266
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MCA RECORDS CONGRATULATE

JUUE COVINGTON,ANDREW
LLOYD-WEBBER, AND TIM

RICE ON

ACHIEVING A GOLD NO I SINGLE

'DON'T CRY FOR ME ARGENTINA'

And for a gold

double album-Evita MCX 503

Julie Covington, Paul Jones,
C. T. Wilkinson,Tony Christie, Barbara Dickson, Mike Smith, Mike D'Abo, Christopher Neil,
and The London Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Anthony Bowles.

®

-
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TO
and
OURTHANKS TO EVEI
NE for
Hr*
Their support
MOV RECORDS
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releases

tie with
benefit LP
SEVERAL OF Dcccas' February
releases coincide with artists'
A IX)UBLE album rciailing at £3.59
appearances in Britain this month.
of the recording of a concert given in
The young Soviet violinist Boris
Munich in October 1976 in aid of
Belkin, under exclusive contract,
Amnesty International is being
makes his debut with Paganini's
released by DG this month. The
Violin Concerto No. 1 taped in
programme includes Beethoven's
Israel with the Israel Philharmonic
Leonora No.3 Overture, Symphony
Orchestra under Zubin Mchta (SXL
No. 5 and Piano Concerto No. 4
6798). Belkin played at the Festival
with Claudio Arrau conducted by
Hall on February 3 and in Glasgow
Leonard Bernstein, and was chosen
on February 8. On February 3
by Bernstein as being representative
Vladimir Ashkenazy made his
of the struggle for personal and
Festival Hall debut as a conductor
political freedom (2721 153). The
and Decca has released a further disc
artists gave their services free and
in his Beethoven Sonata cycle (SXL
royalties from the sales will be
6808). Zubin Mchta who makes his
donated by DG to Amnesty
Covent Garden debut on February
International. An album of guitar
28, appears this month on an album
concertos by Villa-Lobos and
of Dvorak's Symphony No. 8
Caslelnuovo-Tcdcsco played by
coupled with the rarely heard The
Narciso Yepcs is conducted by the
Wood Dove (SXL 6750). To link up
young Spanish conductor Garcia
with a Queen Elizabeth Hall recital
Navarro who appears for the first
Cecilc Ousset is heard in her first
time on disc and who will also be
concerto disc for Decca of Brahms'
making his British debut at the
Piano Concerto No. 2 (SDD-R 522)
Royal Festival Hall on April 11
and the young French pianist Pascal
(2530 718).
Rogc, with concerts in Scotland and
Soprano Galina Vishnesvskaya
Ireland in February performs works
debuts on the DG label in an LP of
by Bartok for piano and orchestra
Rachmaninov songs accompanied
(SXL 6815) in what will eventually
by her husband Mslislav
be a 2-LP project of all Bartok's
Rostropovitch (2530 725) and two
works for piano and orchestra.
young artists make their recording
Conductor Christoph von
bows this month on DG, cellist
Dohnanyi conducts Mendelssohn's
Heinrich Schiff and pianist Krystian
Symphony No. I and No. 5 with the
Zimerman. 25-ycar-oId Schiff who
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra in
made his British concert debut at the
what will be a complete cycle of
Royal Festival Hall on January 30
the symphonies with the VPO (SXL
plays concertos by Sainl-Saens and
6818) and harmonica player Tommy
Lalo coupled with Faurc's Elcgic
Rcilly plays four works for
(2530 793) and 19-year-old Polish
harmonica and orchestra by Vilcm
pianist Krystian Zimerman, under
Tausky, James Moody, Gordon
exclusive contract to DG, is heard in
Jacob and Vaughan Williams, none
a live recording of part of the
of which are currently in the
programme of music by Chopin
catalogue (ZRG 856). Four new
which won him the Chopin
DPA double albums, retailing at
competition in Warsaw in 1975.
£3.35 with a new sleeve formal arc
Further recordings planned for
issued this month and will in future
Zimerman include two recitals and
be used for the re-issue of longer,
Chopin's Piano Con-Certo No. 1 ■
complete works. These four include
Two albums of contemporary
Tchaikovsky's
Nutcracker
music feature in this month's list.
conducted
by
Ernest
Ansermel,
T,me
Two performances of Stockhausen's
Tippetl's
A
Child
^
'
Trans make up one LP; the first
Lchar's The Merry Widow and
performance was a live recording of
Smetana's
Ma
Vlast
Robert
Tcaithe world premiere in 1971 and the
continues his series of discs of lessersecond is a studio recording. The
known songs with 10 Old American
performances arc not identical as the
Songs and Twelve
music is written to be freely
Dickinson by Copland (ZRG 862)
performed by the artist involved and
and GilUan Weir and liana Vercd
the artists in the two performances
appear on recital discs. Ench
are different (2530 726).

ut

concerts
EDITED
by
SUE REGAN
Grucnbcrg plays music by Franz
Rcizcnstcin (1911-1968), none of
which is currently available (SOL
348) and a most unusual issue is
entitled The* Surprising Soprano.
This is an album by musical satirist
Michael Aspinall who has pursued a
successful career as a 'soprano' since
1970. Here he sings excerpts from
Italian opera, Victorian Ballads and
Schubert's Erl King, taped live
before an invited audience (SDD
507).
INSIDE
Classical music
publishing

40

CELLIST PA UL Tor teller signs copies of his album at Self ridges.

Selfridges EMI special
presented free to every customer
SELFRIDGES IS holding an EMI
who buys a box set. Among the
classical month . in its record
artists appearing at Selfridges are
department in February.
Throughout the month eleven of Daniel Adni, Helen Watts, Willi
Boskovsky, Isobcjj Baillie, Cristina
EMl's artists will be appearing to
Ortiz, Louis Frcmaux, Sir Charles
sign copies of their recordings. Each
Groves, Gwen Catlcy and Paavo
customer will receive a free HMV
Bcrglund. The King's Singers will
Classical Record catalogue and an
HMV Classical Sampler LP will be also be making an appearance.

FROM THE ELEGANT ERATO CATALOGUE

ERATO

IS Distiiiguislted

new allmms*
Including music by
BOCCHERINI
VIVALDI
MESSIAEN

CBS Le Cid premiere
r.rnnnr
Piatigorsky in ai
Grcgor Pialigorsky
an album
TIEN MASSENET'S Le Cid was
made in 1963. The main work on ihc
-rfomied in concert in New York s
album is Dvorak's Piano Tno m F
arncgie Hall on March 8, 1976 it
minor with pieces by Stravinsky,
as the first time for nearly a
Slicrc and Handel/Halvorscn
:mury. CBS taped the opera, a
*76421) Another disc of interest is
odd premiere recording, with cast
Bruno Walter rehearsing
'eluding Placido Domingo, Grace
Beethoven's
Symphony followed
No-5 and
Winer's
SiegWccIIdyU
by
umbry and Paul Plishka. It is
inducted by Eve Quclcr, ah
complete
performances
o»
each
unerican who made her conducting
work a chance to hear this grt-al
ebut as recently as 1969 and who is
ppearing on the CBS label for the
irst time (79300).
A release of chamber music
Andre
deludes two of the greatest
Bernstein conducts ballet music
isirumenialists of the century,
from opera
irum
vmw.. with the New York
iolinist Jascha Heifctz and cellist
Philharmonic (300./u-

ALBINONI
FAURE
'

uT

RAVEL
SCARLATTI

RAVEL Bolero
POULENC
LA VAI.SL/DAI'HNIS L 1 C llLOL
Orchestra Filarmonica Di
MONTEVERDI
Slrasburgo Alain Lombard
S IT' 70IVJO
Marketed by RCA
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for Edinburgh 77
THE 31ST Edinburgh Festival to be
held from August 21-September 10
has been faced with grave financial
difficulties in planning this year's
event. With a restricted budget the
Festival organizers have taken the
decision to reduce the number of
events in order to maintain quality, a
cut back which still results in
approximately 110 performances.
Two operas will be seen this year; a
new production of Carmen by the
Edinbrugh Festival Opera with
Teresa Berganza as Carmen. Placido
Domingo as Don Jose and Mirella
Freni as Micaela conducted by
Qaudio Abbado and the world
premiere of Mary. Queen of Scots
by Thea Musgrave commissioned
and presented by Scottish Opera and
conducted by the composer.
At the Usher Hall this year's
visiting foreign orchestra will be the
Amsterdam Concertgebouw
conducted by its Musical Director,
Bernard Haitink and its principal
guest conductor, Kyril Kondrashin.
Among the soloists appearing with
the orchestra will be Maurizio
Pollini. Jean-Bernard Pommier and

Paul Tortclicr. The orchestra will
also give the British premiere of a
work by the Polish composer.
Witold Lutoslawski. Carlo Maria
Giulini will conduct the New
Philharmonia Orchestra in three
concerts, including two
performances of Mozart's Requiem.
The London Symphony Orchestra
will" give five concerts with Andre
Previn. Erich Leinsdorf, Claudio
Abbado
and
Gennadi
Rozhdcstvcnsky and soloists Janet
Baker, Annie Fischer and Hermann
Prey. Also appearing at the festival
is the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
under Amal Dorati and Sir Charles
Groves. Ychudi Menuhin will play
the world premiere of the violin
concerto by Priaulx Rainier with the
orchestra. Four Beethoven recitals
by Annie Fischer. Daniel Barenboim
and Maurizion Pollini will mark the
150th anniversary of the death of
Beethoven.
Morning rccitials will be given by
the Amadeus Quartet, Sir Clifford
Curzon. James Galway, Paul
Tortelier, Sarah Walker, Tom
Krause and the Mclos Quartet.

m

ye
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L to R Ray Ware, executive producer, Anthony Rooley. Peter Wadland,
recording producer, at the signing of the Consort of Musicke to Decca.

Decca sS|Hi iiiSgy
DECCA HAS signed an exclusive
contract with Anthony Rooley and
the Consort Of Musicke, the first to
be made for artists appearing on the
L'Oiseau Lyre label. A major scries
of recordings is planned to appear
under
uuuti the
uic Florilegium
riuiucgium uue,
title, a senes
series
devoted to performances on original
SodifiriS
^
PHE SADLER'S Wells Theatre
recently announced its plans for the
1977 season which will be devoted to
opera and dance. During the year
the London Opera Centre will
present Britten's The Rape of
Lucrotia in memory of the
composer. Lully's Alccste and
Mozart's The Marriage Of Figaro.
Neville Marriner will make his
operatic debut conducting the Royal
Northern College Of Music in
performances of Puccini's La
Boheme and the RNCM will also
perform Vaughan Williams' Riders
To The Sea and the I ondon
premiere of Brian Hughes' Stars
And Shadows. I he Royal Danish
PAGE 38

old instruments. Repertoire will
consist entirely of English music and
will include the complete works of
William Lawcs (1602-1645)
following the conclusion this year of
Rooley's recording of the complete
works of
ol John Downland
Downland.
works of John Dowland
Dowland.
nlfim
Academy Of Copenhagen will make
its first visit to the theatre with
Norholm's The Garden Wall and
Gluck's Lc Cinesi. The D'Oyly
Carte Opera Company appear
during the summer season with a
new production of lolanthe
mounted in honour of the Queen's
Silver Jubilee and the Handel Opera
Society will present the first
performance since Handel's death of
his opera Ezio.
Dance companies appearing at the
theatre include the London
Contemporary Dance Theatre, the
Korean National Dance Company,
the Sadler's Wells Royal Ballet and
die Royal Winnipeg Ballet.

Galway

concerts
«r
/

DISTINGUISHED ARMENIAN composer Aram Khachaturian making a
persona! appearance at Collett's, Charing Cross Road, following two concerts
at the Royal Albert Hall and Royal Festival Hall. Khachaturian signed copies
of his recordings including the Decca recording of Sparlacus which has sold
more than 300,000 units since use of pan of it for BBC's Onedin Line.

Recital

ffln

debuts

PhiPiirim

TWO SINGERS make their debut
recitals with albums in Phonogram's
Febniary releases, mezzo soprano
Frederica Von Stade and baritone
Ingvar Wixell. Von Stade sings arias
by Rossini, Verdi and Mozan with
the Rotterdam Philharmonic
Orchestra conducted by Edo de
Waan (9500 098) and Ingvar Wixell
performs exclusively Verdi with the
Dresden State Orchestra conducted
by Silvio Varviso (6580 171). A disc
of Schubert arias and duets contains
some rarities and arc sung by Elly
Amcling and tenor Claes-Hakon
Ahnsjo who is also making his
debut on Phonogram (9500 170).
Continuing with vocal releases
Phonogram issues only the second
available version of Puccini's Mcssa
di Gloria with Kari Lovaas. Werner
Hollweg and Barry McDaniel
conducted by Eliahu Inbal (9500
009).
In the instrumental and orchestral
field, Colin Davis conducts his first
Dvorak symphony. No. 7 in D
minor with the Amsterdam
Concertgebouw (there are several
more recordings to come with Davis
and the Concertgebouw, an
orchestra he has only recently begun
to conduct on disc) issued on 9500
132. The Beaux Arts Trio continue
their cycle of the Haydn Piano Trios
with volume eight (9500 035) and
Henryk Szeryng demonstrates his
wide repertoire with Vivaldi
Concertos with the English Chamber
Orchestra in which he is soloist and

Riirl

LP

tributi t®
fl n1f^/7®rfTl©
PEARL'S RELEASES this month
PEARL'S three
releases
.hiswho
momh
represent
composers
are
rarely heard on disc. As a tribute to
Elizabeth Lutyens, Pearl has taped
pan of her 70th birthday concert
which included piano music by
Lutyens performed by Richard
Decring. Also on the disc is
Synthesis by Michael Blake Wat kins
and two short pieces written in
honour of the occasion by Malcolm
Williamson and Richard Rodney
Bennett (SHE 537). Another
birthday is marked —- John
Jouben's 50th — with the issue of
two of his choral works Pro Pace
Motets and Hymns to St. Oswald
performed by the Louis Halsey
Singers (SHE 534). To complete the
trio Malcolm Binns has taped three
piano works by Nicholas Mcdtner.

conductor (9500 158). Finally
Phonogram is re-issuing Beethoven
Sonatas by Alfred Brendel in a 3-LP
set at a special price of £7.50.
Owing to production problems the
recording of Haydn Symphonies by
Neville Marriner and the Academy
of St Martins-in-the-Fields (9500
150) announced in the January
releases has now been withdrawn
owing to production problems. A
new release date will be advised
later.

ill

TOO EXCLUSIVE RCA artists are
busy recording and giving concerts
in Britain currently and during
March and April — James Levine
and James Galway. James Levine
conducted the London Symphony
Orchestra at the Roayl Festival Hall
early in Febuary and to co-incide
with his visit RCA released a new
recording of Mahler's Symphony
No. 3 with Levine conducting the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra. At a
concert on February 8 Levine
conducted Mahler's Symphony No.
6 which he subsequently recorded
for RCA in London. In January
Levine became the first conductor,
apart from its Music Director,
Eugene Ormandy, to make
recordings with the Philadelphia
Orchestra for many years. He
recorded Mahler's Symphony No. 5
and Schumann's Symphony No. 2.
James Galway began a threemonth tour of Britain in February
and on February 10 gave the first
performance of a Flute Concerto by
John Mayer in Birmingham,
followed the next day by the London
premiere at the Royal Festival Hall.
In March Galway will play a Mozart
Concerto at the RFH and late in
March will record a new album of
French Flute Concertos including
the concerto by Poulcnc arranged by
Sir Lennox Berkeley.

Fd-Dimaii

iiras Goduraw
Orchestra (ASD 3309). Manuel
EMI'S TWO box sets this month are
a re-issue of the famous recording of Rosenthal makes his conducting
the young Ch r is to f f in
debut on EMI with a performance of
Moussorgsky's Boris Godunov his own arrangement of Offenbach's
conducted by Issy Dobrowcn (SLS
music into a ballet entitled Gaite
5072) and a 3-LP compilation of Parisicnne (ASD 33117. Another
music by Wagner with the newcomer to the HMV label in the
Philharmonia Orchestra conducted
UK is young French pianist Jeanby the late Otto Klempcrcr (SLS
Philippe Collard who has made
5075). Among the single recordings
several recordings for Pathe
are two popular works, Vivaldi's
Marconi, EMI's French company.
Four Seasons played and conducted
This LP of music by Rachmaninov is
by Itzhak Pcrlman (ASD 3293) and
die first by him to appear here (HQS
Franck's Symphony In D Minor
1366). Continuing EMI's
coupled with the Symphonic Greensleeve series is a disc of
Variations played by pianist Sylvia
Charles Mackerras conducting
Kersenbaum and conducted by
Pineapple Poll, a ballet arranged by
Paavo Berglund (ASD 3308).
Mackerras from the Gilbert and
Shostakovitch's The Gadfly is a
Sullivan operas (ESD 7029). On the
suite taken from music the composer
HMV Treasury label is an unusual
wrote for a film about revolutionary
release of spoken word, a mono
agitator in Italy at the beginning of
recording of Dame Edith Evans
the 20th century. This LP. only the
delivering excerpts from plays by
second version in the catalogue, is
Congreve, Farquhar and Sheridan
conducted
by
Emin
Kachaturian
(HLM7108).
w,u, l,lv
with
the- USSR
'-'oopv Cinema
v.incma Symphony
sympnony
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THIS MONTH'S
releases
by
Continental Record Distributors are
mainly for the specialist buyer,
featuring composers and works
rarely heard on record. The Swedish
label Bis has the only recording
available of Elgar's Sea Pictures
with piano accompaniment coupled
with Nystroem's Songs At The Sea
and sung by Birgit Finnila (LP 38)
and chamber music by Swedish
composer Sallinen performed by the
Stockholm Chamber Ensemble and
the \ oces Intimae Quartet (LP 64)
Calliope continues its recordings of
art song by French composers with
wo I Ps of Melodies by Duparc
UOn
atl|ucs Hcrbil1
™
( CAl
,L l8nn
1801) and^Gounod Melodies
by
pe ormed
baritone Bruno

(DETQ (CAL
iffli
U.p.am
.850,. Cal
Laplantee (CAL 1850). Calliope has
also issued the only currently
available album of Sain-Saens'
Eludes Op. 111 plaved by Annie
d'Arco (CAL 1858)
Caprice has an LP of music for
percussion played by Raincr Kuisrna
(CAP 1073) and Harmonia Mundi is
releasing four volumes of the
original Carmina Burana which
inspired the popular work of that
name by Carl Or IT, performed by
the Clemencic Consort (HMU 3358). Moving to tlx; 20ih century
Harmonia Mundi has also recorded
Pierre Boulez's Domaincs, not
otherwise represented in die
catalogue with the Musique Vivant
Orchestra directed by Dieeo Masson
(HMU 990).
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Dvorak

Marriner:

piano trio

itowiy, JmSs
James Moody: Little Suite. Gordon
Jacob: Five Pieces. Vilcm Tausky:
Concertino. Vaughan Williams:
Romance. Tommy Rcilly,
harmonica with the Academy of St.
Martin-in-thc-Ficlds directed by
Neville Marriner. Produced by Chris
Hazcll. ZRG 856. All the works on
this record, with the exception of the
Vaughan Williams were written
specially for Tommy Rcilly and he
does them full justice. Larry Adler is
the name that usually springs to
mind when mention of the
harmonica is made but on the
evidence of this record it is difficult
to understand why the name of
Tommy Reilly is not equally well
known. He is certainly a virtuoso,
creating an amazing variety of
sounds and moods with the
instrument. The two composers,
James Moody and Gordon Jacob
show complete understanding of the
harmonica and its capabilities in
works that are charming, romantic
and full of atmosphere. Badineric
from Little Suite is particularly
enchanting and Cradle Song from
Five Pieces shows how lyrical the
instrument can be. Equally
Threnody from the same work has a
haunting theme which is beautifully
played. The Tausky Concertino is a
work of more serious nature with a
dazzling cadenza in the first
movement and an extremely difficult
part for the harmonica. The
Vaughan Williams Romance is
probably the best known piece for
harmonica and receives a fine
performance. The quality ot Rcilly's
playing is matched by Marriner and
his orchestra and the sound is
faithful and true.

Dvorak: Piano Trio in F minor.
Stravinsky: Suite Italicnne. Gliere:
Duo Handel/Halvorsen: Passacaglia
Jascha Hcifctz, violin, Grcgor
Piatigorsky, cello Leonard
Pennario, piano. CBS 76421. With
two such giants as Hcifctz and
Piatigorsky, their presence alone on
this disc assures its success and the
two artists fulfil their promise to the
highest degree. With Leonard
Pennario at the piano in the Dvorak
Trio, they give a glorious
performance with many exquisite
moments too numerous to list. In
the first movement the artists
capture the turbulent spirit of the
music to perfection and in the Poco
Adagio with its lovely cello opening,
here too the mood is jus; right,
particularly with the soaring,
beautiful lone of the two string
instruments. For those not
acquainted with this work and those
who are a little wary of chamber
music, this perfonnance should
capture the imagination and delight
all listeners. The three works on the
second side arc for violin and cello
alone. Stravinsky's Suite Italicnne
has appeared in many versions and
this arrangement is as convincing as
any other. The technical mastery is
superb and the instruments, needless
to say, blend well. The Gliere Duo is
a short, simple and charming piece
and the variations on the Handel
theme by Halvorsen display every
facet of the performers' art." The
album was recorded in Holywood in
1963 and the sound stands the test of
lime fairly well although one would
expect a little more bloom to it if it
were a more recent recording.

©CHART CERTAINTY
Sales potential within
respective market
*** Good
** Fair
* Poor
Zimermao
ill dlilwt
Chopin: Andanta spianalo and
Grande Polonaise; Mazurkas:
Preludes. Waltz Op.34 No. 1. Etude
Op. 10 No. 8. Scherzo Op.54.
Kryslian Zimcrman, piano. DG 2530
826. This first DG recording by
Krystian Zimerman is taken from
tapes made available by Polskie
Negrania of Warsaw of the
performances which won Zimcrman
the 9th Warsaw Chopin
Competition in 1975 when he was
only eighteen. Despite a few
technical mistakes it is clear that
Zimerman is a major talent. He
shows a depth of interpretation and
insight into the music unusual in one
so young. The repertoire has
obviously been chosen to show the
different forms in which Chopin
wrote and Zimennan is equal to
them all. The Grande Polonaise
reveals liquid runs and a bravura
style of playing eminently suited to
the piece. In the Mazurkas
Zimerman finds the appropriate lilt
and has a fine sense of rubato and
again he has a nice feeling for the
waltz. In the F major Etude he plays
brilliantly but perhaps the best
performed work on the disc is the E
major Scherzo which provides a
fitting finale to a debut of major
importance. If Zimcrman continues
to develop the promise shown here
there is no doubt that he will be one
of the future's great pianists.

gVteridelssohn's
Italian
Mendelssohn: Symphony No. 4
(Italian). Midsummer Night's
Dream — Incidental Music with the
Drndon Philharmonic Orchestra
conducted by James Lockhart.
Classics For Pleasure. CFP 40224.
This performance of Mendelssohn's
Italian Symphony, probably his
most popular, will not suit all tastes.
The first movement is played in a
full-bodied way, vital but lacking the
lilt and lightness which for many is
such a feature of this movement.
The Andante con moto, on the other
hand, with its chant-like theme
seems to lack sonority and warmth
of tone dictated by the music
Matters improve in the Scherzo
apart from some thick, heavy horn
playing in the trio and the last
movement docs have more of the
spirit and gaiety required —
altogether a variable performance.
In the incidental music to A
Midsummer Night's Dream,
however, Lockhart shows far more
affinity with the composer. There is
a greater sense of involvement in the
music with the lyricism, lightness
and dreamlike quality which is the
essence of this delightful score. The
orchestra plays well though not to
the very best of its ability and the
sound is rounded and resonant.
it*
Rare Elgar
from CRD
Elgar: Sea Pictures. Nystroem:
Songs at the Sea with Birgit Finnila,
mezzo soprano and Geoffrey
Parsons, piano. Produced by Robert
von Bahr. Bis LP 38, On the
evidence of this album it is
surprising that more has not been

c
heard of Swedish mezzo soprano
Birgit Finnila. She has a beautiful
voice, rich and clear without t'1^
plummincss which can spoil a mezzo
voice and she uses it most
expressively. The only faults
displayed here are a tendency to
force on high notes and an
occasional lack of control and
smoothness. The Elgar Sea Pictures
arc better known with orchestral
accompaniment and hearing this
fine voice sing the songs with such
feeling, despite the excellent
accompaniment by Geoffrey
Parsons, one cannot but regret that
the voice is not set against an
orchestral background. Songs At
The Sea by Gosta Nystroem,
composed in 1941, is a most
appealing song cycle, with music full
of atmosphere and beauty. On the
basis of this work it would be
interesting to hear more of this
composer. Among the Rocks is a
slow, shimmering song. Nocturne
solemn and beautiful and I Have
Got A Home On The Sea Side,
alternately haunting and dramatic.
The songs as a whole arc a fitting
companion to Elgar's Sea Pictures.
DG opera
DG HAS recently been busy in
the operatic field with two operas
recorded in Milan and Paris,
Claudio Abbado. has been
conducting a recording of Verdi's
Simon Boccanegra in Milan with the
chorus and orchestra of La Seal a
and soloists Picro Cappuccilli,
Mirclla Freni, Nicolai Ghiaurov and
Jose Carreras. In Paris Mstislav
Rostropovitch continues his
conducting career with a recording
of Tchaikovsky's The Queen Of
Spades with Galina Vishnevskaya
and Regina Resnik and the
Orchcstre National De France.
Release is planned for the autumn of
1977.

Names to sell records!
Exceptional new recordings by two of the world s greatest
conductors, both of whom are in Britain for concert an opera
appearances during February and March.

Sir Georg SOLTI
RAVEL: Bolero
DEBUSSY: La Mer
Prelude a Tapres-midi d'un faune
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra
SXL6813 Cassette KSXC6813
Solti's recent recording

SpTSe^
Francais. Make sure you have plenty in

stock.
D11D 3 (Records) K11K 33 (Cassettes)

Zubin MEHTA
MOZART: Symphony No. 34f K.338
Symphony No. 39, K.543
The Israel Philharmonic Orchestra
SXL 6833 Cassette KSXC 6833
tM
Disque" award.
SXL 6752
DM

REOOBpS
ScTAPES

, 0«c.

,
Order fromSELECTA- LONDON 01-8529171 MANCHESTER 061-681 4071 • MIDLANDS 0455-44141
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THE PUBLISHING oT classical
music is a reasonable pro (liable
business, particularly in London
where there is a wealth of music
being performed by professionals
and amateurs. Performance fees and
die hiring of music forms a large
part of the revenue claimed by the
publisher. The classical music
publishing business falls into three
categories: the classical composers
such as Beethoven, Brahms, Mozart
and Haydn which arc no longer in
copyright and therefore can be
published at will, the well
established 20ih century composers
such as Rachmaninov. Prokofiev
and Stravinsky who are regularly
performed and are still in copyright
and the young avant garde
composers whom publishing houses
sign in the hope that eventually they
will also become well-known and
often performed. Other sidelines of
the business are the publication of
tutors and educational courses in
every conceivable instrument which
bring in a small but satisfying
revenue and the editions of early
music which with the recent burst of
interest in music of that time can
also be fairly profitable.
Publishing houses tend to
concentrate on two at the most of
the various aspects of music
publishing. Boosey & Hawkes, for
example, is mainly interested in
composers still in copyright and
publishes only a few pocket scores of
the classics as a not too profitable
sideline. Boosey & Hawkes is
particularly fortunate in also having
many of the older generation of
composers on its catalogue who are
still in copyright such as Prokofiev.
Stravinsky, Rachmaninov, Britten.
Delius, Elgar, Hoist, Kodaly,
Strauss and Marlinu.
The question of copyright is a
complicated one. In England a
composer does not have to register
his music but is automatically the
copyright owner from the moment it
is written down. In some countries
musical compositions have to be
registered before copyright can be
assumed. What also complicates
matters for the publisher who has
world rights on a composer is the
fact that the time allowed before
copyright lapses varies from country
to country. In Britain copyright
exists in a work until 50 years after
the composer's death. A music
publisher will negotiate with the
composer for the assignment of
copyright under agreed terms and
the publisher then owns the
copyright. Usually a publisher will
also aim to get full representation of
a composer and not just a single
work. The collecting of fees on

EMI

Music

publishing:

income

helps

on

new

published music comes from various"
sources. Fees are payable on all
performances in concert halls, on
radio and television and these are
collected by the Performing Rights
Society on behalf of the publisher
and composer: the fee is then
divided between the two, although
the PRS demands that the composer
should receive not less than 50 per
cent of the fee. The composer is also
granted a royally on the selling price
of the copies of his work and a share
in the mechanical royalties, that is
films, records, television and radio.
On a record
the statutory royalty is a
total of 6lA per cent on the selling
price of the record. Hiring fees arc
another source of revenue since the
full score is often available on sale
while the orchestral parts are for hire
only.
How much then does the
composer receive of the total
revenue collected by the publisher?
Taking Boosey & Hawkes as an
example, it is not the general policy,
as in the record business for a
composer to receive an advance on
royalties, the royally on copies sold
varies between 10-15 per cent,
performing fees arc higher at
between 50-66 per cent royally to the
composer, and because of the cost of
maintenance and production the hire
royally is set lower at between 25
and 50 per cent. Opera is in a
different category because the
Performing Rights Society does not
concern itself with the collection of
fees for opera and this fee is charged
to an opera house by the publisher.
In the case of Boosey & Hawkes, a
fairly high royally of 66-75 per cent
is allocated to the composer but he
in turn has to share that royalty with
the librettist in a private agreement
between composer and writer.
Boosey & Hawkes then is a
copyright oriented company and
earns most of its revenue from
performance fees though it also has
a series of educational music printed
such as the Suzuki violin method
which sells well.

scoops

THE PRESENTATION ceremony
of Grands Prix Du Disquc awarded
by the Academic du Disquc Francais
at the Hotel dc Ville in Paris on
January 28 brought a host of awards
for the international record
companies. EMI headed the list with
eight awards; Strauss's Don Quixote
with Rostropovitch and Karajan
(ASD 3118), Rameau's Lcs Fetes
d'Hebe with the English Chamber
Orchesira conducted by Raymond
Lcppard (ASD 3084), Music for
violin and piano by Stavinsky
performed by Itzhak Pcrlman and
Bruno Canino (ASD 3219) Yehudi
Menuhin's The Famous Early
Recordings (RLS 718) and four not
currently available in the UK.
Chausson's Symphony with the
Toulouse Capitole Orchestra
conducted by Michel Plasson,
chamber music by Debussy with
Menuhin, Maurice Gendron and
others, music by Vincent d'Indy
played by the Orchestre Pays de
.Loire and Liszt's Hungarian
Rhapsodies played by Georges
Cziffra.
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau won a
special award for his performances
in DG's Die Mcistcrsinger (2740 149)
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Brcitkopf & Hartel is a different
kind of company. For the most pan
it acts as agents for overseas
publishing houses, the main one. of
course, being Brcitkopf & Hartel in
Germany, and publishes directly
only a small proportion of turnover.
Brcitkopf & Hand is the oldest
music publisher still in existence,
being founded in 1719, and
therefore has a long tradition of
publishing the great composers
dating from this period. Brcitkopf in
London buys direct from the
catalogues of Brcitkopf in Germany
at the catalogue price less a trade
discount and according to manager
Roger De Smet, is able to pick the
lines which arc commercially
feasible in this country, "We have
few copyright composers" Dc Smet
said, "except for a few young
composers whom we engage more as
a gesture of goodwill and prestige
than for any real profit. Our profits
come mainly from our ability to
provide full scores and parts for sale
of the established composers and the
orchestral parts can even be
purchased individually. We also
import chamber music from
Brcitkopf, a field many music
publishers leave alone as being
unprofitable and we also have,
through the many foreign houses we
represent, the largest available
catalogue of guitar music. Our only
other direct publishing outlet is
Fentone, a subsidiary company
which issues educational music as a
very profitable sideline." Since it is
not concerned a great deal with
copyright composers, Brcitkopf is
continually on the look-out for
composers who are coming out of
copyright and if commercially viable
will edit and print their music.
Novello, however, has an interest
in all three main outlets for music
publishers. It publishes the great
choral classics in vocal score for
choral societies, a profitable venture
since Britain abouts with such
groups and it has also taken over the
famous Goodwin and Tabb hire

awards

and Wolf Liedcr (2740 156) and DG
also won awards for Berlioz's
Romeo and Juliet with the Boston
symphony conducted by Sciji Ozawa
(2707 089), Vivaldi Concertos with
the Paul Kuentz Chamber Orchesira
(2530 652), Verdi's Macbeth with
Placido Domingo, Shirley Verrett
and Nicolai Ghiaurov conducted by
Claudio Abbado (2709 062) and
Concertos by Coupcrin (2723 046).
Decca won Le Premier Grand Prix
Du President de la Rcpublique for
its recording of Bizet's Carmen with
Placido Domingo and Tatiana
Troyanos conducted by Sir Georg
Solti (D1 ID 3) and prizes for Zubin
Mchta's version of Strauss's Alpine
Symphony with the Los Angeles
Philharmonic (SXL 6752). Cecile
Ousset's performance of Brahms'
Piano Concerto No. 2 (SDD-R 522)
and two discs by Anthony Rooley
and the Conson of Musicke,
Gibbon's Madrigals and Motets of
1612 xDSLO 512) and Dowland's
First Book of Songs (DSLO 508/9).
Phonogram and CBS each won one
prize; Phonogram for its recording
of Haydn's opera La Fcdclta
Premiata with Ileana Cotrubas,
Luigi Alva and Frederica von Stade

how

conducted by Antal Dorati (6707
028) and CBS for its album of
French operatic arias sung by
Frederica von Stade with the
London Philharmonic Orchestra
and John Pritchard (76522).

CLASS1CSCENE
EVERY
iviOWTH
IN
MUSIC
WEEK

library which covers all the classics
and is of particular value to amateur
orchestras. Music is hired out to
these amateur bodies at an agreed
tariff. Of the established 20th
century composers, Novello docs
not have the range of Boosey &
Hawkes but it has a fair selection
including Elgar, Bliss, Hoist,
Moeran, Stanford and Parry, to
whom the copyright arrangements as
described earlier apply. Novello
does, however, have a large rosier of
contemporary composers. George
Rilza, Novello's managing director,
himself chooses the young
composers the company represents.
"1 am sent many tapes," he
explained, "and also go to concerts
to hear music by young composers.
Taking on a young composer is, of
course, an act of faith. We hope he
will become established and
profitable. The only yardstick is
whether you believe he has genuine
talent. It is usually possible to get
one performance of a work but most
difficult to get further
performances. This is because an
orchestra or ensemble will perform
the work as a prestige item and only
if it is really well-received by the
audience and critics will they do it
again. With the general lack of
interest in avant garde music this
does not often happen. There are
ways, however, of getting more than
one performance. Provincial
orchestras, if they learn a new work,
will usually lour local towns and
cities with it, giving the composer
three or four performances. Also the
Arts Council has a scheme whereby
it sponsors new works and arranges
for them to be performed in a
number of musical centres. This
again guarantees several
performances."
"I also believe that one should
limit the number of young
composers one has in order to do the
job properly. At Novello we act as a
kind of manager to our young
composers such as Alison Bauld,
Barry Guy, Nicola 1c Fanu, Roger
EMI

Marsh, Stephen Oliver and Martin
Dalby. Quite often a composer
needs to have his music for a
performance but docs not feel ready
to have it published and so Novello
will prepare a fair copy and Xerox
the required number of pans. Wc
are always prepared to wail until the
composer is ready before actually
going into print. One usually knows
within three to five years whether a
composer is developing satisfactorily
but at all times it is a gamble as to
whether the composer will ever
become established in the public ear.
But encouraging young talent is
something 1 firmly believe should be
done by the publishing houses."
Promotion is an essential part of
music publishing but in most houses
it is directed towards the young
composer — Brahms, Beethoven
and Mozart need very little selling
for them and other established
composers, most publishing houses
find catalogues suffice, although a
company like Brcitkopf and Hartel
will use the seasonal events such as
Christmas and Easter to advertise
die Bach Passions and any other
music directly connected with these
occasions. Both Novello and
Boosey & Hawkes have promotion
departments to bring the composers
into the public eye. Approaches are
made to record companies, opera
houses, orchestras, conductors,
ballet companies, television and
radio, magazines, all aimed at
getting performances of new works.
In the case of works for solo
instruments well-known artists are
often contacted in the hope that they
will undertake a performance of the
work and Novello has a tape library
of all its new works with this in
mind. If an established artist can be
persuaded to take a work into his
repertoire then the composer can
gain a good deal of exposure. Press
conferences are also held to
stimulate press interest and if a new
work is being performed, the
promotion department does its
utmost to gain magazine and
newspaper coverage the composer.
With the conspicous lack of interest
in contemporary music shown by the
general public selling this music is
one of the publisher's major
problems.
Judging by the number of
publishing houses in London alone
dealing with classical music,
providing the right balance can be
maintained between the small profit
margins of the new music and the
revenue from the classics and wellestablished copyright composers, the
demand for classical music is such
that the publishing business should
continue to be a very healthy one.

signs

Sraniin
Ctemter
orchestra
EMI HAS signed a contract with the
National Iranian Radio and TV
Chamber Orchestra to record
several LPs of Western classical
music The complete repertoire
schedule has noi yet been confirmed
but will include music by Purcell.
Vivaldi and Shostakovitch The
recordings, which will be made in
Teheran this year by one of EMl's
London producers, will be scheduled
lor world-wide release.
lhc firsi (imc
™S, i iSalhas
Lbeen signed by aIranian
or chest
major
recording company and although the
^veralFn
several European
^ a,rCady
capitals P'^
it has1 not
yet appeared in Britain. EMI hopes
o arrange a British concert tour for
fou°ye||lajjoWh'C'1 WaS rormet' ""'V

:>

PETER AN DRY, Director and
General Manager of Group Classical
Recording for EMI with Peter
Brown (right). EMI's Regional
Director (Middle East & Asian) "i
the Royal Golestan Palace, Teheran
after the signing of the Iranian
Chamber Orchestra.
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PETERSON, Lionel . . .
QUINN, Brenden 6 The
Bluebirds ....
RAMONES ....
RICHARD, Cliff .
RITCHIE FAMILY ..
SANTANA, Carlo .
SAWYER. Ray ...
SEGER, Bob
SIGLER, Bunny. . ,
SKEETS BOLIVER . .
SMITH, Hurricane ....
SMOKIE
SPEARS, Bill.e Jo
SPIDERS WEBB
TREMELOES
WEAVER, Dennis
WHITCOMB, Ian
WHITMAN, Slim
WHITE, Barry
WHITTAKER. Roger
ZAGER, Michael
ZAVARONI, Lena

i
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DISTRIBUTORS CODE
A Pyc, CW - CBS/WEA, E - EMI, F Phonodic,
— SH.- Selecta,
R. Taylor,
L —
Lugtons, H —H RCA,
X — Clyde
Factors, Z — Enterprise. CR - Creole, P —
Pinnacle. T — Transatlantic, SH Shannon, SA - Saga. Cream — C
BEAUTIFUL YOU, It's Hard To Say
Goodbye, COLIN BLUNSTONE Epic
EPC 5009 (CW)
BOUNCY BOUNCY BOUNCY, For Love,
LIONEL PETERSEN President PT
460 (ZLHR).

AIR LOVE, Pinch Me Am I Dreaming,
LENA ZAVARONI Galaxy GY 114
^ (ZLHR).
A MELODY YOU'LL NEVER FORGET,
Please Love Me, HURRICANE
^ SMITH. Pye 7N 45674 (A).
A TIME FOR PEACE, Time, ROGER
WHITTAKER. EMI 2587 (E).
ALWAYS BE YOUR VALENTINE,
Childhood, JOHN CHRISTIE. EMI
2589(E).

CAN'T BELIEVE THAT YOU LOVE ME,
Woman Woman, BUNNY SIGLER.
Philadelphia PIR 4935 (CW).
CARRIE. The Jazz Pianist, ARLAN
GREENE Arista 90(E)
CARRY ON WAYWARD SON,
Questions Of My Childhood.
CANVAS. Epic EPC4932 (CW).

B
BANDY THE RODEO CLOWN, A Couple
More Years, BRENDAN QUINN a
THE BLUEBIRDS. Emerald MD 1194
(E).

DEVIL IN MY ARMS, Flat Bed Truck,
DENNIS WEAVER. DJM DJS 10758
(CW).

PINK FLOYD
Animals. Harvest SHVL 815.
Producer: Pink Floyd. Clearly
masierminded by Roger Waters, this
latest Floyd album will shock the hifi buffs who picked up on Dark Side
Of The Moon. It is a gritty attempt
to divide a humankind into three
categories, the Dogs, the Pigs and
the Sheep. The Dogs are the nasty
backstabbing kind who always seem
to win, the Pigs arc the ones who
repress others and the Sheep arc the
perennial victims who lay themselves
down to be slaughtered for the other
two. Using a chilling robot-like
vocal delivery Waters' acid-laced
lyrics lash out at Mary Whitehousc
among others, displaying a complete
loss of faith in human nature.
Gilmour's guitar cuts through with
neat, knifing breaks over largely
plodding rhythms and the band uses
very few of the swirling electronic
effects ii made its name with. That
said, Animals works frighteningly
well on its own level and is a chart
certainty in any case.
0
JUSTIN HAYWARD
Songwriter. Dcram SDL15.
Producer: Tony Clarke. Hayward
was the lead vocalist with the Moody
fi'ucs and his songwriting credits for
[fie band included such classics as
Nights In White Satin and Question.
"N debut solo album follows hot on
the heels of that by fellow-Moody
•John Lodge, and naturally enough
includes ton of his own compositions. Hayward's most recent
Access was in fact with John
^ Blue Jays, and most people
will be watching carefully to sec how
^th
Moodies work out in their
r
espectivc solo careers. Songwriter is
^n interesting selection of material
Eluding the title track single
Parts one and two — Doin' Time

which is about two lovers who aresplit up because the man is in prison,
and Country Girl. Hayward has a
large enough personal following to
ensure good sales. Promotion is
going to be a prime factor — and he
may even win new fans in the
process.
®
STEVE GIBBONS BAND
Rollin' On. Polydor 2383 433.
Producer: Ken Laguna. Gibbons
second Polydor release is a big, 14track album, packed full of classy
songs from the veteran Brummie
bandsman. In former bubblegum
producer Kenny Laguna he has
found a sympathetic force which has
put a shine on the dirty, down-toearth sound that epitomises Gibbons
both on stage and on the first album.
Ex-Move man Trevor Burton and
the twin lead guitars of Bob Wilson
and Dave Carroll are all talented
enough to give the songs the mcaiy
backing they deserve whit
continued heavy touring, both solo
and on the backs of major tours ha
brought them to many new fans
attention since the first record.
L
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DIRTY DEEDS, Big Balls/The Jack,
AC/ DC. Atlantic K 10899 (CW).
DO IT WITH FEELING, Do It With
Feeling, MICHAEL ZAGER. Bang
007(F)

ELLI PYRELLI, Look At It My Way, UDO
LINDENBERG a THE PANIK
ORCHESTRA. Decca F 13686 (S)
EVER LOVIN' GIRL, Forever, TYRONE
DAVIS. Brunswick BR 40 (S)
H
HERE COME THOSE TEARS AGAIN,
Linda Paloma, JACKSON BROWNE
Asylum K 13073 (CW)
HOW CAN I RESIST, Sweet Annabelle,
JO. GTO GT 84(F)
HUNG UP ON YOUR LOVE, I Need You
More Than Ever. MONTCLAIRS.
Contempo CS 2036 (A)

I DON'T KNOW WHATS ON YOUR
MIND (YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT'S
ON MINE), Reggae Bump, SPIDERS
WEBB. Fantasy 139(E)
I LIE AWAKE AND DREAM OF YOU,
Take Another Look, CLOVER.
Vertigo 6059 164 (F)
I'M A PUNK, Re-Entry (Unidentified
Flying Funk), NORMAN a THE
HOOLIGANS President PT 461
(ZLHR)
I'LL BE SEEING YOU. Lady Jane,
CARLO SANTANNA. Philips 6006
561 (F)
I'M GONNA GET IT, Ordinary Man,
TONY AUSTIN. Polydor 2058 838 (F)
I'M GONNA RUN AWAY FROM YOU,
The Boy Next Door, TAMI LYNN.
Contempo CS 9026 (A)
I'M QUALIFIED TO SATISFY YOU,
Instrumental, BARRY WHITE. 20th
Century BTC 2328 (A)
1 REMEMBER YOU, California Sun/1
Don't Wanna Walk Around With
You, RAMONES. Sire 6078 603(F)
IT TAKES A FOOL LIKE ME, There I Go,
HARLEM. DJM DJS 10748 (CW)
IT WAS EASY, My Philosophy, BLUE
ANGELS. DJM DJS 10749 (CW)

title track Natural Avenue is the
strongest song but Lodge's new
single Say You Love Me is also
included. The entire LP docs justice
to Lodge's talents.
BURLESQUE
Acupuncture. Arista ARTY 151.
Producer: Muff Winwood.
Recorded live at the Nashville
Rooms and St. Albans City Hall
Burlesque has taken a big gamble on
releasing a live record for a debut.
However, it is on the college and
club circuit that the band has cut its
teeth and relations with an audience
are what the band is all about. The
production is very clear, so that the
witty vocals and sax work of Ian
Trimmer shine more than they ever
do on stage (Drabola is especially
surprising in this respect) and with
the band getting encouraging press
from all directions Acupuncture
could sell in respectable quantities.
KATE & ANNA McGARRIGLE
Dancer With Bruised Knees. Warner
Bros K56356. Producer: Joe Boyd.
Once when categories were
important the McGarrigle sisters
might well have been tucked into a
folk niche. Now they are being
hailed as one of the most engaging
contemporary new acts in a long
time, with their last LP voted best
album of 1976 by the Melody Maker
and best debut album by the NME.
The accolade was deserved for the
asters are delightfully simple and
simply delightful, whether it is Kate
swooning over Southern Boys or
Anna discoursing on outdoor
pleasures in The Walking Song,
putting choral effects on the
poignant Kitty Come Home or
singing traditional French folk
songs. There's an unaffected purity
and honesty about their work which
is totally engaging and to be sure
there are no other sister acts of this

K
KNOWING ME KNOWING YOU. Happy
Hawaii, ABBA. Epic EPC 4955 (CW)

LAY BACK IN THE ARMS OF
SOMEONE, Here Lies A Man,
SMOKIE. RAK251 (E)
LIFE IS MUSIC, Lady Luck, RITCHIE
FAMILY. Polydor2058837(F)
LONELY BOY, Angel Woman. ANDREW
GOLD. Asylum K 13076 (CW)
LOVE AIN'T THE QUESTION (LOVE
AIN'T THE ANSWER), Walls a
Doors, RAY SAWYER. Capitol CL
15908(E)
LOVE IS THE DRUG. Jah Music, INNER
CIRCLE. Capitol CL 15900(E)
LOVE MACHINE. Aria, JAYSON
LINDEH. Atlantic K 10882 (CW)
M
MIDNIGHT COWBOY, One Of These
Mornings, BUFFALO. Good Earth
GD 8 (R)
MY BLUE HEAVEN, A Friend Of Mine,
WHITCOMB. Warner Brothers
O KIAN16891
(CW)
MY KINDA LIFE, Nothing Left For Me To
Say, CLIFF RICHARD. EMI 2584 (E)
N
NEVER DID LIKE WHISKY. No Other
Man, BILLIE JO SPEARS. United
Artists UP 36218 (E)
NIGHT MOVES; Ships Of Fools. BOB
SEGER. Capitol CL 15904 (E)
NOBODY BUT ME, Sueno. HUMAN
BEINZ, Capitol CL 15529(E)

OH MY DEAR ROSE, Painted Eyes,
MAGNA CARTA. GTO GT82 (F)

PARAFFINALEA,
Nanagram.
ENGLAND Arista 88(E)
D
Q
D
n
calibre in pop today. London
concerts are on this month.
COLIN BLUNSTONE
Planes. Epic EPC 81592. Producer:
Gus Dudgeon. This is Blunstonc's
first album for more than three years
and his first under the production
auspices of Gus Dudgeon, bestknown of course for his work with
Elton John. The title track was
written by John and Bernic Taupin,
and is apparently the first time an
Elton John composition has been
recorded by someone else before
John himself has performed it. The
track contents here arc interesting:
Beautiful You which was written by
Neil Scdaka and appeared on his
Emergence album, a revamped Care
Of Cell 44 which was originally a
major hit for the Zombies (of which
Blunstone was the lead singer) in the
US, and Kiki Dee's Loving And
Free. Blunstone has added a handful
of his own songs including Dancing
In The Dark and the poignant It's
Hard To Say Goodbye, ideally
suited to his 'soft' vocals. A good
album by an under-rated talent.
JOURNEY
Next. CBS. 81554. Producers,
Journey. A third album from this
two-year-old band, which sports
some respected names of young yet
ex pcricnced professional
musicians. With vocalist Gregg
Rolie are Neal Schon, formerly
guitarist with Santana; Ross Valory.
ex-Steve Miller Band; and Briton
Aynsley Dunbar — once drummer
with John Mavail and most recently
with Bowie, the band toured here
with Santana last autumn, and if the
quality of this album was matched
by their live performances they
should have gathered the nucleus of
an enthusiastic following. 1 his
brand of rock manages to be
straightforward and sophisticated at

SHEETHOUSE DOOR. I Can't See The
Light, SKEETS BOLIVER.
Thunderbird THE 116 (ZLHR)
SILENCE IS GOLDEN, Here Comes My
Baby, TREMELOES. CBS 5010 (CW)
STOP STOP STOP, Bird Of Paradise,
^ PAUL JONES, RCA PB 5005 (R)

THE GREATEST FEELING, The Long a
Winding Road, MELBA MOORE
Buddah BDS 453 (A)
THE REAL THING. Home Cooking.
SERGIO MENDES Eleklra K 12244
(CW)
TRUE LOVE, Pure Smokie, GEORGE
HARRISON. Dark Horse K 16896
(CW)
u
UNA PALOMA BLANCA, Somewhere
My Love, SLIM WHITMAN. United
Artists UP 36220(E)
w
WALK THIS WAY, Uncle Salty.
AEROSMITH. CBS 4878 (CW)
YOU AND ME AGAINST THE WORLD,
Birdman, BIG SHOT ROAD BAND.
Pye 7N 45669 (A)
TOTAL ISSUED
Singles issued by major manufacturers for
week ending 19th February, 1977.
This
This This
Week Month Year
9(10) 29 ( 27) 63 (31)
EMI
16 (161
3 (2) 9 (8)
Oecca
4 (5) 10 (14) 23 ( 301
Pye
34
(28)
2 (51 12 (15)
Polydor
6 (41 17 (14) 36 (29)
CBS
4 (2) 10 (10) 23 (18)
Phonogram
2 (3) 8 (10) 24 (19)
RCA
7 (3) 22 (13) 29 (20)
WEA
13 (181 49 (63) 112 (85)
Others
50(52)167 (174) 357(277)
Total
D
K
the same time — fairly heavy, but
consistently melodic. Robe's vocals
range from very good to superb and
Shon's guitar solos work both
technically and musically. Will sell if
customers arc given a nudge to listen
to it.
GEORGE BENSON
In Flight. Warner Bros K56327.
Producer: Tomim LiPuma. The
interest in George Benson generated
by the release of his last album
Breezin'. an American number one.
will make the promotion task of WB
that much easier this lime. In fact,
such is the impeccable good taste
which surrounds this new showcase
for the guitarist that his chances of
making a mark in the UK must be
highly rated. Although his
background is jazz he has disciplined
his playing to fit into a tidy but
rhythmic easy-listening format, to
which he occasionally adds rather
good vocals. Indeed his singing on
the evergreen Nature Boy is good
enough to rate release as a single. In
Flight is ready for take-off.

TONY LEE
The Tony Lee Trio. Lee Lambert:
British Ja/z Artists Vol. 1.
Humphrey Lyttelton's not for this
album is eulogistic, but he overstates
the case when he describes Lee as a
brilliant pianist. Certainly he can
swing and has an impressive arsenal
of effects, largely in the Oscar
Peterson idiom. But everything
tends to come out on the same level
with^a notable lack of delicacy and
grace. Backed by the dependable
Martin Drew and Tony Archer, Lee
parades a fine selection of tunes —
Emily. Blue Bossa, Teach Me
Tonight and Once In A While
among them.
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INTERNATIONAL

MUSIC

INDUSTRY

CONFERENCE

THE

BILLBOARD

GROUP

BiSSboard/SVlusic Week/I¥iysic Labo
PRESEMTS

llfflC
May 15-18,1977

77

The Music Industry Summit Meeting
Amsterdam, Holland

Today's challenges of the music business demand
this meeting of the top echelon of the industry take
on new and significant import.
This year, IMIC features a series of hard-working,
brainstorming workshops planned by a committee
of 24 international music industry leaders.
Some of the industry's most important technological developments were first unveiled at IMIC. What
innovations will be revealed this year?
IMIC conference headquarters is the Okura Hotel
in Amsterdam. Luxury accommodations are avail-

able at the Okura and the other official IMIC hotel,
the Amsterdam Hilton. Billboard will take care of all
hotel reservations upon receiving your registration
form with your preference and arrival/departure
dates noted. Please submit no later than April 15.
Registration is $400 (£220) per person.
Watch the pages of Billboard, Music Week (UK) and
Music Labo (Japan) for information on topics,
speakers and other scheduled events!

COME TO IMIC—THE SUMMIT MEETING OF THE MUSIC INDUSTRY-MAY 15-18, 1977
Complete this registration form and mail to
AVRIL BARROW c/o Music Week; 7 CARNABY STREET,
Please register me for IMIC '77 in
Amsterdam. May 15-18, 1977
I am enclosing a check or money order in the
amount of: □ $400 (£200)
□ $150 (£85) Spouse
Week.
NAME
COMPANY

POSITION.

London W1V IPG, Tel: 01 437 8090.
NOTE: REGISTRATION FEE DOES NOT
INCLUDE HOTEL OR AIRFARE COSTS
I wish to charge my registration on;
□ Master Charge (Bank number
□ Diner's Club
□ American Express

—)
□ BankAmencard

CARD NUMBER _

HOME ADDRESS __

EXPIRATION DATE
SIGNATURE

__ PHONE

HOTEL:
Billboard will make all hotel reservations. Please indicate the following and confirmation will be sent to youARRIVAL DATE
ACCOMMODATIONS REQUIRED; Single
Circle price range desired.
Singles
$46
$48
$50
$55
Deluxe Singles
$60
$65
$70
Twins
$65
$70
$75
$80
Suites
$130 $150 $190

DEPARTURE DATE
Twin

_

Suite

This covers all hotels with representative prices in each
NOTE: Should rooms no longer be
available in price range you have selected, next
slightly due to variations in exchange rate at the"^^ reservation6 SeCUred' PriCeS may vary

lI
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1976AWARDS

TOP COMPANY (Albums and singles) EMI

TOP LABEL (Albums and singles) CBS
BEST-SELLING SINGLE

BEST-SELLING ALBUM

Save Your Kisses For Me
Abba's Greatest Hits (Epic)
Brotherhood of Man (Pye)

TOP PUBLISHER

TOP GROUP

(Corporate)

(Albums and singles) ABBA

EMI MUSIC
TOP PUBLISHER
TOP SONGWRITERS
(Individual)
B. Andersson/B. Uhraeus/S. Anderson
CARLIN

(Singles and Albums)

TOP PRODUCERS
B. Andersson/B. Ulvaeus

TOP FEMALE
ARTIST (Albums)

TOP MALE ARTIST
DIANA ROSS
(Albums)
DEMIS ROUSSOS
TOP FEMALE
TOP MALE ARTIST
ARTIST (Singles)
(Singles)
TINA CHARLES
ROD STEWART
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1976

MARKET SURVEY
n
^^^^^^rd
shops in the UK. Albums
THE GRAPHS ON this page were prepared from statistics supplied by the British Market Research Bureau based on a weekly samp e o sa es '
ohould not be directly compared on
are those priced at £1.49 and over. The 1976 market survey marks the fifth year since these were introduced but details of past company performancesno
except In the cases of
albums, particularly for 1972-73-74 when IP sales were surveyed on the basis of full-price and mid-price releases. Figures for these years refer to Tu.i-pr.u
fjrst chart survey.
tv-merchandising companies whose market 1973-74 shares originally appeared in the mid-price survey. The details from 1967 are those carried by Recora »e
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1975
(fBlack & Wfate Section)
U~<RC?i
yotin cDejivci%'^bmicsSon^'
Designed 5o: Cl^cfiardjro(ui5on Ctd.

1975
({Black & Wriitc Section)
Znd-DCfi
^nencaJiQyp5y~7lnicncaJi
Designed 60: DDidiardJolitison fuL
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(976
(Spol Colour Section)
2nd- Chrysalis
The Ceo Soyer album-Endless Blight'
Designed by: T. Richard Johnson Lid.

1976
{Black

Section)
Ist-Jim
x
JoariJ\rmdtrading'
one of (he most original albums of 76
Designed by'-T. 'RichardJohnson (Id
.;WvRLGDVC
i.;
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H-vins successfully advertised other people's records,
we thought it was time we advertised our own.

mi
T. R' 1 arcl Jotason Ltd. Advertising. 47/48 New Bond Street, London WL OHE. Tel: 01-493 0371.
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imumc imiH chart performance survey

SINGLES

TOP

TOP

TOP

FEMALE

MALE

GROUPS

PRODUCERS

ARTISTS

ARTISTS

TOP

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

ALBUMS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
q
10

1 ROD STEWART
2 DEMIS ROUSSOS
3 BARRY WHITE
4 BILLY OCEAN
5 BRYAN FERRY
6 PAUL NICHOLAS
7 HANK MIZELL
8 ELTON JOHN
9 ELVIS PRESLEY
10 MIKE OLDFIELD

TINA CHARLES
DIANA ROSS
CANDI STATON
DANA
DOROTHY MOORE
DONNA SUMMER
BILLIE JO SPEARS
YVONNE FAIR
DOLLY PARTON
YVONNE ELLIMAN

TOP

TOP

TOP

TOP

GBOUPS

PUBLISHERS

FEMALE

MALE

ARTISTS

ARTISTS

ABBA
STYLISTICS
DR. HOOK
TAVARES
BEATLES
QUEEN
REALTHING
WINGS
MANHATTANS
BROTHERHOOD OF MAN

INDIVIDUAL
1 CARLIN (18)
2 BOCU MUSIC (4)
3 JOBETE LONDON (10)
4 RONDOR (11)
5 SCREEN GEMS (7)
6 CHAPPEL (10)
7 ISLAND (5)
8 INTERSONG (5)
9 WARNER BROTHERS (7)
10 NORTHERN (11)

TOP

TOP

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

TOP

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

EMI(30)
CHAPPELL (35)
CARLIN (27)
ATV MUSIC (24)
RONDOR (13)
HEATH LEVY (12)
ISLAND (9)
RAK (15)
INTERSON (11)
JOBETE LONDON (11)

TOP

SELLING

WRITERS

SINGLES
1
2
3

SAVE YOUR KISSES FOR ME,
Brotherhood of Man, PYE
MISSISSIPPI, Pussycat,
SONET
DON'T GO BREAKING MY
HEART, Elton John/Kiki Dee,
ROCKET
4 IF YOU LEAVE ME NOW,
Chicago, CBS
5 DANCING QUEEN, Abba, EPIC
6 A LITTLE BIT MORE, Dr. Hook,
CAPITOL
7 UNDER THE MOON OF LOVE,
Showaddywaddy, BELL
8 FERNANDO. Abba, EPIC
9 I LOVE TO LOVE, Tina Charles,
CBS
10 THE ROUSSOS PHENOMENON, Demis Roussos, PHILIPS

i

i

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

B. ANDERSSON/B.
ULVAEUS/S. ANDERSON
BIDDU
LENNON/McCARTNEY
KEN GOLD/MICKY DEENE
BARRY WHITE
paul McCartney
HILLER/LEE/SHERIDAN
PETE TOWNSHEND
GAUD 10/PARKER
ROD STEWART

t

DEMIS ROUSSOS
JOHN DENVER
MIKE OLDFIELD
DAVID BOWIE
PETER FRAMPTON
NEIL SEDAKA
ELTON JOHN
NEIL DIAMOND
ROY ORBISON
BOB DYLAN

GREATEST HITS. Abba, EPIC
20 GOLDEN GREATS, Beach
Boys, CAPITOL
FOREVER AND EVER. Demis
Roussos, PHILIPS
20 GOLDEN GREATS. Glen
Campbell, EMI
WINGS AT THE SPEED OF
SOUND. Wings, PARLOPHONE
A NIGHT ON THE TOWN, Rod
Stewart, RIVA
LIVE IN LONDON. John
Denver, RCA
LAUGHTER AND TEARS, Neil
Sedaka, POLYDOR
THEIR GREATEST HITS. The
Eagles, ASYLUM
VERY BEST OF SLIM
WHITMAN, UA
A NIGHT AT THE OPERA,
Queen, EMI
BEST OF ROY ORBISON,
ARCADE
GREATEST HITS 2. Diana Ross,
MOTOWN
DESIRE. Bob Dylan, CBS
SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE,
Stevie Wonder. MOTOWN

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

INSTRUMENTAL GOLD, WARWICK
ARRIVAL, Abba, EPIC
FRAMPTON COMES ALIVE,
Peter Frampton, A&M
CHANGESONEBOWIE. David
Bowie, RCA
22 GOLDEN GUITAR GREATS.
Bert Weedon. WARWICK
BEST OF GLADYS KNIGHT &
THE PIPS. BUDDAH
ROCK FOLLIES, ISLAND
HOW DARE YOU, 10 c.c.,
MERCURY
ATLANTIC CROSSING, Rod
Stewart, RIVA
A LITTLE BIT MORE. Doctor
Hook, CAPITOL
24 ORIGINAL HITS. The
Drifters, ATLANTIC
100 GOLDEN GREATS, Max
Bygraves. RONCO
HAPPY TO BE, Demis Roussos,
PHILIPS
SOUL MOTION, Various, K-TEL
TUBULAR BELLS. Mike
Oldfield, VIRGIN

TOP
IfflSCElMiEOUS
1 INSTRUMENTAL GOLD
2 JUKE BOX JOVE
3 MOTOWN GOLD
4 SOUL MOTION
5 MUSIC EXPRESS
6 HIT MACHINE
7 COUNTRY COMFORT
8 GREAT ITALIAN
LOVE SONGS
9 ATOUCH OF COUNTRY

M
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1

ALBUMS

CORPORATE
B. ANDERSSON/B. ULVAEUS
BIDDU
FREDDIE PERREN
GUS DUDGEON
BARRY WHITE
HUGO/LUIGI
BOBGUADIO
BRUCEWELCH
RON HAFFKINE
GEORGE MARTIN

DIANA ROSS
NANA MOUSKOURI
HELEN REDDY
JOAN ARMATRADING
PAM AYRES
SHIRLEY BASSEY
DONNA SUMMER
EMMYLOU HARRIS
JONI MITCHELL
LINDA RONSTADT

TOP SELLING

PUBLISHERS

PRODUCERS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1 B. ANDERSSON/B. ULVAEUS
2 DEMIS ROUSSOS/S.
PETSILAS
3 TOM DOWD
4 QUEEN/ROY THOMAS
BAKER
5 MILTON OKUN
6 BILL SZYMCZYK
7 BRIAN WILSON
8 PETER FRAMPTON
9 JOHNALCOCK
10 10CC

ABBA
QUEEN
EAGLES
WINGS
GLADYS KNIGHT &
THE PIPS
STYLISTICS
BEACH BOYS
THIN LIZZY
mrr
PINK FLOYD
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It's

great to be

Number One

again

But we couldnit have
done it without...
our writers, composers,
artists, the record companies,
producers. Radio and TV
stations and allour friends in
the music business.

EMI Music Publishing Ltd
Comprising EMI Music, B Feldman & Co.,
Francis Day and Hunter, KPM Music Group,
Bobbins Music, Screen Gems-EMI Music Ltd.,
138-140 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
nrn
Amemberofthe EMI Group of Companies. International Leaders in Music, Electronics, and Leisure.
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FULL PRICE
POP
2nd HONEYMOON
1 Deaf School (WB)
2 NO EARTHLY
CONNECTION
Rick Wakeman
(A&M)
WISH YOU WERE
= HERE
Pink Floyd (Harvest)
Highly commended; The
Song remains The Same Led
Zeppelin (Swan Song),
Unorthodox Behaviour.
Brand X (Charisma) Tales of
Mystery And Imagination
Alan Parons Project (Charisma)
Jammy Smears Ivor Cutler Designer: Kevin Ward
Printer: Shorewood
(Virgin).

MY

-r:

Designer: Hipgnosis
Printer: Garrod & Lofthouse

Designer: Mike Doud (AG!)
Printer MacNeill Press

Q*il-T t I I l~T

1
I

MID-PRICE
& T¥
MY GENERATION
1 Various (EMI Nut)

Wi
i

JUKE BOX JIVE
2 Various (K-Tel)
50 ALL TIME PARTY
3 HITS
Various (Pickwick)

21

WuruTIer
■

Designer: David Dragon/EMI Design
Printer: Garrod & Lofthouse

IN

TOT SjiT'Ll N EIS

Designer: Norman Batley Associates
Printer: Garrod & Lofthouse

a ^
B
L
tt

IMONSTER SODL
■rjxJ'-

o -

BUDGET
TINY TOTS TUNES
1 The Bubblegum
Singers (D JM)
GOLDEN HITS
2 The Andrews Sister
(MFP)

loumtrrtx
F*<XK«

MONSTER SOUL
3 Various (DJM)

CLASSICAL
GREAT
1 THREE
BALLETS
Stravinsky. Columbia
Symphony
Orchestra. Cond;
Igor Stravinsky
(CBS)

Designer: Dave Wharin/Chris Jones (MFP
Design)
Printer: Garrod & Lofthouse

mm 'Wimm
JIT JTOHI Ifee OHIO PIATIHJ • Hie O'JATS
IhclSUTBROlMIRS
KKiCHI KBIRT
t IM PJP4KINOrheMttHMAItaMJ
BROOK
BEKTOH fhc DttllMflDTJ
COPS DOMiSJ
COBTU-IU DOR51T
MAimi
BROWN
TheOUUflliS
EAST
VVAJHUiGIOII
BflBTBf(ORTIZ
PATTI ItCillf S THI BiumutS Aim ROCJHSOH ■ DflVl
TTw JSUT
ANS
DION TACHSOH {VII MtfDS The CAPIIOIS The AD UBS
Designer: Scutt Irvine and Wilson
Printer: Robert Stace & Co.

■■
m

O THE EARLY
^ QUARTETS
Beethoven. Juillard
Quartet (CBS)
Highly Commended: We
Wish You A Merry S
Christmas.
Mormon
Tabernacle Choir (CBS).
Designer; Roslav Szaybo (CBS)
Illustrator: Martin Springett
Printer: Delga Press
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POLKA
BOOCIt

■nwvKuni ,

Designer: Scutt-lrvine
Printer: Robert Stace & Co.

Designer: Andrew Christian
Printer; Shorewood

*2

Q
OSS
ml
ti
Designer: Roslav Szaybo
Illustrator: James Woods
Printer: Delga Press

Designer: Roslav Szaybo
Illustrator; James Woods
Printer: Shorewood

2
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BEACH BOYS
20 GOLDEN GEEATS

THE BEACH BOYS
20 GOLDEN GREATS

'4.C .

1 r.>v>

D

O
n

■
WiiW-

11 reitiij.lOO.OOOnaiiorullyon dnpbj-.
poet ere. uidierc.ind an amjJiny 6ft. w indow
The
Brjclibis;;ot
Bernhas
20 Golden
An.1 ji ihc iciiil
incTcd:bl>.^nimimumol'
All- ilieii
from 1962Gicjis
io 1970. reeorj
rnomnicnJcJ
pneelow
ofs£2-99
i the TV with
lOpclhrtononcjlbum.ThcdcfmiuvejIbum.
jnJ iJ25 lortjpc.ii'
iusi>;«f'o(o«Il
15 and 60Itecond
iporc (cJturin. Older it,e now.
Bcadi Bo)-i 20 Golden Createmi
the
lone
curler
\X c'te tclejjin^
it on 25thcoscttc
June,and pvLnpEtpcdjlly
£20,000
njtiotully
on
radio.
And
mate munry while the tun
iimtiluneourly
on record,
it. with the suppott we're
Plus brow-ere, iiieamersdiipcncen.
S-trjcx.
£175,1X0. Ihe biggCNt hjeking EMI tut
BEACH BOYS 20 GOLDEN GREATS (EMI)

WE ARE GOING TO BREAK A NEW WORLD RECORD.
ELECTRIC UGHT ORCHESTRA
A New World Record

ssss*.

Incfedt'l i»« h* VBJI*
^'Livin'Thing"

FULL COLOUR
EMI Beach Boys 20 Golden Hits (Album)
1
Designers BILL THOMPSON and TIM
BRAYBROOKS of C.D.P.
2 DA/JET ELO A New World Record (Album)
Designed by PAUL HENRY of U.A.
3A &• M Carpenters There's A Kind of Hush (Single)
Art Direction FABIO NICOLI of A & M
SPOT COLOUR
1
CHRYSALIS David Dundas Jeans On (Single)
Designed by TED FRANKLIN of National
Publicity
2 CHRYSALIS Leo Sayer — Endless Flight (Album)
Designed by T. RICHARD of JOHNSON
ADVERTISING LTD.
3 BELL/ARISTA Slik (Album)
Designed by JOHN DYER of Arista
BLACK & WHITE
A & M Joan Armatrading (Album)
1
Designed by T. RICHARD of JOHNSON
ADVERTISING LTD.
CHARISMA Chris White Don't Look Down (Single)
Designed by FRANK SANSOM of Charisma
PHONOGRAM Twiggy (Album) Twiggy
Designers DAVID CLIMPSON and LES
PAYNE of Grant Advertising
:'v:1
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JEANS ON DAVID DUNDAS (Chrysalis)

ANEW WORLD RECORD ELO (Jet)
^.v

vU->
*»*
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'loan Arraatmding is one of the most original
albumsof 76.But wiUyou listen?
She wntcs w-njjs like -Iic'n lived tlicnt. She plj)-v guitar like nIic w jv bom to it.
Smiie people will mnipate her with |oni Mitchell,
Van Morrison
cvenClco l-tinc,
, andthepetvm
,
Meansshile.the lads ssho recorded it in cjuretly. going spare because
ihev'rc all talking
abmtt
sure
as
lull
isn'
t
her.
.She'
ss riot
nextblack
anybody.
She'
lustdothe
a wilt
brave
So what
dor lady who ssynl aucpt compromise.
, . - i- jj
I:s|
scc tally
wmhard
like the
Iwget
the ith.ird.
sell.album as much as the guy whos
. • lwriting• tins ad does.
Forget
all
ilieciiiiiincfcMl.'
w
iuVc-iicscr-hc.itd
u-like-thivbclore
crap.
joan Armatradmg.
[MU]
She
descrscs
a
lot
more
recognition.
Iffinl
Just listen to the album.
v__Ja*M*ECOIIDSANDTAPE5.

ifinaeN

i

IBggSN mm
WA
K
NEW SINGLE FROM
CHRIS WHITE
CB294

%

The new Leo Sayer
.
album will giveyou double vision
where it counts.
At the cash register.
*1z -..s p. ,.J( ^ u
A - l' . . ! ''}*' *" ' • t.lT U

" y-:]

irjuf■■
DON'T LOOK DOWN CHRIS WHITE (Charisma)

iCh rysalis)

FUGHT

-

LEAVER ALBUM

j0ANARMATRAD1NG(A&M)
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all year through
Albums labelSingles label-

No. 1 CBS
No. 1 CBS
No. 2 EPIC
Top album full priceNo.l
Top album groupNo.l
Topalbum producersNo.l
Top singles groupNo.l
Top singles female artist - No.l
Top singles writer No. 1 and No. 2
Top singles producers - No. 1 and No. 2
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Abba:

of

Sweden's

international

conquerors

pop—and

PO
the

gold

discs

keep

rolling

TOP GROUP
THE EUROPEAN success story ol"
the last two years is undoubtedly
that of Abba, the Swedish group
who came to Brighton in A\pril 1974
for the Eurevision Song Contest and
emerged triumphant with Waterloo,
a record which was to go on and sell
five million copies worldwide. Since
then, Benny Anderson, Bjorn
Ulvacus, his wife Anna and Freda
Lyngstad-Frcdiksson have sold a
staggering 27 million singles and 12
million albums around the world,
and the total increases by hundreds
of thousands every week. .
Abba's last album, Arrival,
released in November was
appropriately named because it
heralded the new-found status of die
group as the biggest-selling pop
group since the heyday of the Beatles
back in the mid-Sixties. The
achievement has been all the more
remarkable in that Abba arc the only
European artists ever to have
emerged victors from the contest
and consolidated the success; and
despite being Swedish, Abba's music
has bridged all international barriers
including the U.S.. Australasia,
Japan and South Africa.
Worldwide sales of Abba product
have reached phenomenal
proportions since their Eurovision
victory. Previously they had enjoyed
moderate European success but it
wasn't until Waterloo that they
finally sent the international barriers
crashing down. A quick surveillance
of their record sales is the best
indication of the group's status —
figures issued by CBS at the end of
1976 showed unit sales of five
million for Waterloo, one million
for Honey Honey, 2.5 million for 1
Do, 1 Do, 1 Do, one million for So

i

m

w

ABBA: BENNY Anderson, Freda Lyngstad-Frcdiksson, Anna and Bjorn Ulvaens.
Long, four million for S.O.S., 3.5
million for Mama Mia, six million
for Fernando, and three million for
Dancing Queen. There are no firm
collective sales for Money Money
Money as yet, due to the fact that
the record is still high in the bestselling charts of most countries, but
UK sales alone are in excess of

500,000: When the record is
eventually released in the US (its
predecessor Dancing Queen is still
climbing the Top 20 there) total sales
should bring it to at least the three
million mark.
To date, Abba's Waterloo album
has sold three million, Abba four
million and Greatest Hits, six

million. Advance British sales for
Arrival were 300,000, reported to
make it the highest UK LP advance
order ever, and unit sales are now
around the 750,000 mark. In April
CBS goes on television to promote
the album and following market
research is confidently expecting
Arrival to double and even treble its

Rod Stewart-tomorrow the world?
ROD STEWART'S victory in the
It Through The Grapevine by
two years, but in the end it did not
top male singles artists stakes in this
dominating allcomers for seven
seem to matter. He is now making
TOP MALE
year's Music Week awards could be
weeks.
great records, he is well managed
said to prove that an old recording
The Night On The Town album,
and
his
product
is
marketed
contract never lets you down.
ARTIST (SINGLE)
again produced by Tom Dowd, was
correctly. Obviously Riva is very
For Stewart's popularity has
released to an enthusiastic reception, close to Rod and a great deal of his
heavy
interest in the music press. On
undergone a remarkable renaissance
and estimates put UK sales alone at
success has come since his signing to
top of that a TV documentary
on this side of the pond ever since he
getting on for a million units. On the
the label.
projected his personal life-style into
combined with Tom Dowd to record
singles front total Stewart unit sales
"I think we ought to give a lot of
millions of living rooms around the
Atlantic Crossing.
amount to an amazing million and a credit to Tom Ruffino of WEA
country.
His run of hit singles here opened
half records.
International at Burbank who works
Now Britain is likely to see a much
up in the early New Year of 1976
The year also saw Rod Stewart
in with the team of Rod, myself,
lower profile from Stewart. There
with This Old Heart Of Mine, still in
making
his
first
British
concert
lour
Billy Gaff and Tony Toon.
arc no plans for any new product or
the MW chart after a pre-Christmas
in two years, hitting all areas and
"This team plans four-week
releases until July or August and he
'75 release. Then, after a short
playing
a
total
of
31
dates.
The
tour,
intensive promotional tours prior to
will not be visiting the country.
pause, he weighed in with five more
which cost around £435.000 to stage, each album release concentrating on
"We arc very aware of media
entries, bagging a surprise repeat hit
played to capacity audiences TV, radio and presss conferences. I
overkill," said Gill. "He has how
with Maggie May recorded in his
totalling
150,000
people
and
made
think the five days we spent in
crossed over into immortal status, so
Mercury days. Tonight's The Night.
profits of upwards of £50,000.
Germany promoting Atlantic
that anything he does is newsworthy,
The Killing of Georgie and Get Back
Those
who
could
not
get
tickets
Crossing broke Rod through in a big
but people can get very fed up with
on his own Riva label, and further
tuned in to the Old Grey Whistle way there for the first time.
having one guy constantly in front
giant sales via Warner Brothers reTest to catch Stewart's Christmas
"We have done these tours twice
of them."
promotion of Sailing to coincide
Eve
special,
viewed
by
the
show's
now.
with
Rod
getting
up
at
nine
Plans for Stewart in 1977 arc
with the successful BBC
biggest audience of three and a half and working through until midnight
already pretty well defined. He is
documentary about the Ark Royal,
million.
in
France,
Italy,
Belgium
and
currently in the middle of a gruelling
which used the number as its theme
Said Riva Records managing Germany. It has been immensely
tour of Australia and New Zealand,
tune, once again ramming home the
director
Mike
Gill:
"Since
Rod
came
successful."
still intent on breaking new
value of TV exposure of any kind.
to prominence in 1971 this has been
Stewart
has
become
something
of
territories. His tour is one of the
Meanwhile. Stewart had
the most significant year of his a media darling since the beginning
most ambitious ever to hit the
established permanent residence in
career in terms of both record and of 1976. His romance with movie
Antipodes, and Gill says his albums
the USA and with Tonight's The
ticket sales.
star Briti Eckland has rarely been
are the biggest WEA has handled in
Night scored the longest run at the
"There had been some off the gossip pages of the national
that pan of the world, having sold a
top of the Billboard chart since
apprehension about Britain because tabloids, while the formation of his
quarter of a million copies.
Marvin Gaye's 1968 smash I Heard
he had not toured here for nearly new band in Los Angeles prompted
What Gill terms Stewart's 'world
PAGE 52

in

present sales figure.
And so the statistics go on . . . the
Greatest Hits LP released in April
1976 with advance orders of only
30,000 has now achieved platinum
status, while the Abba album went
gold in the UK just three weeks ago.
Since May 1974 Abba have had four
number one singles in Britain with
Waterloo, Mama Mia, Fernando
and Dancing Queen, and Top Five
hits with S.O.S. and Money, Money,
Money.
Biggest international hit to date
has been Fernando but their last
single, Dancing Queen, topped the
charts in Britain, Holland,
Australia, Germany, Belgium,
Sweden, Norway, Denmark,
Switzerland and Austria. In
Australia the Greatest Hits LP has
sold more than 900,000 copies in a
country which has a total population
of only 13.5m, while the Abba LP
has reached the 400,000 mark. Even
in the States, Abba have achieved a
lot of success with six singles in the
Top 50 there.
The most recent challenge to
Abba has been with live
appearances. Apart from the
Eurovision appearance, they had
never performccUn the UK until this
week when they gave two sell-out
concerts at the Royal Albert Hall —
the 'sold out' barriers were displayed
outside the box-office nearly five
months ago. In addition the group
have just undertaken their first tour
of the Continent kicking-off with
concerts in their native Sweden.
Soon there will be concerts in
Australia where British-born
impresario Paul Dainty is confident
that they will be one of the biggest
crowd-pulling acts in Australian
history. Within two weeks of the
tickets going on sale, five months in
advance of the concerts, more than
£500,000 worth were sold!

i

offensive' continues with a return to
the States via concerts in Hawaii
followed by a spell in the studios
with his band and Tom Dowd, the
first real producer he has used and
one with whom he has developed a
perfect empathy.
A massive tour of America
through July, August and
September is scheduled, the first
concerts there since the break-up of
the Faces. Another British tour?
"No comment," replied Gill.
Somebody once ssaid that Rod
Stewart could well turn out to be the
Frank Sinatra of the '70's. On his
1976 performances that prophesy is
well on the way to coming true.
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phenomenon
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TOP FEMALE
ARTIST (IPs)

Diana

Ross'

successful
THE LADY has little cause to sing
the blues. Tonight, as every night
(weather permitting) this February
week, Diana Ross will offer herself
to a packed audience of
Pennsylvanians at Pittsburgh's
Stanley Theatre — just as she did
last year to sell-out crowds in
London, Edinburgh, Paris,
Amsterdam, Hamburg, Zurich. The
queen of Motown reigns
internationally.
"An Evening With Diana Ross"
is unquestionably the most
successful stage show of her career
— it continues this month and next
in other major US cities — much as
1976 was her most successful year in
Britain's record market. A week
seldom went by when she was not
represented on the charts, selling
more long-players than any other
female artist, and running second in
the seven-inch slakes only to disco
lady Tina Charles. And there was
that dramatic moment in May when
two Diana Ross singles occupied the
lop 20, Do You Know Where You're
Going To? and Love Hangover.
Her Danny O'Donovan-promoted
lour of the UK, which took in
dates in Birmingham, Blackpool.
Bournemouth,
Leicester,
Southampton, Manchester and
Glasgow as well as London and
Edinburgh, accounted for much of
the demand for her discs. So did
Mahogany, her second movie and a
top moncyspinner on both sides of
the Atlantic — though critics treated
it less favourably than her cinematic
debut as Billie Holiday in 1972. For
all its gloss and entertainment
values, the film was termed barren,
and as banal as its advertising
slogan: "Sucess is nothing without
someone you love to share it with".
None of this has dimmed the Ross
passion for the silver screen, of
course, nor that of Berry Gordy for
his role behind the cameras (he
directed Mahogany). Hollywood is
in their blood, and a third movie
vehicle is currently at the planning
stages.
But records arc not being
completely neglected. For release
later this month is a double-album
souvenir of Diana Ross' travelling
circus — a costly mime, movies and
music extravaganza which
showcased showbiz, the Supremes,
Motown and a few of its star's
heroins, including Billie Holiday,
Josephine Baker and Bessie Smith.
The disc package, recorded last
September at Los Angeles'
Ahmanson Theatre, documents
everything, and promises to give the
lady a fair crack at the title of topselling female singer of 1977. ("An
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Evening With Diana Ross" is also a
television package, conceived and
produced by the man who
masterminded the roadshow, Joe
Layton; it will be screened in the US
on March 6, but no British airdate is
certain).
She will be back in the studios this
year, too, and the results will reflect
her own musical creativity much
more than the past 15 years of
recording (eight as a Supreme, seven
on her own) for Berry Gordy.
Hinting at this were sessions last
Summer in New York's Electric
Ladyland, when she was writing,
singing and producing material
rather different from the Motown
mainstream of sweet soul sounds. It
boasted an 'Afro' flavour, with
some of the qualities of Marvin
Gaye's recent work, and should
strengthen the lines of
communication with today's discogoing audiences that Love Hangover
opened up for her in 1976.
Diana Ross clearly knows where
she's going to.

year
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THE ROUSSOS phenomenon
continues to gather momentum —
the former singer with the Greek
rock band Aphrodite's Child has
sold more than 15 million records
throughout the world in less than six
years and his tally of awards so far
includes 18 gold records, 21 silver,
five diamond and three platinum. In
Britain, the country which resisted
his advances so far as chart singles
were concerned until Happy To Be
On An Island In The Sun, he now
picks up Music Week's award for
the top male artist in the albums
section.
The appeal of Roussos is difficult
to define but it is probably fair to
say that he is an artist who has to be
seen 'live' to be appreciated to the
fullest extent, and certainly the
success of his albums has resulted
from his initial concert appearances.
Dcmis Roussos first appeared before
a British audience in early 1974 when
he gave a concert at London's Drury
Lane Theatre — last October he
completed his fourth UK tour, when
the housefull notices were brought
out for every single performance,
and he has played ten capacitv
concerts at the Royal Albert Hall —
appearing before a combined total
of 80,000 people in the capital alone.
Roussos' award for the top male
artist in the album market really
comes as no surprise. He has only
had five albums released in the UK
but four of them, Forever And Ever,
Happy To Be, Souvenirs and My
Only Fascination have earned gold
discs and the least-known LP, Fire
And Ice (his first album) has turned
silver. At one stage he had all five
records in the Top 50.
For his next album, the Greek
singer has collaborated with fellow
countryman Vagelis Papalhanasiou,
mentor and keyboards player of
Aphrodite's Child which spawned
Roussos as a major singer. The
Paris-based group during its four
year life-span never had any British
success but had several major-selling
LPs and singles in Europe, most

TOP MALE
ARTIST (LPs)
notably with Fire And Rain.
Roussos says: "We finished the LP
at Vangelis' recording studios in
London, during a recent visit to
Britain, and he has of course
produced it. It is the first time that
we have worked together for many
years — the last occasion would be
in 1971, prior to Aphrodite's Child
splitting up. I'm very pleased with
the sound that has resulted from
these latest recording sessions — you
could say that it is a Demis Roussos
nobody has heard before."
The projected title for the LP is
The Demis Roussos Magic and it
should be released by spring.
Roussos adds; "The album has
given me the opportunity to do
songs I have never even attempted
before — for instance there are
several funky numbers included, and
the entire concept is very
commercial. Unlike the previous five
LPs, this one has teen recorded with
the British market very much in
mind."
In between recording sessions,
Dcmis Roussos' life continues to be
hectic. He has recently loured
France and Germany, and even
recorded in French for the needs of
that particular market; recently he.
broke off mid-way through a
Scandinavia tour to fly to London
for just one day, and record a new
single. He was in the capital for eight
hours before flying back to
Scandinavia to resume his lour. This
week he flew into London for the
day, to pick up his Music Week
award. Next countries on the
itinerary are South Africa, Australia
and Japan where he will do concert
appearances before returning to
Britain for another tour.
Roussos has conquered most of
the major record markets but he is
ambitious for those which have not
yet succumbed to his magic. One
particular territory as yet
unexploited by him is the States.
"I'd like to visit all those countries
where nobody knows me but
particularly I would like to record in
the US," he says. "However 1 have
a very important problem in that I
am an artist who is different from
most others. Essentially I am a live
performer who has to be seen and
heard."
He finds it difficult to define
precisely his enormous appeal. "I
think that it must be because my
voice and the music is that bit special
— the music of Dcmis Roussos is not
very common to Britain'., he adds.
"There are a lot of very talented
artists in Greek but it is not easy for
them to become recognised on an
international basis."
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Prlin Music are celebrating their lOlh anniversary
V*ri isic publishing m Britain by winning once mor
The Music Week Top Publishers (singles) Award.
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THE BIDDU/Tina Charles
partnership has blossomed during
the last 12 months, with Miss
Charles notching up more than 4.5
million sales around the world. The
partnership she admits, has
depended on the guidance of her
producer/writer Biddu, and on the
understanding of CBS managing
director Maurice Oberstein.
1 Love To Love, Doctor Love,
and Dance Little Lady Dance have
all charted during the last year for
Miss Charles, and Biddu has himself
seen chart action with his album and
single Rain Forest. He is currently
producing Jimmy James and Ruby
James, the latter being signed to
RAK. He has previously won chart
honours with Summer of '42, and
also with Carl Douglas and Kung Fu
Fighting.
Biddu was born in Bangalore,
India, and quickly found his interest
was in music, and at the age of 13
formed a group, the Trojans, who
for three years performed clubs
around India playing Beatles' songs
and early rock and roll. "In India,
your chance to hear pop music was
very limited, with only Radio Ceylon
playing any English music with
with a chart show for an hour
on Sunday afternoon."
Saving up his money for the fare
to London, Biddu parted with cash
only to find the ticket agent had run
off with his money and issued him a
forged ticket. So, back to the club
circuit, and with more savings, he set
off overland to England, stopping in
Beirut where he sang in clubs to earn
more money.
"When I arrived in England 1 had
the shock of my life. My impression
of London was that there were only
about a dozen people in the
business, with the Beatles and a few
other groups, and of course it was
just the opposite."
Working in a studio was his first
aim. He started work in Bond Street
just opposite the Polydor 4-irack
studio. "1 was employed to make
doughnuts for the American

How Ian
LIKE A lot of people in the music
business, Ian Miles drives home
from work tuned in to Capital
Radio's Roger Scott. So it was one
evening during the late Summer of
'75, when the Multiple Sound
Distributors chief heard one of
Scott's Cruisin' segues, showcasing
three classic instrumcmals: Petite
Fleur, Wonderful Land and
Stranger On The Shore.
That was the birth of Instrumental
Gold, the moment when Miles
realised ihat a package of familiar
melodies could be a viable addition
in the fast-building catalogue of TVpromoted records originating from
MSD's Warwick label.
He called in friend and associate
Brian Matthew — who had
produced a couple of children's
albums for the company, as well as
one of its early successes. 30 Smash
Hits Of The War Years — and
within days, they drew up a list of
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Embassy, and when I'd saved
enough money 1 hired the studio for
a session," he reminisces.
Looking back, Biddu appreciates
that his own style of music was
about three years behind the times.
He was still playing material in the
style of early Beatles, although the
business was at that time entering
the flower-power era.
During the last four years, Biddu
feels he has caught up, and is now
producing and writing material
suitable for today's market. He
keeps a very small artist roster, with
the idea of maintaining tight control
over the direction of each one. He
doesn't really approve of the artists
having managers, unless the
manager is prepared to come in at
the ground floor with the artist and
risk his money. "For a manager to
come to someone who has a chart
single and say they want 25 percent
for managing them, is to my mind
very wrong," he says adamantly.
Another of Biddu's reasons for
keeping his interests limited is
because he says it would be difficult
to keep the same identity and
control over the artist. Tina Charles,
says Biddu, will undergo another
change in style this year, though he
and the singer haven't sat down and
worked out the plan of action.
"She'll have another album out this
year, and we've got to decide which
market she's happiest in. She started
as a disco lady, and to alienate her
fans by turning her towards cabaret
would be wrong. It's easy to become

a carbon copy of what the pop critics
like, but that son of person doesn't
sell records."
The Biddu/Charles relationship
started when a friend told him of a
young session singer from the East
End, and after only a short time the
partnership clicked. A first single,
One Broken Heart For Sale on Bell
didn't chart, though a change of
label to CBS brought success with
You Set My Heart On Fire. Since
then, the rise to international
stardom has been a matter of course,
with chart honours coming around
the globe, including CBS Canada's
biggest selling single with I Love To
Love.
A personal struggle has taken
place with Biddu, who feels that as a
solo performer, he should and can
emerge with chart honours,
although up until now, the limelight
has been taken by Tina Charles,
Jimmy James and Carl Douglas.
This year for the first time he has
entered for Eurovision, and together
with Gerry Shury and Ron Roker
he has a song in the final 12. The
task now goes on to find a group to
sing the song, although a deal is
already signed with Polydor.
Biddu has the greatest respect for
CBS, and thanks Maurice Oberstein
for having enough time and thought
to phone him every week to ask how
the projects are developing. He
decided with Roker and Shury that
Polydor should have the task of
pushing the record. "I don't believe
in having all your eggs in one

I J

77AM CHARLES & Bid do with gold disc's for I Love To Love.

basket, and although CBS do a good
job, they might start to feel
complacent if they knew all my work
was coming to them. It serves the
purpose of keeping them on their
toes."
The record business tends to
frighten Biddu, and it is partly for
this reason that he has never decided
to launch his own record company.
He has other projects up his sleeve,
including a tv film produced by
Tony Palmer, This summer Biddu
will return to India for a few weeks
with a film crew to put together a
travelogue which will use his music
as the theme.
India has never forgotten its
prodigal son, and his records are

released with chart honours coming
thick and fast. "In India we don't
tend to forget our heroes easily, and
I suppose the reason for this is that
the people have a great deal of pride
in themselves and their country."
The future doesn't hold any
particularly exciting projects,
though Biddu says that every time he
enters a studio he is still learning. He
experiments with different effects
and with his writing, and has hopes
for a more creative 1977. "I don't
want to fall into the trap of all my
productions sounding the same. I get
the feeling with Barry White that
Love Unlimited records are the same
as Barry White records without him
singing."

Miles tuned into Instrumental Gold
the most popular instrumentals from
performed similar duties on several per cent had it not been for supply
the past two decades. The original
of the original recordings, loo.
shortages affecting the laminated
intention was to lease in the
By March, Instrumental Gold was gold sleeve (production cost: lOp
TOP ALBUM
repertoire, says Miles, but as they
ready for release as Warwick
each, compared to about S'/^p for an
listened to tapes and discs of the
WW5012, carrying a £2.25 record,
(INSTRUMENTAL)
ordinary cover). Even during its
onginal versions, it became obvious
£2.49 tape, price tag. Ian Miles sales and chart decline through July
that the stereo quality of many was
opted for an initial TV run-out in
and August, it was moving a betterpoor, and a couple were even in
five areas of the country (Trident,
than-expccted 6,000 units per week.
Year. The process was elongated by Stags, Border, Harlech and
mono.
Multiple Sounds' Summer
The decision to go for rePhillips' determination to use Westward), securing a strong sales expenditure
for the LP totalled some
musicians of his choice, for many of response and a very respectable £228,000 at rate
recordings of 20 selected tracks was
card levels, and that
made then, and Miles approached
his recruits, top session players, had chart entry (24) by the beginning of — plus an £18,000
effort from midBeverley Phillips to set up sessions
various other commitments. Among April. Then, in his words, he turned
November to Christmas last year —
and work out arrangements that
them was Gordon Langford (piano), on the television tap in those five
has yielded sales of more than half a
were as faithful to the originals as
Sidney Sax (lead violin), Jack
markets, and came on stream
million, with tape accounting for
possible. Titles chosen included the
Emblow (accordion), Terry Welsh
nationally.
approximately
25 per cent. It
three tunes heard by Miles on
(guitar) and Vic Flick (guitar). To
The result was nothing less than
remains the company's best
Capital, plus the likes of Autumn
several, of course, the music and Warwick's
album, a
performer to date, and continues to
Leaves, Sidesaddle, Rebel Rouser, A
arrangements were familiar, for top ten title biggest-selling
11 weeks during May
tick over on catalogue. It also seems
Walk In The Black Forest, Apache,
their experience encompassed and June, for
with
five
weeks
(four
to have generated no small
Theme From A Summer Place and
recording and broadcasting during consecutive) holding down the No. 3
Blue Tango.
the time when the numbers were slot. At its peak. Instrumental Gold appreciation for similar TV
packages, including Warwick's own
Work began that October at
enjoying their first flush of
shifting 44,000 units per week —
Bert Weedon release and EMI's
London's Olympic Studios,
popularity. The engineer on the was
though
Miles
believes
that
this
figure
Shadows compilation.
eventually stretching into the New
sessions. Keith Grant, had could have been improved by 10-15
Instrumental gold, indeed.
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WEA increased its share of the singles market in the U.K.
from

Incre^sedlte share of the LP market in the U.K.

from e-^inrreatedS
from 1975

total market in the UK.

Button to get that extra business. The

Big Button iTgetting Bigger all the time.
ujea
Marketed by WEA Records Limited
A Warner Communications Company
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IN 1974, the corporate title was
changed to EMI Music Publishing
Ltd. In 1975, the group had 41
copyrights in the Music Week singles
charts and emerged as top corporate
publishing company, beating all
opposition, notably Carlin who had
had eight successive years as top-dog
outfit.
And 1976? Only 30 charted hits,
but EMI is still way out in front as
the top corporate company. The
year was memorable because of the
way it consolidated the 12-month
period which went before — and for
the varied material which earned the
honour.
There were chart-toppers with
Queen's Bohemian Rhapsody, with
the Wurzels' Brand New Combine
Harvester and. as Christmas
approached, with Johnny Mat his'
ballad reading of When A Child Is
Bom. The modern, the rural and the
religioso. But there was also Laurel
and Hardy surprising the industry by
getting to number two in the chart
with Trail Of The Lonesome Pine.
Other top tenners included Demis
Roussos (Island In The Sun); David
Ruffin (Walk Away From Love);
Guys 'n' Dolls with a revival of
Dusty Springfield's memorable You
Don't Have To Say You Love Me;
the Bellamy Brothers and Let Your
Love Flow; Midnight Train by
Gladys Knight and the Pips; Johnny
Wakelin's In Zaire; Queen striking
again with You're My Best Friend;
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and Queen once again with
Somebody To Love.
And then, as from July 1, 1976.
EMI bought out Screen Gems and
started a whole new process of chart
copyright representation. Two from
Real Thing, Tony Hall's deservedly
successful team — You To Me Are
Everything and Can't Get By
Without You. Both were written by
Ken Gold and Michael Dcnne, a
composing duo destined to bring
even greater success to the
EMI/Screen Gems combination in
1977.
Gold and Denne are to record as a
duo and are also writing and
producing the group. Delegation.
So 1976 produced fewer chart
copyrights, but nevertheless left
EMI/Screen Gems top of the heap
as in 1975. Now, perhaps, the
company looks for a hat-trick of
triumphs?
Said Ron While, managing
director: "1 wouldn't get involved in
that kind of prophecy, but I can
assure the industry that we'll be
going all out to keep our position at
the top. Talent acquisition is the
lifeblood of a publishing house and
we arc constantly building in that
area. For instance, we have three
representatives looking for talent at
UK level and two more handle the
US side.
"As for Screen Gems, that was a
really important deal and we're
confident of even bigger success

Showaddywaddy does
ALL IT was needed was a final
flurry of chart success in the last
quarter of 1976 and it was realised
that Carlin Music was home and dry
as the year's top individual
publishing house. Showaddywaddy
duly obliged with the chart-topping
Under The Moon Of Love.
Said Carlin vice-president Paul
Rich: "That did the trick. We were
back on a winning streak again —
and for it to happen in the year when
we celebrated our tenth anniversary
gave the whole thing an extra aura of
excitement."
In fact Carlin only lost that
winning streak for one year, 1975,
when the company was third in the
Music Week list of top publishers.
Prior to that it was an unbroken
eight-year run of number ones in the
annual ratings, an unmatched record
of consistency.
The 1976 hits ran right across the
musical board, with successes by
such widely different acts as the Bay
City Rollers; country artist Dolly
Parton: Sweet; the Siylistics and
Lou Raw Is; Billy Paul and Elvin
Bishop; Elvis Presley reviving old
memories with Girl Of My Best
Friend; and Hank Mizell, who
found sudden rock fame well after
his 50ih birthday with Jungle Rock.
And as Carlin collects yet another
award the chart is buzzing with other
copyrights in 1977, through such
artists as Thelma Houston. Harold
Melvin and the Blue Notes, Presley
again, Manhattan Transfer and the
Detroit Spinners.
Said Paul Rich: "Each year we

iej\ <!■»-

TOP PUBLISHER
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from that direction with the
appointment of Brian Hopkins as
general manager of Screen GemsEM1 Music Ltd., the company that
will sub-publish the Screen Gems
and Colgems catalogues in the UK."
Additional evidence of the
development of the EMI Publishing
Group came recently from the
signing of Elton John and Bernic
Taupin's Big Pig Music for
representation for the world outside
North America, the UK and Eire.
This may not help in terms of setting
up a hat-trick of number ones as top
corporate publisher in Britain, but it
is an enormous and prestigious help
toward total international
recognition.
Also of high status-symbol value
was the announcement that EMI
Music Publishing was in partnership
with the Russian copyright agency
VAAP for the sub-publishing of all
Russian non-classical material for
the UK. Ron White believes there
could well be a Russian song in the
British Top 50 before long.
Looking to 1977, the company has
several "tips for the top", notably
Andy Bown, ex-Herd group

----singer/writer and Christopher
Rainbow. Mr Big was a group hotly
touted by EMI for last year and now
it has made its mark in the chans.
Certainly the EM I/Screen Gems
group is one of the largest copyrightowning companies in the field. First
step towards building on its current
empire was in 1969 with the
purchase of the KPM group and
later the takeover of the old
Affiliated Music company, holding
company of Feldman, Francis Day
and Hunter and Bobbins. In 1974 it
became EMI Music Publishing, with
Ron White installed as managing
director.
Now white hands out lavish praise
to his team. Terry Slater is creative
director, Kay O'Dwycr heads up the
m-o-r division. David Paramor is in
charge of the pop division and, of
course, there is Brian Hopkins
fronting the Screen Gems side of the
company.
White is particularly proud of the
way the company is structured —
"rather on the lines of a record
company, with departments seeing
product through from start to finish.
There is nothing impersonal about it
because we all work so closely
together. Always, though, there is
the emphasis of acquiring the right
kind of talent which can be
promoted in the right kind of way."
White, told that his company was
number one for 1975. said then:
"Already we have to ignore the fact

that we are top. We're already into a
new year and if we sit back and wait
for things to happen we won't be
number one — we won't be number
anything. We know that it is not
easy to stay at the top. It is always a
big fight."
He says the same now that EMI
have again hit the top. And during
1977 his talent acquisition people
will get out into the clubs, pubs and
halls where potential new talent is on
show. Once the talent is signed it will
be given tlie full promotional
treatment.
But at EMI/Screen Gems, the
emphasis is split between the old and
the new. Two versions of EMI
copyright In The Mood made the
Music Week chart in 1976, along
with the Laurel and Hardy eyeopener from movie archives — all
alongside material from Queen and
Be-Bop DeLuxc.
Said Ron White: "A hat-trick of
number ones would be most
acceptable. But no chickens are
being counted as yet. . . "
Picture shows: (left to right):
Brian Hopkins, new general
manager of Screen Gcms-EMl
Music Ltd.; Irwin Robinson, vicepresident and general manager of
Screen Gems-EMI Music Inc; Ron
White; Irwin Schuster, vicepresident, professional activities
Screen Gcms-EMl Inc and, seated,
Lester Sill, president of Screen
Gems-EMI Music Inc.

the trick for Carlin

come out on top we try and analyse
just where it is we're going right.
And it always comes down to the
same basic thing. We're a
promotionally-orientated company
and we get right behind a song or a
record.
"We don't just represent a
catalogue. We do a new deal and
look on it as being the start of a new
personal relationship. We do care
about our writers and artists — and
we do just that bit more than the
others in terms of following
something through to becoming a
hit. We work out promotional ideas.
We just don't sit around after each
release and see i f it happens to make
the chart. We do everything we can
to make it hit the chart."
The story of Carlin is largely built
round the story of Freddy
Bienstock, one-time counter
assistant in the New York trade
department of Chappell Music. This
world-travelling dynamo, holder of
both America and Swiss passports,
started his publishing activities in the
UK when he organized Belinda
Music, the company of Jean and
Julian Aberbach, which primarily
represented American artists in
Britain. In 1966 he bought Belinda,
now Carlin. and the following year
collected his first award as top
publisher based on chart single
copyrights
Paul Rich, one-time band singer
and Carlin vice-president since 1969,
says now; "The Carlin thrust goes
on. Recent deals have given us
further catalogue strength. One

TOP PUBLISHER
(INDIVIDUAU
important new contract is the one
with Walt Disney Music — we
represent that company is all British
territories. This includes not only the
established Disney movie scores,
such as Jungle Book and Mary
Poppins, but there are the new ones
coming along for 1977, such as
Freaky Friday, with a theme already
recorded by the Osmonds, and
Pete's Dragon, which people are
suggesting will end up even more
successful than Mary Poppins."
Just a few weeks after that big
expansionist move came the news
that Freddy Bienstock had
purchased the New York Times
Music Corporation,
Said Paul Rich: "This is another
long-term development and it
includes the music from some of the
biggest shows, like Cabaret, Fiddler
On The Roof, and Godspell.
"But it is equally important to go
for new talent — the promising
writer just about to break through.
I'm absolutely confident that 1977
will see Paul Curtis emerge as a
really big name. He wrote that John
Christie single Here's To Love,
which made the charts, but not
particularly high. However he's
come up with a follow-up for the
same artist, also produced by Dave
Clark, and it's I'll Always Be Your
Valentine, I'd bank on that being the
song to really get Curtis through.

"As for Elkie Brooks — well, she
is improving all the time and I'm
sure will become a really big star.
She's recently been produced in the
Slates by Jerry Leiber and Mike
Stollcr, partners of Freddy
Bienstock in his U.S. operations,
and has come up with a really
outstanding album.
"Our policy as a publishing house
is to work hard on catalogue
material but also to back hunches
and work through to the end
product. There's no doubting that
record companies enjoy working
with us because of the promotional
back-up we can give a release. Nine
Music Week award wins out of ten
years speaks for itself, but just wait
until you get the near-future impact
of a Chrysalis group Babys. More
outstanding star potential."
Any investigation into Carlin
successes produces a through-iheoffice belief in team-work. As Rich
says; "Most of the staff are musical
and deeply involved in music. But in
the end it adds up to that simple
formula of being good pickers of
songs and being determinedly strong
on promotion. Our office meetings
operate on almost a scientific basis,
knowing just where we stand with
every song — those about to come
good and those just about to fade,"
The sheer size and weight of
Carlin catalogue material has led to
smaller independent companies
erroneously thinking of the
operation as being more "banking"
than publishing. But both Bienstock
and Rich strenuously deny that this is

Paul Rich
so. The company operates as a
publishing organisation in the old
meaning of the phrase.
Said Rich: "We create an instant
aura of music — an atmosphere
which can be felt when one walks
into our offices. In the States you go
in through a collection of secretaries
and you might just as well be in a
bank. We don't want to match the
Americans for enormous advances,
because they do make the publisher
more a banker. We go for, and get,
total involvement in the music,
because the right song is the obvious
starting point for real success."
There were some who felt the
Carlin publishing power would
suffer when the Carlin-Motown deal
ended in 1973 but in that very year
Carlin was top independent and
corporate publishing house. And a
few eyebrows were raised when the
company was pushed into third
place in the 1975 awards. But it was
no real surprise when Carlin
bounced straight back to top spot in
its 10th. anniversary vcar.
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SLEEVES AND
ADVERTISEMENTS

Roslav

The

each record cover, it should never
just be "an accidental package,"
despite problems of ego dealing with
ego, designer with artist. "There
must be honesty," he says, "and
there must be the commercial aspect.
You must attract people, not bore
them, but I do not believe any sleeve
ever sells a record. It can only help
to sell it."
The CBS budget for each houseproduced sleeve is not big, and
means that there cannot be more
than four-colour printing, nor can
there be extravagance in choice of
type. Within these limitations (which
Szaybo in fact likes, just as he likes
the apparent restriction of having to
make every picture fit into a square),
striking and beautiful pieces of

customers

artwork can be produced, and the
bold black and white of the mythical
winged figure on the Stravinsky
sleeve is an excellent example of this.
Szaybo roughed the design out, and
went to someone who had the time,
the patience and the skill to draw the
bold and yet delicate and demanding
detail of the wings; that person being
the illustrator Martin Springett,
whose final work delighted Szaybo.
The designer then placed the man
against a brilliantly hued disc, which
needed a step forward in British
printing technique to achieve.
Szaybo had to persuade his printers
that they could break the rules and
use two dayglo colours grading into
each other instead of being
separated by a line. The printers

Armatrading logo'

FOR THE second year running the
Music Week black and white
advertising award has gone to T.
Richard Johnson.
Last time out, the award was
something of a bitter-sweet
experience for the agency, since they
were awarded with the prize for two
RCA advertisements shortly after
losing the account.
This year the story makes happier
reading. T. Richard Johnson is now
firmly established in the record
industry and looks after Arista and
Chrysalis in addition to A&M with
which company it gained the award
for the black and white campaign
supporting the hit Joan
Armatrading album.
Said Terry Johnson: "This
campaign for Joan Armatrading was
one of our best. It was essentially a
launch for a new sound by a new
singer, and we tried to start right
from scratch, although she had
released two previous albums.
"Joan presented us with some

difficulties. Her name was difficult
to pronounce and her music takes
time to appreciate, while the budget
we had to work with was smaller
than average.
"So rather than ignore the
problems, we decided on the slogan
"Will you listen ..." and used a
multi-media approach utilising all
the outlets we could. We
concentrated all our initial efforts in
London, which we treated as a test
market,
"We were greatly aided in that the
music itself was very good, so
editorial coverage was extensive.
The campaign was then able to build
on that coverage and make it last
longer in the public eye.
"Radio spots helped us get over
the pronunciation problems, and the
black and white advertising was
simplicity itself, using Ms.
Armatrading's face as the focal
point of the artwork. It was later
used on gig announcements and
posters and promotional material

It's in his kiss...
A REALLY LUSH setting was the
provided the other half of the
backdrop envisaged by designer
picture. The idea was right for that
Kevin Ward when he decided on the
particular LP because at the time
idea of a kiss as central to his theme
Enrico was very much fronting the
for the cover of Deaf School's
band, although now he and the rest
Second Honeymoon album on
want a different, more equal,
Warner Brothers. He toyed for a few
collective image.
blissful moments with the idea of
Ward is a freelance designer and
taking himself off to the Bahamas,
this sleeve is the first he had ever
but regretfully abandoned it on the
worked on.
mundane but unavoidable question
Having achieved the effect he
of cost.
wanted on the front of the sleeve,
"As we could not afford to go
Ward decided to deliberately destroy
anywhere suitable, we decided to use
it on the back. "I liked the idea that
back projection. I think the slide
you see the front and it is very lush,
used was of somewhere on St
like something out of a romantic
Helena." The bands's lead singer.
film, then you see the back and can
Enrico Cadillac Junior, struck Ward
realise that it is just a small studio,
as being more than photogenic
and the setting is just a picture and
enough for the job of one partner in
the people are models and it is all an
the cover pose, and a model
illusion."
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rockers

DEEP IN concentration as they make their choice in the full-price albums section of the sleeve design awards are judges
(left to right) singer-composer Lynsey de Paul, Mike Dempsey (art director, Eon tana Books), Alan Tungate (record buyer
Rumbelows) and sleeve designer John Pasche.

Szaybo's favourite

CLASSICAL COMPOSERS are
CBS an director and designer
Roslav Szaybo's favourite customers
— the chances of their wanting to
supervise or argue about sleeves are
fairly small, and in the case of most
of the composers whose works he
has designed for. a supernatural
agency would be required to make
contact. So he and his illustrators
were able to work on top awardwinning sleeve designs for the
Stravinsky Firebird record set and
the Beethoven Early Quartets in
classic, almost uninterrupted, calm.
Szaybo's attitude, as head of a
three-man team which designs 95 per
cent of all CBS sleeves, is that
because so much work goes into

David

until it almost became a Joan
Armatrading logo and was
associated in people's minds with the
singer."
When interviewed about last
year's award, Terry Johnson freely
admitted that T. Richard Johnson
had been bitten by the record
business bug. "And now, with three
record company accounts to handle
you could say that bug is still with us
to an even greater extent," he said.
"Although working with the smaller
record companies is a completely
different kettle of fish from the
RCA account, which was a bit like a
sausage machine.
The colour advertising award
went this year to Bill Thompson and
Tim Braybrooks at the Sales
Promotion Company who handled
the trade advertisements for EMI's
first TV albums.
Said Tim Braybrooks: "It was a
TV album — the Beach Boys Twenty
Golden Greats — so we thought the
best idea for the trade ads would be
to enlarge the actual cover of the
record as big as possible together
with the message to the dealer 'How
to make money',
Braybrook added that contrary to
some people's opinions, the
distinctive rip marks at the lop of the
album cover on the artwork were
deliberate, designed to dispel any
idea that the cover might be
gatefold, but at the same time
showing both the front and back
cover at once in a distinctive way.
Like last year, the 1977
advertising awards have thrown up
an ironic award-winner, this lime in
the shape of David Franklin who
designed the spot colour winner for
David Dundas' hit single Jeans On.
For the same week that the news
of his award was broken came word
that the National Publicity
Company for which he works had
called in the liquidator and had
estimated debts of more than
£100,000.

tried, succeeded, and were as
delighted with the result as the
designer was.
On the wall of Szaybo's office
hangs — among many otherframed
originals of sleeve designs — a
portrait of a weary, anguished
Beethoven. The picture has the
grainy quality of a newspaper halftone print, and broad parallel lines
bisect the background outwards
from the head, hiding the ears.
Szaybo did that illustration for
himself, not for commercial use, and
lie was attempting to find a way to
show that Beethoven was deaf, and
to put across just how apalling a
handicap this was for a composer.
The picture works. It also serves
to support Szaybo's opening
remarks when talking about the
second-placed award-winning cover.
"If (here have been 150 Beethoven
record covers and you are designing
the 151st, you must do something
different. These are the early
quartets; I wanted to show him
young, almost infantile, someone
who was affected by all that is going
on around him, and yet I also
wanted to keep the sense of the
classical."
Having decided on the design
(with the row of classic arches
separating the youthful, rather
chubby, yet serious composer from a
perspective which look in scenes of
war, pastoral peace and the elegant
social life of his times) Szaybo
needed an illustrator. "There is a
nice story about this," he
announced. "This guy came to me
about two years ago, clutching a
large brown envelope under his arm
and looking nervous. I have always
tried to be totally accessible to
artists. We talked, I looked at his
work, I lent him an books and told
him to go away and learn more. He
went, he came back — many times
— each time taking advice and
getting better. I am a designer, but I
realise that there are things other
people can do far better than I can.
He is a doer, and he did the
Beethoven beautifully. His name is
James Woods.
Design on i
BUDGET ALBUM sleeves in
general arc usually a pleasant
method of gainful employment for
in-house design teams — because,
although the artwork may have to be
done to a small budget itself, the
scope for designers is freer than it
would be for a full-price, big name
album where artist, management, et
al. would be taking a keen
controlling interest.
The Bubblegum Singers Tiny Tots
Tunes budget LP (DJM) in
particular, was a pleasure to work
on as far as David Scutt and Rick
Irvine of the DJM team were
concerned, as it allowed them to use
design ideas which had been bred

WHEN ASKED to produce a sleeve
for the My Generation album David
Dragon, senior designer in EMI's
own promotion and design team,
thought it was a rush job. and this to
a great extent dictated what he did
and how he did it. That was about
two years ago.
The album was delayed, and when
the release once again became
imminent Dragon got out his
original designs and artwork and
completed them. He has been with
EMI's in-house team, which copes
mainly with displays, promotion,
and the production of the EMI
newsheet Music Talk, but which is
versatile enough to handle some
record sleeve designing, for over
three years.
He approached this project as one
who was of the My Generation
generation. Remembering that the
Mods and Rockers had dominated
the adolescent social scene of the
lime, he chose them to illustrate the
whole idea behind the record. Also,
because it was a compilation, the
cover could not practicably illustrate
all the artists, and so one picture
evoking all of them and their music
was needed. He used his colleagues
as models — photographing them in
the poses he had roughed out, and
then "changing the hairstyles a bit"
when it came to drawing them. His
choice of pen and ink with water
colour wash for the picture was a
result of his belief that the cover was
needed quickly; but even now
Dragon feels that the only change he
would make had the job come to
him now rather than then, and with
plenty of time to spend on it, would
be to do the original as a painting, in
rather more glorious technicolour.
However, when reminded that the
cover has won an award — and is
extremely effective visually — as it
is, he conceded that it was probably
a happy accident that he had been
pushed by circumstances into doing
it the way he did. Dragon has a fair
amount of experience of design for
the record industry, having been
with Decca before joining the inhouse team at EMI when it was first
formed.
In the Highly Commended class
of the full-price pop section, the
designers for The Song Remains the
Same by Led Zeppelin (Swansong)
were Hipgnosis/Hardie, and the
printers were Gothic Press; for
Unorthodox Behaviour by Brand X
(Charisma), and for Tales of
Mystery and Imagination by Alan
Parsons Project designers were
Hipgnosis and printers were James
Upton; and for the Ivor Culler
Jammy Smears LP (Virgin) the
designer was Phyllis April King and
the printers were Robor.
tadlifl
into them as juvenile comic readers,
and had been waiting to blossom
forth ever since.
On the principle that each artist
has an individual style which is more
suited to certain subjects and certain
occasions than others, and because
the need to design ten or more covers
a month could mean that the team's
work would get stale without fresh
outside artwork, the Scutt-Irvine
design was put out to illustrator
Mike Wells. He is one of the many
artists known to and liked by the
DJM design team, and his execution
of the basic idea was essential to the
finished award-winning product.
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tibro
record
distribution
your
Main Scottish Dealer
Stock up now for 1977, cash
and carry service available.
Select your stock from self
service LP Display.
Accessories range include
Cassettes, head cleaners,
and leads, etc.
Open 9am-5pm IMon-Sat)
Contact: GERRY or
MARGARET, 14 Powdrake
Road, Grangemouth, 0324471946.

market place

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Would all classified advertisers please note that from 1st
January, 1977 Music Week Classified Advertisement
rates will be:
£6.50 per single column inch.
Also box number charge will now be 75p. and series
discounts will remain at:—
6 insertions 10%, 13 insertions 15%
PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL ADVERTISEMENTS WILL
BE SOLD BY THE SINGLE COLUMN INCH (MINIMUM
CHARGE £6.50)

SPOT CASH PAID
any quantity Budget/full
price LP's, 45's, cassettes.
BUYER CALLS WITH
CASH
for instant relief
BERKHAMSTEAD 5871

The per word rate will be discontinued.
The copy deadline is Thursday 5pm, one week prior to
publication Advertisements may be submitted as flat artwork
or typed copy for typesetting
Payment in full must accompany each advertisement For
further information contact Grace Green. Tel: 01-437 8090
MUSIC WEEK cannot be held responsible for claims arising out
of advertising on the classified pages.

DISCS
3

L

CASH PAID FOR
Records/Casseltes/8
track tapes.
BRUCE BUNKER
Northampton (0604)
22343.

Dealers is this your sad story?.
w<z ra SOYYy
not
sfock.

\
((?

.Wanted
°nKrupt stocks, overstocks,
un"wanted Good
paid for
recordsprice
and casettes.
A
NYTH1NG YOU HAVE
Tel u00 T0 SELL!
vtL
9ln * Colin Walkden at
Records 01 603 4588.

MVn glad
1 phonad
Lightning
Rtzcords

a flying start into'TT

EQUIPMENT

Increase profits all round
with our overstocks, imports,
and deletions.
Zappa to Carpenters, Basie to Strauss.
Current overstocks and jazz imports from 80p.
B.A5.F. classics at £1.20.
Current cassettes from £1.00.
Our lop 200 albums always stocked.

CLEAR POLYTHENE RECORD COVERS
IN HEAVY DUTY FILM
LP size: 1000, £25 including VAT and carriage.

Write or phone for our latest lists

Samples of all items available.
PLASTIC SALES (Leicester) LIMITED
10/12 DARTFORD ROAD, LEICESTER. LE27PQ.
Tel: 0533 833691

Midland Record Co.
LONDON OFFICE Seving London,iho Home Counieos and iheSouih.
115GUNNERSBURY LANE.LONDON W3 8HQ.TEL 01993 2IS4-5.
HEAD OFFICE Sorvirg the Meilandi.ihoNodh and Scotland
LINCOLN HOUSE,
MAIN ST.SHENSTONE,
Nr.LICHFlELD.STAFrS
TELEPHONE
SHENSTONE 480391-480710.

SERVICES
t
SEPARATE!
SOUL

CH

OfiAi

]

CLEAR P.V.C. RECORD COVERS
Made from 500 gauge seamless tubing, giving
maximum strength. Buy direct from the
manufacturer at keenest prices, by return delivery.
Samples, prices and discounts on application.

S. WHOLESALE
GOLD & SONS
_ we can ?UPP ' triCt trade
Gri ,t B
" T,n
c^iargo. For further
RING 01-550 2908

oy o

AJAX RECORDS
Wholesale Records & Tapes all Major Labels
supplied.
Nationwide distribution. Pop, Progressive, Soul and
Country specialists. Full back up service. Orders over
£25. Carriage paid. 72-74 Bellegrove Road, Welling.
Kent. Telephone: 01-303 3421/2. Extn: 8.

Give yourself

To 8,1

ffh

Let down
Sorry that
\again
^ delivery
\Emp+y shop\ \ won't be
^yuntil next
/ \Upsat
week.
V \Customcrs
IVqrrr!!^

IT'S NOT OURS
Change your
story to that of ^
a Lightning Trade

Stereo albums 8p each.
Famous artists and labels.
Write COLOSSEUM
RECORDS, 134 S. 20th
Street. Philadelphia, PA
19103, U.S.A.
CHARM DALE limited
CASABLANCA
IN STOCK NOW
KISS
KISS
HOTTER THAN HELL
DRESSED TO KILL
DESTROYER
ROCK & ROLL OVER
PARLIAMENT CLONES OF DR.
funkenstein
£2.50 + VAT
ALIVE (2 LP)
KISS
£3.55 + VAT
A\so many other extra special offers
Deletions, Overstocks, Pop, Pock,
, o
Jazz!Funk, Shows, Films ILPs, Tapes and U
Tracks)
PLEASE WRITE OR TELEPHONE
Also Distributed by
01-5799331 (7 lines) Disc & Tape
Supplies.
FOR FULL DETAILS
9Hanwell
Cherington
Roaa,W.7.
London.
CHARMDALE LIMITED
01-579
6125/4249
3SANDRINGHA1V1 MEWS
Ealing - London - W5 3DG

1+ hasni
come in

1

WE WILL BUY
your unwanted 8 track or
Cassette Tape for
CASH
Ring Tony or Clive
021-472 3448

M. YOUNG & CO.
Protect-a-Disc Record
Covers
Southgate Ave., industrial
Estate, Mildenhall, Suffolk.
Tel: Mildenhall 712553
manufacturers of
POLYTHENE LINED
COVERS
MASTER BAGS
AND CARDBOARD
RECORD COVERS

BLANK
CASSETTES
AGFA # AMPEX # AUDIO *
BASF* EMI * FUJI * HCL *
MAXELL * MEMOREX *
PHILIPS * SCOTCH *
SONY*TDK*
WHAT you need, WHEN you need
h. From one wholesaler! Write or
phone for price list to: EPS, 75
Holloway Road, London. N7 8J2
(01-607 6059/3755).

WANTED
EXECUTIVE
COACH
CHARTER

r

ge quantities of current, over-stock
eted & budget L.P.s for export to
n
ada. We are also interested m an
Wpes of record store accessories.

1

WAIL REPLY TO; Mr. Ivor Liss, CARAVAN
- E0 LTD., 1108 Chemin du Golf, Nuns Island.
P.O. H3E1H4
R

e

export Canadian deletions and
current goods.

With record dividers from
"SIGNS FAMILIAR"
Sfnnoih. while, plastic record dw.ders
with smart ultra legible headings
(plus trade symbols m colour .1 requ.red).
Unbeatable prices. Fast serv.co. Ring or write.
S^S FAMIUAR
Phone 01 639 3422

touring bands
press visits
road crews
promotions
Britain & Europe
Len UlrkjhlTrovel
0794 515644
70 The Hundred - Romsey
Hants,
coaches based London

RECORD COVERS
TYPE
Paper
7" Card
LP Heavy duty
PVC

n.50 per 1000
£4.50 per
£16.00
per 500
1000
£9.00 per 500
£30.00
per
£16.00 per1000
500
£50.00 per 1000
£28.00 per 500

Prices include VAT & Carriage
C.W.O. to Maries & Tltorloy. 22 Hill
Clifle Road. Horbury. W Yorks.
Tot Horbury 274297 & Bradford
Also Styli. Cartridges. Audio
Loads. Headphones, etc.

CLEAR POLYTHENE
RECORD CARRIER/
DUST COVER
Printed with your name etc.
with a minimum of only
500.
A Free Dust Cover for your
customer. Constant
advertising for yourself.
WHITE POLYTHENE
RECORD CARRIERS also
still available orinted in
500 lots upwards.
Prices and samples:
AIRBORNE PACKAGING,
Dept. Ml 03, Beatrice Road
Fosse Roaa Nortn, '
Leicester. Tel: (0533) 25591
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FJRPERIOD
JANUARY 29Sruarya

NEW ENTRY
.
PLATINUM
O (£ million sales)LP
GOLD L
inoo.ooo on
after Isl Jan '771
^ SILVER LP
□ IE150.000 on
after 1st Jan. '77)
1 -- RE ENTRY

B
i

This Last Wks. on
Week Week Chart
2
48

This Last Wks. on
TITLE/ARTIST/PRODUCER
20 GOLDEN GREATS
EMI EMTV 3 (El
Vertigo 9102 006 (F)
BLUE FOR YOU
Shadows (Nome Paramour)
56
4
Status Quo (Status Quo)
31
ANIMALS
Capitol EMTV 7 !E)
GOLDEN GREATS
Harvest SHVL 815 (El
Pink Floyd (Pink Floyd)
13 — 20
2
Glen Campbell 1—)
32 22
RED
RIVER
VALLEY
K Tel NE942 (K)
United Artists UAS 29993 (El
6 O Slim Whitman (Ken Barnes/Alan Warner)
GREATEST HITS OF
1
13 ^ THE
3
Frankio Valli & The Four Seasons (—)
33 24
EVITA
ElcktraK 52044 (CW)
LOST WITHOUT YOUR LOVE
5 C Various
4
MCA MCX 503(E)
(—)
4
4
Bread (David Gates)
34 17
FLIGHT
Virgin V 2001 (CWI
Chrysalis CHR 1125(E)
Q TUBULAR BELLS
5 □ ENDLESS
9
5
Leo Sayer (Richard Perry)
Mike Oldfield (Oldfield/Newman/Hoywonh)
5
34 40
ABC ABCL 5200 (CWI
VISION
Motown TMSP 6002(E)
18 0 SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE
3
Stovie Wonder (Stevie Wonder)
® Don Williams (Don Williams)
6
36
MOTORVATIN'
Ronco RTD 42020(B)
CLASSICAL GOLD
Mercury 9286 690(F)
2
13
4
Chuck Berry
Various
37 47
7
Decca TXS 120 (S)
SOUL
NATURALAVENUE
Private Stock PVLP 1012(E)
2
12 © DAVID
David Soul (Elliot Mazer)
John Lodge (Tony Clarke)
38
8
Ronco RTDX 2019 (B1
100 GOLDEN GREATS
LOW
RCA Victor PL 120301R)
c
4
14
Max Bygravos ( —)
David Bowie (David Bowie/Tony Visconti)
39 31
9
Warwick PR 5023 (Ml
HIT SCENE
HEARTBREAKERS
K-Tol NE 954 (K)
4
2
Various ( —)
40 23
Various
10 33
RCA Victor PL 12067 (R)
THE FULL LIFE
Epic EPC 86018 (CW)
12 0 ARRIVAL
Jack Jones
41
Abba IB. Andorsson/B. Ulvaeus)
11 10
A&M AMLH 64588 (CW)
JOAN ARMATRADING
Asylum K 53051 (CW)
CALIFORNIA
5
44
@ HOTEL
Joan
Armatrading
(Glyn
Johns)
8
6
42
Eagles
(Bill
Szymczyk)
12
Island ILPS 9434(1)
DEREK AND CUVE LIVE
Epic EPC 69218 (CW)
GREATEST HITS
OC
44 0 Abba
^ Peter Cook & Dudley Moore I—)
43 45
IB Andersson/B Ulvaeus)
13 11
Warner Brothers K 56334 (CW)
LUXURY LINER
Parlophone PCSP 720 IE)
WINGS OVER AMERICA
28
4
Emmylou Harris (Brian Ahernl
6
44
8
Wings
(Paul
McCartney)
14
Harvest SHVL 804(E)
DARK SIDE OF THE MOON
Epic EPC 81611 (CW)
BOSTON
5 ^ THE
35
Pink
Floyd
(Pink
Floydl
45
3
25
Boston (John Boylan/Tom Schalz)
15
CBS 86020 (CW)
Arista ARTY 145(E)
GREATEST HITS
27
2 a FESTIVAL
Santana
0 Showaddywaddy
46
7
8
(Mike
Hurst)
16
Arista ARTY 139(E)
DREAMBOAT ANNIE
Charisma CDS4005 (Fl
4
36
WIND AND WUTHERING
Heart
(Mike
Flicker)
46
6
Genesis (David Henschol)
17 12
Chrysalis CHR 1099(E)
DOWNTOWN TONIGHT
A&M AMLH 64614 (CW)
WHITE ROCK
Racing Cars
48
14
2
Rick Wakeman (Rick Wakemanl
18
Chrysalis CHR 1132 (E)
SONGS FROM THE WOOD
K-Tel NE 957 (K)
DANGE TO THE MUSIC
JethroTull
(Ian
Anderson)
49
_______
Various! — )
RAK SRAK 524 (El
19
Warwick WW 5019 (M)
13
37
Hot Chocolate IMickie Most)
22
GOLDEN
GUITAR
GREATS
50
15
Bert Weedon (C. Harding/B. Matthew)
20 59
MAM MAMA 2003(E)
GREATEST HITS
Jot UAG 30017(E)
9
Gilbert O'Sullivan (Gordon Mills)
A NEW WORLD RECORD
51 34
20
10
Electric Light Orchestra (Jeff Lynn)
Pye NSPL18506 (A)
THE BEST OF LENA MARTELL
EMI EMTC 104 IE)
5
Lena Martell ( —)
A DAY AT THE RACES
52 58
Buddah BDLH5013(A)
Queen (Queen)
THE BEST OF
22 15
Asylum K 53017 (CW1
1
Their greatest hits 1971-1975
* Gladys Knight & The Pips
53 —
11
RCA Victor RS 1082 (R)
Eagles (-)
—.—
23 16
YEAR OF THE CAT
A&M AMLH 64620 (CW)
1
Al Stewart
53 LOVE ON THE AIRWAYS
Harvest SHVL814 (E)
Gallagher & Lylo (David Kershembauml
YOU WERE HERE
24 19
Vertigo 9102 021 (F)
3 # WISH
Pink Floyd (Pink Floyd)
JOHNNYTHE FOX
55 50
Riva RVLP 1 (CW)
ON THE TOWN
Thin Lizzy (John Alcockl
25 21
RCA Victor PL 420031R)
5 0 ARodNIGHT
39
Stewart
(Tom
Dowd)
56
TlvFs in demand
Asylum K 53055 (CW)
GREATEST HITS
Elvis Presley I - )
—
26
Vertigo 9102 008 (F)
5
Linda Ronstadl ( - 1
57 54
"jail break
Capitol EMTV 1 IE)
20 GOLDEN GREATS
Thin Liz/y (John Alcock)
27 30
K-Tel NE 948 (K)
5 q
42
^
Beach
Boys
(Brian
Wilson)
58
DISCO ROCKET
Motown STML 12036 (E)
11
HITS 2
Various! — )
—
28 26
K-TEl. NE945 (K)
7 ~ GREATEST
32
Diana Ross ( —)
59
To ALL TIME GREATEST
CBS 86022 (CW)
■ ■■
GREATEST HITS VOL. IV
Petula Clark (-)
Bearsville K 55514 ICW)
29 18
ra"
David
8
52 SOUL,
Utopia (Todd Rundgrenl
12. 23 MARTELL, Lena
30 43
STATUS QUO
31
21 MATH1S, Johnny . . .
11, 13 EUECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA
STEWART,
Al
53
34
OLDFIELD. Mike
ABBA
42 EVITA
Rod
56
ARMATRADING,
Joan
51 STEWART,
Gilbert
LIZZY
25.27
GENESIS
44V O'SULLIVAN.
5. 55 THIN
30 MW ALBUM CHARTS ARE CATEGOHSEO FROM
PINK
FLOYD
BEACH
boys
UTOPIA
ONE LISTING Of 12D RECORDS COMFIlfD BY BMR8
26 VALLI, Frankio b The
HARRIS. Emmylou
• • ^ PRESLEY. Elvis
BERRY. Chuck
RETURNS FROM 300 CONVENTIONAL RECORD
22
BOSTON
HEARTBREAKERS ^
^ QUEEN
Seasons
33 ON
OLfTlETS- SALES THROUGH OTHER THAN REGULAR
48 Four
RACING
CARS
..
BOWIE, David
WAKEMAN,
Rick
18
SHOPS
DEPARTMENTS ARE NOT INDICATE.
GALLAGHER
&
LYLE
^
57
RONSTADT.
Linda
.
BREAD
WEEDON, Bert
20 CHART AND
COVERS LPS RETAILING AT tl.43 AND
HIT
.• ■ ■
Diana
BYGRAVES, Glen
Max ■■
WHITMAN, Slim
34
UPWARDS
HOTSCENE
CHOCOLATE
^a, ROSS,
CAMPBELL.
SANTANA
WINGS
I
41
SAYER. Leo
CLARK,
Petula
WILLIAMS. Don
36
jones, Joe*Jock.
CLASSICAL
GOLD
43 JONES,
5353 SHADOWS
WONDER. Stevie
6
COOK.
Moore " ; 19 KN[GHT.
Gladys 6 The P.p
^ SH0WADDYWADDY
LODGE, John
DANCEPeter/Dudley
TO THE MUSIC
T
RCA. S - Selecto. X - Clyde Factors, Z - Enterprise, CR - Crcolo. Transatlantic. D - Saydisc. P - Pinnacle.
DISCO ROCKET
"ohnnndisc. H — H. R Taylor. Lugtons. R
EMI,
F
E
DISTRIBUTORS CODE A - Pyo. CW - CBS/WEA.
Mary MacGreger
A A 111
JJEXWEEN TWO LOVERS
rjlie angle

is asking for

,c. Xhiinthe States-ORDERNOWfrorn EMI

ariola»
amenca
EMI Rcco'd" L'

m,,u

Square London W1A ICS Sales jndDiit'ibuUonCcnne 1.3 u«bndgoRoad.Haves. Mrfdleie* Toi (01)»594532/4611 58439811
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TITLE
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PRODUCER

LABEL NO.

HARLEM

IT TAKES A FOOL LIKE ME
-'v

. w•

B/W THERE I GO
J

I
/

X ■

f m

If you're one of the top Soul bands in the
North of England and you come from
Liverpool, you've got to have a lot going for
you. The Harlems have. A successful tour of
the Continent and now home again with a
brand new single to put them on the map.
A hard working band, doing it all to sell
theirsound.
DJS10748

i

NEW RELEASE

IT TAKES A FOOL LIKE ME

THE HARLEM

DJS 10748

MITCH HILLER

BLUE ANGELS
IT WAS EASY
B/W MY PHILOSOPHY
All we can tell you about Blue Angels is
what they say themselves, "Four of the most
outlandish, eccentric and talented characters
in the business!' Only singer/songwriter
Graham Layden has revealed his identity, the
rest stay secret... for now!
A good, professional fun sound that's
getting airplays and a great deal of attention
in the discos.

%

DJS10749

NEW RELEASE

IT WAS EASY

BLUE ANGELS

DJS 10749

GRAHAM LAYDEN

RECORDS
AND TAPES
DJM RECORDS LIMITED, JAMES HOUSE, 71/75 NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON WOA 1DP
:
:

•
Xr
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= MILLION (PLATINUM)
yz MILLION (GOLD)
DISTRIBUTORS CODE
i/i MILLION (SILVliR)
A - Pye, CW - C8S/WEA, E - EMI. F Phonodiac,
H — H. R. Taylor, L —
SAl.f.S INCRLASE
TOP 69
SINGLES
Lugtons, R - RCA. S - Selccto, X —
OVt ^ LA SI W ELK
Clyde Factors. Z - Enterpriso. CR Creole. T — Transatlantic, D — Saydisc, P
MUSIC WEEK, FEBRUARY 19
Pinnacle.
"rhU Last VVks. on xiti p
ARTIST
Week Week Char
PRODUCER STAR BREAKERS
LABEL & NO. PUBLISHER
WHEN I NEED YOU Leo Sayer
OH BOY, Brotherhood Of Man. Pyo 7N
Richard Perry 45656
£•1
Chrysalis CHS 2127 Chappell/April
PONT CRY FOR ME ARGENTINA JUie Covinnton
CRAZY WATER, Elton John, Rocket
oi
MCA 260 Evita/Leeds Andrew Lloyd-Webber/Tim Rice ROKN521
DON'T
GIVE
UP
ON
US
David
Soul
ROAD HOG. Slade, Barn 2014 105
•3
T. Macaulay GYPSY
Private Stock PVT 84 Macaulay
ANOTHER SUITCASE IN ANOTHER
HALL, Barbara Oickson, MCA 266
SIDE
SHOW
Barry
Biggs
ii
04
Byron Lee YOU DONT HAVE TO BE A STAR,
Dynamic DYN 118 Famous Chappell
Marilyn McCoo/Billy Davles. ABC 4147
ISN'T SHE LOVELY David Parton
YOU WERE HERE. Chicago,
05
Jobete London/Blackbull Tony Hatch/David Parton WISHING
Pve7N 45663
CBS 4940
YOUR OWN SPECIAL WAY, Genesis.
BOOGIE
NIGHTS
Heatwave
Barry
Blue
Charisma CB 300
GTOGT77 Rondor/Tincabell
<yi
RITA MAY, Bob Dylan, CBS 4859
DON T LEAVE ME THIS WAY Harold Melvin & The Blue Notes
DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY, Sheer
K. Gamble/L. Huff Elegonce,
£ 7
CBS 4909 Carlin
Pye 7N 25734
JACK
IN
THE
BOX
Moments
BOP N HOLLA. Andy Fairweather
Good man/Ray/Keith BE
All Platinum 6146 318 Sunbury
£ 8
Low. A&M AMS7268
DADDY COOLBoney M.
Frank Farian
Atlantic 10827 ATV
SUSPICION
Elvis
Presley
10
RCA 2768 Carlin
DISTRIBUTORS A-Z
I Know
- • •44
22F
SING ME The Brothers
M. Murray/T. Callander Baby
Bus Stop BUS 1054 Intune
Body Heat
^
11 19
Boogie
Nights
6F
CHANSON
D'AMOUR
Manhattan
Transfer
Richard
Perry
Car
Wash
13E
Atlantic
K
10886
Carlin
18
012
Chanson D'Amour
12CW
Darlin' Baby
32CW
Norman Whitfield Darlin'
CAR WASH Rose Royce
MCA 267 Leeds
13
Don't Believe A Word
15F
Don't
Leave
Mo
This
Way
7CW
YOU'RE MORE THAN A NUMBER IN MY LITTLE RED BOOK Drifters
Arista 78 Macaulay/Cookaway Roger Greenaway Daddy Cool
9CW
14 ii
Dazz
36^
DON'T BELIEVE A WORD Thin Lizzy
Leave Me This Way
1°E
Vertigo LIZZY 001 Pippin the Friendly Ranger John Alcock Don't
15 13
Don't Cry For Mo Argentina
2E
Give Up On Us
3E
V. Garay Don't
EMI 2567 EMI/T. Bone
Everyman Must Have A Dream .... 20CW
016 30
2 ROMEO Mr. Big
Every
Little
Teardrop
45CW
Black Jim Prod. Everybody's Talkin' 'Bout Love .... 30CW
Polydor2001 704 E. G. Music
THIS IS TOMORROW Bryan Ferry
17 21
First Thing In The Morning
43CW
Hal Davis Get
Motown
TMG
1060
Carlin
A Grip On Yourself
49E
DON'T
LEAVE
ME
THIS
WAY
Thelma
Houston
£18 24
Go Your Own Way
50CW
Joe
Wissert
Ha
Cha
Cha
37E
CBS
4869
Heath
Levy
WHAT CAN I SAY Boz Scaggs
Isn't She Lovely
5A
£19 22
Wanna
Go
Back
30CW
EVERYMAN
MUST
HAVE
A
DREAM
Liverpool
Express
Warner
Bros
K
16854
Warner
Bros/Moggie
Hal
Carter/Peter
Swettenham
Wish
28A
20 17
ItTakes All Night Long
25E
Bill Price/Racing Cars Jack
Chrysalis CHS 2129 Chrysalis
In The Box
8E
THEY SHOOT HORSES DON'T THEY Racing Cars
<>21 33
Maybe I'm Amazed
42E
More Than A Feeling
24CW
State
STAT
37
State/Ladysmith
Rubettes/A.
Blakeley
New Kid In Town
26F
Q 22 43
2 BABY I KNOW Rubettes
48CW
Roger Glover One Drink Too Mony
Vertigo 6059.153 Leeds
Put
Your
Money
Where
023 12 10 WILD SIDE OF LIFE Status Quo
Mouth Is
j^E
J. Boylan/T. Scholz Your
Rockaria
Epic EPC 4658 Screen Gems
MORE THAN A FEELING Boston
Romeo
■•lof
£24 23
Nito
29CW
Arista 85 Leeds/Rock Artists/Paul Gadd M Leandor Saturday
Soul Cha Cha
"IF
IT TAKES ALL NIGHT LONG Gary Glitter
£25 28
Suspicion
'OR
Bill
Szymczyk
Asylum K 13069 Copyright Control
Side
Show
NEW KID IN TOWN Eagles
Me
26 20
Freddie Perren Sing
Sound And Vision
Capitol CL 15905 ATV Music
They
Horses Don't They
21E
MIGHTY
POWER
OF
LOVETavares
£27 27
Stevie Wonder ThingsShoot
We Do For Love
33F
Motown TMG 1054 Jobete/Blackbull
This
Is
Tomorrow
17|
I WISH Stevie Wonder
028 14
Torn
Between
Two
Lovers
38E
M. White/C. Stepney Wake Up Susan
CBS 4835 Chappell
34CW
When I Need You
■ ■ 1p
029 45
2 SATURDAY NITE Earth Wind & Fire
Magnet MAG 81 Butterfly/Meridian/Siegel M. Kunze/S. Levay What Can I Say
Wild
SideTheOfCat
Live
23F
EVERYBODY'S TALKIN' 'BOUT LOVE Silver Convention
30 25
Year Of
39R
Real Thing PyeTN 45662 Open Choice/Peternran E&C Antoo/D. Weinreich You're More Than A Number One In
My Little Rod Book
14E
031 48
2 YOU'LL NEVER KNOW
Gamble/Huff You'll
Philadelphia PIR 4834 Carlin
Never Know What You're
Missing
31A
DARLIN' DARLIN' BABY O'Jays
lOcc
032 39
Mercury 6008.022 St. Annes
033 15 10 THINGS WE DO FOR LOVE lOcc
Thorn Bell
Atlantic K 10799 Carlin
@Biiiish Market Research Bureau
WAKE UP SUSAN Detroit Spinners
34 29
CBS 4786 Martin-Coulter Phil Coulter/Bill Martin
Lid
1977. publicatron
cxclusrveiy
to Musicrights
Weeklicensed
and
WANNA GO BACK New Seekers
35 25
Billboard, broadcasting rights to the
Bang 004 Silver Cloud/Trolley Healey/Duncan/R. E. Lee/Brick
BBC
All
rights
reserved
DAZZ Brick
Jeff Lane
£36 40
United Artists UP 36205 RAK/Tash Howerd
TOP WRITERS
P.
Yarrow/B.
Beckett I Hammond/Soger,
£37 4i
HA CHA CHA Brass Construction
AriolaAAlll Blue Mountain
2 Andrew Lloyd
Wobber/Tim
Rice.
3 Tony Macaulay. 4
TORN ^^^rmoIoVERS Mary IVIacGregoi^
Alan Parsons Ely/V. Barrett, 5 Stevie Wonder, 6 Rod
38
RCA 2771 Gwyneth/Chappell
Temperton. 7 Gamble/Huff/Gilbert, 8 A
YEAROFTHECATWStewart
Ray/T, Keith. !
Jeff Lynn Goodman/H.
39 31
Jet UP 36209 Jet/UA
Farian/Royam. 10 D. Remus/N. Schuman
II
June
&
John
12 W
Van McCoy Shanklin. 13 NormanGreonslade.
40 IMHWiW ROCKARIA Electric Light Orchestra
H&L 6105 065 Warner Brothers
Whitfield, 1514 Tony
Macaulay/Roger
Greenaway,
Phil
Paul McCartney Lynon. 16 Carter/Dicken, 17 Bryan Ferry.
SOUL CHA CHA Van McCoy
Parlophone R 6017 Northern
041 49
18Craig/Kinsley.
Gamble/Huff/Davis,
19
Boz
Scaggs,
21 G.23 Warren/Carter
Mortimer. 20
22
Elton John/Clive Franks Richardson/Williams.
MAYBE I'M AMAZED Wings
42
Rocket ROKN 520 Rocket
24
T.
Scholz.
25
Glitter/Leander/Seago,
26
James
Brown
Polydor 2066 763 Intersong
Frey/Henley/Soulher.
27 Freddy
43 Kh'.'KM FTF^TI-HNGIN
Perron/Kenny St. Lewis. 28 Stevie
iDavid
Kershenbaum
Wonder. 29 M. White/A. McKay/P
A&M AMS 7274 Rondor
BODY HEAT James Brown
44 36
Bailey. 30 Lovay/Kunzo. 31 Chris & Eddy
Amoo.
32 Marshall/Boll,
33
P-t-tTftTARDROP
GallagherJ^Lyle^
RCA
PB
0905
S.A.R.L./Fleur
David
Bowie/Tony
Visconti
EVERY
45 32
Stowart/Gouldman.
34 Bill Martin/Phil
Coulter,
35
Levay/Kunzo,
36
Robson/R
Art Linson Hargis/E. Irons. 37 Randy Mullor, 38
MCA 259 Leeds
SOUND AND VISiONDavidBov^e
46
Yarrow/Jarrell. 39 A1 Stewart/Peter
J.
Lesser/G.
Kajanus Wood,
40 Jeff Lynn. 41 Van McCoy. 42
Epic EPC4804 Chappell/Morris
PUT YOUR
47 47
Paul McCartney. 43 Bias/Boscholl, 44
Dcidra Brown/D. Brown/Y. Brown, 45
Martin
Rushent
United Artists UP 36211 Albion
Gallagher/Lyle. 46 David Bowie. 47
48
Norman Whitfield. 48 G. Kajanus. 49
Warner Brothers K 16872 Intersong Fleetwood Mac/Dashut/Caillat Stronglors. 50 Buckingham.
49 KUVEd.'H-A'i
GOYOUROWNWAYFIeetwoodMac
50
_ Billboard and BBC from a panel of RQO shops by British Market Research Bureau
piled
for
Music
Week
TOP 50 com
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RUMBEL0WS

MARKET PLACE

Britains Most Dynamic Retailers
are seeking an experienced person to manage our
department at
PLYMOUTH, DEVON.
Applicants would work as a team with Branch Staff
and should be capable of handling constantly
increasing turnover. We are offering a good salary
plus commission and quarterly bonus.
This is a genuine opportunity to those wishing to
work hard and prosper by their own ability and
endeavours.

E
CHARMDALE
LIMITED

DISCS

VAN SALES PERSON
Wanted to call on retail outlets in London and the Home
Counties. Good salary and commission payable.
All applicants should have a basic record catalogue
knowledge and hold a clean driving licence.

£50,000 cash
available for purchasing bulk stocks of excess, deleted or
bankrupt records/tapes.
Our representatives will-call to view, and make a -firm
immediate CASH OFFER.
Convert your unwanted stocks into CASH now.
YOU KNOW IT MAKES SENSE
Phone:- 01-951 0992 and 01-965 6673/4
Mon-Fri., 9.30 am — 5.30 pm.
or write to:—
.
Sales Director, Harris & Goldring Ltd., la, Wendover Road,
Harlesden, London, N.W.10.

Contact
Steve Brown. Telephone 01-579 9331.
Charmdale Limited. 3 Sandringham Mews,
Ealing, London. W5 3DG.

Write now to:
AlanTungate, National Record Manager,
Rumbelows, Trinity House,
Trinity Lane, Waltham Cross, Herts,
or telephone Waltham Cross 31988.

PROPERTY
ti B B la Is E ta la S E S Bii S S B B
WE TAKE CARE OF OUR CUSTOMERS
51
is
51
IS
51
IS
51
IS
51
IS
i
i
SIMONS
RECORDS
LTD.
51
13
335
BARKING
ROAD.
EAST
HAM,
LONDON
E.6.
51
IS
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALERS OF
OVERSTOCKS FROM U.S.A.
51
13
MORE PROFIT WITH LESS OUTLAY!
51
13
EARN MONEY WITH OUT SPECIAL OFFERS!
Can any other wholesaler offer you this?
51
13
from RAY CHARLES •Greatest Hits' to JON ANDERSON
'Olias' to STEELY DAN 'Pretzel Logic";
51
IS
GENESIS 'Best of 2 LP Set'; MONTY PYTHON
Best of 2 LP Set"; DIANA ROSS 'Touch Me' and
51
IS
MIKE OLDFIELD, BEATLES. ALEX HARVEY,
TODD RUNDGREN.
JOE
WALSH.
CHRIS
SQUIRE,
PATRICK MORAZ.
51
IS
ALL24THESE
MANY MORE
at LOW PRICES.
HOURandDELIVERY;
NO SURCHARGE
IS
51
ON ORDERS OF C50-*-:
la PHONE PAUL or BARRY on 01-552 5211 FOR 51
[C] MORE DETAILS OR CALL IN AT THE ABOVE 51
ADDRESS
Distributed in Scotland by
IS
51
SCOTIA RECORDS
IS
51
33 Moira Terrace, Edinburgh
IS ¥ Ring Phil or Ian 031-5570029
51
S] E] E] E] B] B] B] B] B] B] B] B] B] E] B] E] E]
WHEN
REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS
PLEASE
MENTION
MUSIC WEEK

[

£1,000.000 cash budget available
for unwanted or deleted stereo
albums. Highest prices paid. No
quantity is too large or too small.
Phone, telex, or write or visit us
for a generous cash offer.
SCORPIO MUSIC, Box 391.
Cornwells Heights, PA 19020,
U.S.A. Phone 215-785-1541 or Telex
7/843366, Recstapes CRDN.

EQUIPMENT

PVC ALBUMS COVERS
LP size ONLY £55.00 per 1,000.
Double LP size from £95.00 per
1.000 200 & 500 gauge Polythene
Covers also at best prices, (plus
;
VAT). C.W.O. to:
M&G PACKAGING LTD
53 Pavilion Drive,
Leigh-on-Sea, Essex.
Tel: 0702 7123£-

]

DISPLAY TITLES
BROWSER DIVIDERS
for CLASSIFICATION of
ARTISTS, COMPOSERS, etc
Enquire for samples
HUNT-LEIGH
(Showcard & Display) Co . 119
AJtenburg Gardens, London SWII
1JQ. Tel: 01-2233315

m
JU

call in the experts...
nrumpot blowing is justified when you consider the many fine
shops designed and equipped by us. They amply show the
skill and expertise applied by the EMI SHOPFITTING
DIVISION. Wc offer you a free planning service backed by many years
research and know-how — plus David our trendy 'roving consultant'
who will sec you anywhere to chat you up about a problem.
Our catalogue (which offers a very wide range of gear) has a cover
which says "We help you to help your customers" — well we certainly
drink to that!
SHOPPLANHING, FITTING &
ACCESSORIES DIVISION,
1-3, Uxbridgc Rd, HAYES, Middx.
RECORDS 01-848 4515V
PAGE 66

]
Hideaway in Wales
Cottage for Sale
mmm
hn imor

Situated in a good location
twelve miles from Abergstwgth.
This superb three bedroom cottage
in excellent condition and completely
modernised, making the ideal retreat.
Price C20.000. Enquiries please write to BoxNo.Siil

TO LET
800 sq. ft. in W.12. Own
access for easy loading to
secure
1st
floor
accommodation. 3 phase
power supply, conveniences
and good natural light make
the premises ideally suited for
storage, a ri studio
photographic processing etc.
Rent £2,0000.3. inclusive of
rates. Collection and delivery
facilities available if required.
Phone Nick Wynborne,
Topic Displays Ltd. 01-743
0108.

I

To Find The
RIGHT JOB
in the Music Business, You have to be in the
RIGHT PLACE
At the
RIGHT TIME
This is the right place - Now is the right time - And Here are just a
few of the unusually interesting jobs we have available in some of
London's
LEADING RECORD COMPANIES
P.A. SEC.
for famous Songwriter/Record Producer — £3000 neg.
P.A. SEC.
With excellent organising ability for leading Record Company M.D.
- £3500
YOUNG SEC.
For Press & Promotion Office Handle biographies and Press
Releases — £2750.
SEC/ASSISTANT
To A & R Man — Liaison with Studios, Producers etc. — £2600
plus.
Come along and choose one for yourself.
{An enormous selection of Temp jobs also available). PATHFINDERS
01-629 3122
32 Maddox Street, London W.I.
(one minute Oxford Circus Tube)

PROMOTIONS

a
rnirm.
C7,

Gramophone Record
Business with substantial
turnover in the South
Birmingham Area together with
good shop and living
accommodation. Dixon
Dobson & Carver, 36 Bennetts
Hill, Birmingham Tel. 021 236
9321.
I.O.W.
Extremely spacious detached
family house with benefit of
fully equipped 4 track recording studio, acoustically
treated recording area and
sound proof control room,
fine accommodation
consisting of Lounge, 4
Bedrooms, Kitchen/Diner,
Bathroom, full central
heating, good sized garden,
outside buildings. £15,950 to
include studio equipment.
Apply Way, Riddett, 62
Pyle Street, Newport,
I.O.W. Ring Newport
2236/7.

I

AGENCY
J

Change your boss,
Change your secretary,
Changes can do both.
If you need Changes
in your life.
Call: 937 8807

c.

ir '
m •
r

©m/z <c.c
GT
We are the experts in promotional merchandise.
We are the originators of Paper Jackets, Adcaps, Adbags
and promotional Kites (now awarded the "Toy of the Year" 1976).
We also produce stickers, badges, mirrors, T-shirts,
sweat shirts, skateboards etc ... to your specifications.
For information and samples contact: Darryl Fagan
Socreco Limited 49/53 High Street Kensington London W8
Phone 937 2223/937 2579

I

POSITIONS

CONTRACTS

DRAFTER
EMI Records Limited are looking for a young man, or woman,
to join their Contracts Department as a Contracts Drafter. The
work involves the drafting and preparation of contracts between
the Company and their Artistes, Record Producers, etc and the
contractural aspects of the licensing of recorded material by,
and to, the Company.
The successful applicant will have a Law degree, and a good
knowledge of Contract Law. Previous experience in either the
Record or Music Publishing business will be a definite
advantage.
„ .
An attractive salary, with a wide range of benefits, is offered
for this position which is based in Central London.
Applications, in writing, giving brief details of backgroun, and
experience to date, should be sent to: Martin Norwood, Senior
Personnel Officer, EMI Records Limited, 33 Duke Street,
London W1A 1ES.

EMI RECORDS USD!
The iniernetlonel muilc. tUcnonici »nd Wiurt Group
/

p0!yGram
Polvram. the International record and music organisation also with
interests in films and 1V, is seeking
A SENIOR

LEGAL

Bryan
ROCK HAS i
coming up witf^
gimmicks arc
new wave is 14
Ferry has mam
his gimmit
imiiaiors, andj
'new wave'
might be forj
of him as th(
Punk Rock.
Ferry is
categorise.
His gimmicj
wears a suit
lounge lizard st^
like a man.
generation he
a movie star, bl
generation, hel
though he is sf
actor than
wavering but
lead themselvc
as You Go To
Foolish Thing!
newer oldies Id
The Tracks (f
one of tht
recorded, It'!
Gonna Fall,
with his own,
at London'^
week present
them, sprq
recording
preview ofj
his new-t<
Your Mint!
Ferry
stage, ba!
about likt
guitar,moj
number,
with top-l]
— but
comfortall
orchestra]
pure rockj
take two
warm up
into ihei
Monday'?

ADVISER
for its London office, which provides a centralised service to various
Croup Companies in the UK, including Phonogram and F ol)dor. I he
successful applicant will Ik? a qualified lawyer, probab y in his her mid
TO's with several years senior post-qualification experience, preferably
hu I no I neccssa r i 1 y in the field of artists eon.raels and related matters,
or in a closely allied area.
Please contact in complete confidence:
Alan Frecmantlc,
G roup Personnel M anager,
Polygram Leisure Limited,
15 St. George Street,
London \V1A 2BR
Tel: 01-499 3751

polyGf^m

Radj
progj
has
Exec!
The
record
certai!
and
rangu
assistil
line in'
Fullest
please

AUDIO TYPIST
aged 18-21
START1ME RECORDS
Required in Managing Direciors oHice
of West End Music Publishers. Varied
Require Manager/ Manageress for their
duties - salary negotiable plus bonus
Letchworth shop. Apply Mr Morton 21
and LV's - holidays honoured.
Telephone Rita Bromley 01-734
Post Office Walk, Harlow. Telephone
8121.
Harlow 20871
Subscriptions:
Editorial Director
Sheila Jameson
Mike Hennessey
International
Sales
u
Publishing
Director
Ini
ii
France: Olivier Zamecskowskr,
■ ■ ■■ II
■■
^
Andro
do
Vokey
30 Avenue Buqeaud, 7b 116. Pans
Incorpcratino Record and Ti pc » e i
Tel bb3 1068 "
Financial Director
A Billboard Group Publication
Italy: Getmano RusciUo,
Wiii.am Newton
P. i/.-nle i n.ei■ •, M. M»la:io I < i 38 158
7 Carnaby Street London W1V
Managing Director
Austria, Benelux, Scandinavia:
01-a37 B090
Mori l Nasal.r
Johan Hoogenhoul. Smirnoffsiraai '10.
Group Advertisement
Telex; No". 262100 (Billboard London)
s - Hoiloqenbosch. Holland Tol I'17688
Director:
B.inv
Hnichor
Department Editors
Spain:
Talent:
Chns
W'uio
UK Advertisement Manager
Rafael Roveri. Pla?a Mariana
Audio:/Oemonx Brown
Editor
Nevil Sknmsnire
de Cans 1 ' 3. Lscalera
Radio/TV: David Longman
Bnon Mufiignn
Dorecha 1?B Madnd 7
Advertisement Dept.
Studios: Ten. Anderson
Deputy Editor
Sales: Steve Rowe
Soul: Adam Wh'le
U.S.: BiHboa.d Sales Oepi ,
Adam White
CoOrdmotor:
Nigel
Slot
lens
Classical: Sue Regan
1 Asior Plaza, Now York. N Y 10036
Assistant Editor LiveEnts.:
Assistant:
Foliciiy
Bnski
John
Haywaid
"lei 212 764-7300.
(Production)
Classified:
G.ace
Green
11*
Sun^ei Blvd , Los Ar.q' i,,sPublishing:
Peter
Jones
Vgi Falloon
Caiitornia. 90069 lei 213-273 7040
Promotion; Avn' Barrow
European Editor rhartse Dealer Services
Mike Hennessey Louise Faros Lorraine Bassen
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DISCS

£50,090 cash
available for purchasing bulk stocks of excess, deleted or
bankrupt records/tapes.
Our representatives will call to view, and make a ^irm
immediate CASH OFFER.
Convert your unwanted stocks into CASH now.
YOU KNOW IT MAKES SENSE
Phone:- 01-951 0992 and 01-965 6673/4
Mon-Fri., 9.30 am — 5.30 pm.
or write to:—
.
Sales Director, Harris & Goldring Ltd., la, Wendover Road,
Harlesden, London, N.W.10.
S B la B E S la Is B E S E S E S S B
WE TAKE CARE OF OUR CUSTOMERS
51
13
51
13
51
13
51
13
51
13
M
51
SIMONS
RECORDS
LTD.
13
B 335 BARKING ROAD. EAST HAM, LONDON E.6.
51
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALERS OF
OVERSTOCKS FROM U.S.A.
51
13
MORE PROFIT WITH LESS OUTLAY!
51
13
EARN MONEY WITH OUT SPECIAL OFFERS!
Can any other wholesaler offer you this?
13
51
{rom RAY CHARLES 'Greatest Hits' to JON ANDERSON
'Olias' to STEELY DAN "Pretzel Logic":
13
51
GENESIS 'Best of 2 LP Set'; MONTY PYTHON
Best
of
2
LP
Set';
DIANA
ROSS
'Touch
Me
and
13
51
MIKE OLDFIELD. BEATLES, ALEX HARVEY,
TODD RUNDGREN, JOE WALSH. CHRIS SQUIRE.
13
PATRICK MORAZ
51
ALL THESE and MANY MORE at LOW PRICES.
24 HOUR DELIVERY; NO SURCHARGE
13
51
■ pi
ON ORDERS OF C50^ :
IHJ RHONE PAUL or BARRY on 01-552 5211 FOR 51
in MOREDETAILSORCALLIN AT THE ABOVE mi
^
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J Distributed in Scotland by
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33 Moira Terrace, Edinburgh
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Ring Phil or Ian 031-5570029
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REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS
PLEASE
MENTION
MUSIC WEEK

[

CI.OOO.OOO cash budget available
for unwanted or deleted stereo
albums. Highest prices paid. No
quantity is too large or too small.
Phone, telex, or write or visit us
(or a generous cash offer.
SCORPIO MUSIC, Box391,
Cornwolls Heights. PA 19020.
U.S.A. Phone 215-785-1541 or Telex
//843366, Rocstapes CRDN.

EQUIPMENT

PVC ALBUMS COVERS
LP size ONLY €55.00 per 1.000.
Double LP size from £95.00 per
1.000. 200 & 500 gauge Polythene
Covers also at best prices, (plus
;
VAT). C.W.O. to:
M&G PACKAGING LTD
53 Pavilion Drive,
Lcigh-on-Sea, Essex.
Tel: 0702 712381

]

DISPLAY TITLES
BROWSER DIVIDERS
for CLASSIFICATION of
ARTISTS. COMPOSERS, etc
Enquire for samples
HUNT-LEIGH
IShowcard & Display) Co., 119
Altenburg Gardens, London SW11
1JQ. Tel: 01-2233315

l3
m:P

call in the experts
□ rumpet blowing is justified when you consider the many fine
shops designed and equipped by us. They amply show the
skill and expertise applied by the EMI SHOPFITTING
DIVISION. We offer you a free planning service backed by many years
research and know-how — plus David our trendy 'roving consultant'
who will see you anywhere to chat you up about a problem.
Our catalogue (which offers a very wide range of gear) has a cover
which says "Wo help you to help your customers" — well wo certainly
drink to that!
SHOPPLANNING, FITTING &
ACCESSORIES DIVISION,
1-3, Uxbridge Rd, HAYES, Middx.
3,RECORDS 01-848 4515^/
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twelve miles frotr
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modernised, mak
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TO LET
800 sq. ft. in W.12.
access for easy loadin
secure
1st
f
accommodation. 3 p
power supply, convenif
and good natural light i
the premises ideally suite'
storage, art sti
photographic processinc
Rent £2,000p.a. inclusiv
rates. Collection and de
facilities available if requ
Phone Nick Wynbt
Topic Displays Ltd. 0/
0108.
Gramo phone R'
Business with subs
turnover in the
Birmingham Area togetlj
good shop and
accommodation.
Dobson & Carver, 36 (|
Hill, Birmingham. Tel.
9321.
I.O.W.
Extremely spacious cj
family house with bi
fully equipped 4 traclj
ing studio, acot
treated recording <J
sound proof contrfine accommt.
consisting of Loi,
Bedrooms. Kitchj
Bathroom, full
heating, good siz
outside buildings, 1
include studio
Apply Way, P_
Pyle Street,
I.O.W. Rii
2236/7.
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IS THIS WHATCHA WONT?
Barry White
BTH516
Cassette ZCBT516
Cartridge Y8BT516

^ jt
&
&
YOU ARE MY STARSHIP
Norman Connors
Cassette ZCBDS4043

D
©
B DIP 4043

THE BEST OF LENA MARTELL
Lena Martell
-j
Cassette ZCP 18506
Cartridge Y8P18506I

nE3SPHPElp

o
NP
0

r^,"jr\

O
ft

CT,

The Sand Pipers

OVERDUE

SATL4006

AND
TITLE

Artist

Label/No./Cassette/Cartridge

1 RED RIVER VALLEY Slim Whitman United Artists UAS 29993 TCK 29993 8XU 29993

11 11

2 ARRIVAL Abba Epic epc bboib 40.86018 42 86018
3 SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE Stevie Wonder Tamla Motown TMSP 6002 TC.TMSP 6002 8X TMSP 6002
4 DAVID SOUL Private Stock PVLP 1021 ZCPSL 1012 Y8PSL 1012
5 GREATEST HITS Abba Epic EPC 69218 40.69218 42.69218
6 A DAY AT THE RACES Queen EMI EMTC 104 40.EMTC 10442.EMTC 104
AND THE HITS KEEP ON COMIN
Michael Nesmith
Island ILPS 9439

7 GREATEST HITS Showaddywaddy arista arty 145 re arty 145
8 HOTEL CALIFORNIA The Eagles Asylum K 53051 K4 53051 KB.53051
9 WINGS OVER AMERICA Wings Pailophone PCSP 720 TC2 PCSP 720-1 8X2 PCSP720-2
10 LOW David Bowie rca victor pl 12030 pk 12030 ps 12030

r^>

11 WIND AND WUTHER1NG Genesis Charisma CDS 4005 7208.611 7749.611
J
12 EV1TA MCA MCX 503 TC MCX 503-1 8X MCX 503-2
13 A NEW WORLD RECORD Electric Light Orchestra JET UAG 30017 TCK 30017
/£
14 GLEN CAMPBELL'S GREATEST HITS EMI Capital EMTV 2 TCEMTV2 8XEMTV2
15 THE GREATEST HITS OF Frankie Valli & Foir Seasons K-TELNE 942 CE 943 8T 944
16 THEIR GREATEST HITS7175The Eagles Asylum K 53017 K4.53017 KB.53017
17 ENDLESS FLIGHT Leo Sayer chrysaissCHR 1125zchr 1125 ybhr 1125

m

18 100 GOLDEN GREATS Max Bygraves Ronco RTDX 2019 4C.RTOXl2019 8T.RTDX 2018
Procol Harum

SOMETHING MAGIC

Chrysalis 1130

19 GREATEST HITS Hot Chocolate RAK SRAK 524 TC.SRAK 524 8X.SRAK 524
7n msnn ROCKET Various inT^E948CEM981^50
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THE BEST OF GLADYS KNIGHT & THE PIPS
lad
l
§Cassette
Ito7ZC8DS5013
rftn<;Rfti^
BDLH5013
Cartridge Y8BDS5013

•> *.

Acker Bilk
Cassette ZCP41054

%

<i>
s
Y
V
S5

N.

INVITATION

NSPLX 41054
Cartridge Y8P41054

Ennio Morricone
Cassette ZCP28503

MOSES

NSPH 28503

mm

m

u

AMAZING GRACE
Royal Scotts Dragoon Guards
Camden CDS 1157

APES
TITLE

Artist

Label/No./Gassette/Cartridge

-■

51 I ONLY HAVE EYES FOR YOU Johnny Mathis CBS 81329 40.81329 42.81329
52 M0T0RVATIN Chuck Berry Mercury 9286 690
52 SIMON AND GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HITS cbsbsods
54 20 ALL TIME GREATEST Petula Clark k telnems
55 THE BEST OF Gladys Knight Buddah BOLH 5013 ZCBDS 5013 Y8BDS 5013
56 A NIGHT AT THE OPERA Queen EMI EMTC 103 TC.EMTC 103 8X.EMTC 103
57 WISH YOU WERE HERE Pink Royd Harvest SHVL 814 TC SHVL 814 8XSHVL 814

TROUBADOUR

J. J. Cale

Island ISA5011

58 BEST OF THE STYLISTICS VOL 2 H&L9109 010 7138.168 7739.213
rnreSwi

59 THOUGHTS OF LOVE Shirley Bassey unitedAmstsUAssooiiTCKsooiisxv.sooii
60 44 SUPERSTARS Various K-TEL NE 939 CE 940 8T.941
61 YEAR OF THE CAT Al Stewart RCAVictc* rsiob2
62 BLUE FOR YOU Status Quo Vertigo 9102 006 7231.005 7739.029
62 ROYAL SCAM Steely Dan ABC ABCL5161
64 FESTIVAL Santana CBS 86020
65 WHITE ROCK Rick Wakeman A&M AMLH 64614
66 WINGS AT THE SPEED OF SOUND Wings Parlophone PAS 10010 TC.PAS 10010 8X.PAS 10010
:

67 THE INCREDIBLE PLAN Max BoyceEMiMBio2Tc.iviBio2axMBiD2

.

68 ORIGINAL HITS The Drifters AHantic K60106
69 A TRICK OF THE TAIL Genesis charisma cos 4ooi
70 SOUNDS OF GLORY Arcade ADEP 25 ADEC 25 ADECA 25

' *11

Jethro Tull

&
SONGS FROM THE WOOD

Chrysalis 1132

21 JOHNNY THE FOX Thin Lizzy Vertigo 9102 012 73138.082
fLEnTOD-MA^
22 GREATEST HITS Gilbert O'Sullivan MAM MAMA 2003 TC MAMA 2003 8X MAMA 2003

J

24 FOREVER AND EVER Demis Roussos pk js 6325 021
24 A NIGHT ON THE TOWN Rod Stewart vaRVLPl RV41 RV81
26 ATLANTIC CROSSING Rod Stewart Warner Bros K 56151 K4.56151 K8.56151
27 22 GOLDEN GUITAR GREATS Bert Weedon Warwick WW5019 4C.5019 8T.5019
28 TUBULAR BELLS Mike Oldfield virginV2ooi TCV2001 8vx.2oo^
29 BOXED Mike Oldfield Virgin VBOX 1 TCV.BOX 2043 8XV BOX 2043
30 JAILBREAK Thin Lizzy Vertigo 9102 008 7138.0757138.074
RUMOURS

Fleetwood Mac

31 THE SONG REMAINS THE SAME Led Zeppelin Swansong SSK 89402

Warner Bros K56344

32 BLUE MOVIES Elton John Rocket RDSP 1 TC.ROSP 1 8X.RDSP 1
33 THE BEST OF LENA MARTELL Lena Martell pvenspii8506zcpi85D6Y8p issue

pcysOnj

34 THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON Pink Floyd Harvest SHVL 804 TC.SHVL 804 8X. SHVL 804
35 GREATEST HITS Linda Ronstadt Asylum K 53055 K4.53055 K8.53055

©

36 20 GOLDEN GREATS The Beach Boys Capital EMTV 1 TC.EMTV 1 8X.EMTV 1
37 ATLANTIC BRIDGE Billy Connolly Polydor 2383 419 3170.419 3820.419
37 THE STORY OF THE WHO Polydor 2683 069 3519.020 3870.047
37 FRAMPTON COMES ALIVE Peter Frampton A&M AMLM 63703
s:

40 GREATEST HITS 2 Diana Ross Tamla Motown STMl 12036 TC.STML 12036 8X.STML 12036

2* Tjaeli Liulo
n IncludingReckOn.WithHio
Whileflanh.
DalL Rebel Rock
ICorao
Ul'nSinging
Co:Cavemjiv
A Ilsnd/uJ
Song-e
The Blueo.OiRoaie
DuzlaBang, Wnllopl
FOCUS ON

Tommy Steele

41 A LITTLE BIT MORE Doctor Hook Capital E SI 23795 TC.EST 23795 8X.EST 23795
2^

42 LUXURY LINER Emmylou Harris Warner Bros K 56334
43 DEREK & CLIVE LIVE Peter Cooke & Dudley Moore Island HPS 9434 ZC1.9434 Y81.9434

Decca FOS21/2

44 LOVE ON THE AIRWAYS Gallagher & Lyle A&M AMLH 64620
TbToST WITHOUT YOUR LOVE Bread Eiekua K 52044
46 JOAN ARMATRADING A&M AMLH 64588 CAM 64588 YAM 64588
47 DREAMBOAT ANNIE Heart AmiaAnyisg
48 RA Utopia Bcarsville K 5)514
49 CLASSICAL GOLD Ronco RTD 42020 RTDX 44C2020
50 BOSTON Epic EPC 81611

MUSIC WEEK chart compiled by British Market Rt
departments in the month of JAN.
The chart do
outlets. Tape numbers are listed for convenience
performance. Printed by Billboard publications {Colou

\

Elvis Presley

ELVIS IN DEMAND

RCA PL42003

WATERLOO
IV

-JV
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X

Abba

i

EPC 80835

Waterloo

<$>'B

EPC 80179

71 SOUL MOTION K m NE 930 CE 931 8T.932
72 ELTON JOHN'S GREATEST HITS Ehon John djmdjh20442 ybdjl442zcdjl442

::c7-

73 20 ORIGINAL DEAN MARTIN HITS Dean Martin Reprise K 54066 K4.54066 K8.54066
74 SOME MORE OF ME POEMS & SONGS Pam Ayres Galaxy GAL 6010 GALC 6003
75 CHICAGO X CBS 86010 40.86010 42.86010
76 SHEER HEART ATTACK Queen EMI EMC 3061 TC.EMC 3061 8X.EMC 3071
77 THE BEATLES 1967-1970 Parlophone PCSP718
78 LAUGHTER & TEARS Neil Sedaka Polydor 2383 399 3170.399 3820.199
79 FIRST OF ALL Pussycat Sonet SNIP 725
80 COMBINE HARVESTER The Wurzels One-Up OU 2138 TC.EXE2138
81 BIGGER THAN BOTH OF US Daryl Hall John rca victor aplii467

DANCER WITH BRUISED KNEES
Kate & Anna McGarrigle
Warner Bros K56356

81 A LOVE TRILOGY Donna Summer gtogtlpoio
83 HEJIRA Joni Mitchell Asylum K 53053
84 HENRY MANCINI Arcade ADEP 24 ADEC 24 ADECA 24
85 LIVE AT THE PALLADIUM The Carpenters ABM AMIS 68403 CAM 68043 YAM 68043
86 THE BEST OF BREAD Bread Eleklra K42115K4 42115
87 ONE MORE FOR THE ROAD Lynyrd Skynyrd MCA MCSP 279 TCMCSP 279
88 THE BEATLES 1962-1966 Parlophone PCSP 717 TC.PCSP 717 8X.PCSP 717
89 FLY LIKE AN EAGLE Steve Miller Mercury 9286177 7100.295
90 FOUR SYMBOLS Led Zeppelin Atlantic K-50008 K4 50008

-O'-

91 FOUR SEASONS OF LOVE Donna Summer gto gtlpoia

:

92 ALL THIS AND WORLD WAR II Various R^RVLPaRwrn/sz
93 BEST OF DOOBIE BROTHERS Warner K56308 K4 56308

THE FULL LIFE

Jack Jones

RCA PLI2067

93 BREAKAWAY Gallagher & Lyle ABM AMLH 08348
95 BEAUTIFUL NOISE Neil Diamond CBS 86004 40.86004 42.86004
96 ROLLED GOLD Rolling Stones Decca ROST1/2
97 SOME OF ME POEMS AND SONGS Pam Ayres Galaxy Gal 6003 GALC 6003
Js2
f

98 DEEP PURPLE LIVE Deep Purple Purple TSPA 7517 TC TPSA 7517 8XT PSA 7517
99 HEARTBREAKERS Various k xei ne 954

*

.. <■»

100 HELLO Status Quo Vertigo 6360 038

search Bureau from 300 conventional record shops and
not indicate sales through rack, chain stores and other
nd the order of listings is not an indication of sales
sleeves are advertisements).
DAVE & SUGAR
RCA RS 1079 (APL11818)

m
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£
ecords& Tapes

Greatest Hits

EPC 69218

Arrival

ERG 86018

a

ii
LONELY BOY — Andrew Gold (Asylum K 13076)
WHERE WILL YOU GO WHEN THE PARTY'S OVER Archie Bell (Philadelphia PIR 4803)
SOUL CHA CHA — Van McCoy (H&L 6105 065)
CHANSON D'AMOUR — Manhattan Transfer (Atlantic K
10886)

DEALER GUIDE TO AIRPLAY ACTBi
TOP ADD-ONS
1 CARNIVAL - Eric Clapton (RSO 2090 222) C, RC, F, H, O, PR, S, RT, V.
2 A GROOVY KIND OF LOVE - Les Gray {Warner Bros. K 16883) R1, RC, F, H, P, RT, T,P
3 SOUTHERN NIGHTS - Glen Campbell (Capitol CL 15907) B, BR, CR, RC, D, F, PR, PS
4 MY KINDA LIFE - Cliff Richard (EMI 2584) B, CR, RC, O, P, PR, PS, T
5 THE WHISTLER - Jethro Tull (Chrysalis CHS 2135) RC, D, H, O, PR, S, P, V
6 CRAZY WATER - Elton John (Rocket ROKN 521) B, C, M, O, P, PS, T, V
7 SOUND AND VISION - David Bowie (RCA PB 0905) CR, C, RC, O, S, TV, RT
8 LONELY BOY - Andrew Gold (Asylum K 13076) BR, C, M, O, PR, S
9 RADIO ROMANCE - Kursaal Flyers(CBS 4973) B, D, F, O, S, T, TV
10 TORN BETWEEN TWO LOVERS - Mary MacGregor (Ariola AA 1 11) RL, CR, C, T, TV
The above list of records is intended as a dealer guide to new releases which are receiving heavy radio support.
For a key to stations, see below.
Mio 1

RECORDS OF THE WEEK

Noel Edmonds. PHONE CALL — Dan Hill (20th Century
BTC2311)
Tony Blackburn: ONE LONELY ROOM — Justin Haywood
(Deram DM 428)
Paul Burnett: A GROOVY KIND OF LOVE — Les Gray
(Warner Bros. 16883)
David Hamilton: TEAR ME APART — Suzi Qualro (RAK
248)

Mso 1

ALBUM OF THE WEEK

I LOVE YOU BECAUSE — Jim Reeves (RCA PL 11224)

taeinnifM!/!

HOT SHOTS
Barry Alldis: TORN BETWEEN TWO LOVERS - Mary
MacGregor (Ariola AA 111)
Chris Carey: ROCKARIA — Electric Light Orchestra (Jet UP
36209)
Bob Harris: GO YOUR OWN WAY — Flectwood Mac
(Warner Bros. K 16872)
Stuart Henry: RITA MAY — Bob Dylan (CBS 4859)
Tony Prince: MAYBE I'M AMAZED — Wings (Parlophone
R 6017)
Peter Powell: SERENADE — Steve Miller Band (Mercury
6078 808)
Mark Wesley: FIRST THING IN THE MORNING — Kiki
Dec (Rocket ROKN 520)
Bob Stewart: YOU CAN NEVER TELL — Emmylou Harris
(Warner Bros. K 16888)
POWER PLAY
CLOSEST THING TO HEAVEN - Simon May (Pye 7N
45659)
Beacon Radio

ADDONS

RADIO ROMANCE — Kursall Fivers (CBS 4973)
FIRST THING IN THE MORNING — Kiki Dec (Rocket
ROKN 520)
RAINBOW IN YOUR EYES — A1 Jarrcau (Reprise K 14469)
BLESS YOU — Gonzalez (EMI 2580)
CRAZY WATER — Elton John (Rocket ROKN 521)
PLEASE GET MY NAME RIGHT — Twiggy (Mercurv 6007
128)
SOUTHERN NIGHTS — Glen Campbell (Capitol CL 15907)
VOICES IN THE NIGHT — Martin Jay (DJM DJS 10744)
MY KINDA LIFE — Cliff Richard (EM'l 2584)
BRMB
ADDSONS
SATURDAY NITE — Earth, Wind & Fire (CBS 4835)
YOU'LL NEVER KNOW WHAT YOU'RE MISSING — Real
Thing (Pye 7N 45662)
SOUL CHA CHA — Van McCoy (H&L 6105 065)
FIRST THING IN THE MORNING — Kiki Dec (Rocket
ROKN 520)
ONE DRINK TOO MANY — Sailor (Epic EPC 4804)
SOUTHERN NIGHTS — Glen Campbell (Capitol CL 15907)
PETER GUNN — Deodata (MCA 272)
LONELY BOY — Andrew Gold (Asylum K 13076)

CLIMBERS
Capital Radio
TORN BETWEEN TWO LOVERS — Mary MacGregor
(Ariola AA 111)
SOUND & VISION - David Bowie (RCA PB0905)
SOUTHERN NIGHTS — Glen Campbell (Capitol CL 15907)
MOODY BLUE — Elvis Presley (RCA PB 0857)
MY KINDA LIFE — Cliff Richard (EMI 2584)
ROMEO-Mr Big (EMI 2567)

Mio Oitw

HIT PICKS
Roger Blylhe:
Norman Thomas: THEY SHOOT HORSES DON'T THEY —
Racing Cars (Chrysalis CHS 2129)
Dave Lincoln: LET'S FACE IT IT'S OVER — Nancy Wilson
(Capitol CL 15547)
Phil Easton; THE WHISTLER — Jethro Tull (Chrysalis CHS
2135)
Chris Jones: CARRIE — Arlon Green (Arista ARTY 90)
ADD ONS
MY KINDA LIFE — Cliff Richard (EMI 2584)
SOUTHERN NIGHTS - Glen Campbell (Capitol CL 15907)
A TIME FOR PEACE - Roger Whittaker (EMI 2587)
SOUND & VISION — David Bowie (RCA PB 0905)
A GROOVY KIND OF LOVE — Les Gray (Warner Bros. K
16883)
LOVE HIT ME — Maxine Nightingale (United Artists UP
36215)
BELIEVE ME — Michael St John (Target TGT 124)
TOGETHER —O. C. Smith (CBS CRB4910)
CARNIVAL — Eric Clapton (RSO 2090 222)
Radio Uym
HIT PICKS
Dave Marshall: UPSIDE DOWN — Teach In (EMI 2579)
Steve Jones: SERENADE — Steve Miller Band (Mercury 6078
808)
Richard Park: LONELY BOY — Andrew Gold (Asylum K
13076)
Tom Ferric: TORN BETWEEN TWO LOVERS — Mary
MacGregor (Ariola AA 111)
Brian Ford : CARNIVAL — Eric Clapton (RSO 2090 222)
Bill Smith; HAVE I THE RIGHT - Dead End Kids (CBS
4972)
CURRENT CHOICE
SLOW DOWN — Shabby Tiger (RCA PB 5009)
ADD ONS
LOVE HIT ME — Maxine Nightingale (United Artists UP
36215)
ROCKARIA — Electric Light Orchestra (Jet UP 36209)
ANOTHER SUITCASE — Barbara Dickson (MCA 266)
CRAZY WATER — Elton John (Rocket ROKN 521)
GO YOUR OWN WAY — Fleetwood Mac (Warner Bros.
16872)
I WANNA GO BACK — New Seekers (CBS 4786)
SHAKE RATTLE & ROLL — Billy Swann (Monument MNT
81867)
DAZZ —Brick Bang 004)
FIRST THING IN THE MORNING — Kiki Dee (Rocket
ROKN 520)
BE BOP 'N' HOLLA — Andv Fairweathcr Low (A&M AMS
7268)
SOUND & VISION — David Bowie (RCA PB 0905)
TEAR ME APART — Suzie Quatro (RAK 248)

Downtown Radio

HIT PICKS

John Paul: RADIO ROMANCE — Kursall Flyers (CBS 4976)
Trevor Campbell; LOVE HIT ME — Maxine Nightingale
(United Artists UP 36215)
Brian McSharry: SOUTHERN NIGHTS — Glen Campbell
(Capitol CL 15907)
Candy Devine: STANDING UP FOR LOVE — Three Degrees
(Epic EPC 4992)
Michael Henderson: YOU NEVER CAN TELL — Emmylou
Harris (Warner Bros. K 16888)
Cherry Mcllwainc: CRAZY ON YOU — Heart (Arista ARTY
86)
Eddie West: SLOW DOWN — Shabby Tiger (RCA PB 5009)
Lawrence John: THE WHISTLER — Jethro Tull (Chrvsalis
CHS 2135)
Engineers: TIME IS TIGHT — The Academics (Electric WOT
10)
ADD ONS
ROCKARIA — Electric Light Orchestra (Jet UP 36209)
BRICK— Dazz (Bang 004)
YOU'LL NEVER KNOW WHAT YOU'RE MISSING - Real
Thing (Pye 7N 45662)

Radio Forth

HIT PICKS

Mike Scott: RADIO ROMANCE — Kursall Flyers (CBS 4973)
Mike Gower: AMERICAN GIRL — Tom Petty & The
Heanbrcakers (Shelter WIP 6377)
Tom Bell: LOVE HIT ME — Maxine Nightingale (United
Artists UP 36215)
Steve Hamilton: SOUTHERN NIGHTS — Glen Campbell
(Capitol CL 15907)
Jay Crawford: CARNIVAL — Eric Clapton (RSO 2090 222)
ADD ONS
PLEASE GET MY NAME RIGHT — Twiggy (Mercury 6007
128)
A TIME FOR PEACE — Roger Whittaker (EMI 2587)
IS THERE ANY MORE WINE? - Arms & Legs (MAM 156)
COME ALONG TO MY PLACE — Caroline Hall (Pye 7N
45671)
A GROOVY KIND OF LOVE — Les Grav (Warner Bros. K
16883)
LOOK WHAT YOU'VE BEEN MISSING - G Band (CBS
4974)
STAND UP FOR LOVE — Three Degrees (Epic EPC 4992)

Radio Hallam

HIT PICKS
Keith Skues: MOODY BLUE — Elvis Presley (RCA PB0857)
Roger Moffat: KNOWING ME, KNOWING YOU — Abba
(Epic EPC 4955)
Johnny Moran; CARNIVAL — Eric Clapton (RSO 2090 222)
Colin Slade; GROOVY KIND OF LOVE — Les Gray (Warner
Bros. K 16883)
Ray Stuart; TEAR ME APART — Suzi Quatro (RAK 248)
Bill Crozicr; CHILDREN OF THE WORLD - Bee Gees
(RSO 2090 224)
Brenda Ellison: THE WHISTLER — Jethro Tull (Chrvsalis
CHS 2135)

Metro Radio

ADD ONS
BIRDS OF A FEATHER - Johnnv Nash (Epic EPC 4931)
ANOTHER SUITCASE - Barbara Dickson (MCA 266)
CRAZY WATER - Elton John (Rocket ROKN 521)
TOGETHER -O. C. Smith (CBS CRB4910)
LONELY BOY — Andrew Gold (Asylum K 13076)
COIN' UP IN SMOKE — Eddie Kendricks (Motown 1061)

Radio Orwell

ADD ONS

LONELY BOY — Andrew Gold (Asylum K 13076)
UPSIDE DOWN — Teach In (EMI 2579)
TRUTH OF THE MATTER — Catherine Howe (RCA PE
5004)
CRAZY WATER - Elton John (Rocket ROKN 521)
RADIO ROMANCE — Kursall Flyers (CBS 4973)
POURIN IT ALL OUT — Graham Parker & The Rumour
(Vertigo 6059 161)
THE WHISTLER — Jethro Tull (Chrysalis CHS 2135)
MY KINDA LIFE — Cliff Richard (EMI 2584)
VANISHING LOVE — Chi Lites (Mercury 6167 485)
CHI LDREN OF THE WORLD — Bee Gees (RSO 2090 224)
CARNIVAL — Eric Clapton (RSO 2090222)
SOUND & VISION — David Bowie (RCA PB0905)
SLOW DOWN — Shabby Tiger (RCA PE 5009)

Pennine Radio
HIT PICKS
Roger Kirk: 1 QUALIFY TO SATISFY YOU - Barrv White
(2()th Century BTC 2328)
Stewart Francis: GROOVY KIND OF LOVE — Les Gray
(Warner Bros K 16883)
Peter Levy; MY KINDA LIFE — Cliff Richard (EMI 2584)
Julius K. Scrapg; CRAZY WATER — Elton John (Rocket
ROKN 521)
Liz Allen: ONE OF THOSE DAYS IN ENGLAND - Rov
Harper (Harvest HVT 5120)
John Drake: THE WHISTLER — Jethro Tull (Chrysalis CHS
2135)
PENNINE PICK
KNOWING ME KNOWING YOU — Abba (Epic EPC4955)
Key to station abbreviations: Rl: Radio 1; RL: Radio
Luxembourg; B: Beacon Radio; BR: BRMB; CR: Capital
Radio: RC: Radio City; C: Radio Clyde: D: Downtown Radio;
F: Radio Forth; H: Radio Hallam; M: Metro Radio; O: Radio
Orwell; P: Pennine Radio; PR: Piccadilly Radio; PS:
Plymouth Sound; S: Swansea Sound; T: Radio Tees; TV:
Thames Valley: RT: Radio Trent; V: Radio Victory.
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Piccadilly Radio

ADDONS

KNOWING ME KNOWING YOU - Abba (Epic EPC 4955)
ONE DRINK TOO MANY — Sailor (Epic EPC 4804)
my K1NDA LIFE — Cliff Richard (EMI 2584)
THE WHISTLER — Jelhro Tull (Chrysalis CHS 2135)
SOUTHERN NIGHTS - Glen Campbell (Capiiol CL05907)
1 ONELY BOY — Andrew Gold (Asylum K 13076)
A GROOVY KIND OF LOVE — Les Gray (Warner Bros. K
16883)
CARNIVAL — Eric Clapion (RSO 2090 222)
BIRDS OF A FEATHER — Johnny Nash (Epic EPC4931 )
Plymouth Sound

HIT PICKS

BELIEVE ME — Michael Si John (Target TGT 124)
CRAZY ON YOU — Heart (Arista ARTY 86)
GET UP AND DANCE - Supercharge (Virgin US 170)
LOVE HIT ME - Maxinc Nightingale (United Artists UP
36215)
STONE WALLS — Mac Kissoon State STAT 42)
YOU ARE MY WORLD — Guys V Dolls (Magnet MAG S3)
ADD ONS
BOOGIE NIGHTS — Heatwave (GTO GT 77)
SING ME — Brothers (Bus Stop BUS 1054)
WHAT CAN I SAY — Boz Scraggs (CBS 4869)
MIGHTY POWER OF LOVE — Tavares (Capitol CL 15905)
DON'T LEAVE ME THIS WAY — Thelma Houston
(Motown TMG 1060)
I WANNA GO BACK ~ New Seekers (CBS 4786)
Swansea Sound

etc

DON'T LEAVE ME THIS WAY — Thelma Houston
(Motown TMG 1060)
WAKE UP SUSAN - Detroit Spinners (Atlantic K 10799)
LONELY BOY - Andrew Gold (Asylum K 13076)
MAYBE I'M AMAZED — Wings (Parlophonc R 6017)
SOUND AND VISION — David Bowie (RCA PB 0905)
RADIO ROMANCE — Kursall Flyers (CBS 4973)
ONE OF THOSE DAYS IN ENGLAND — Roy Harper
(Harvest HVT 5120)
CARNIVAL — Eric Clapion (RSO 2090 222)

HIT PICKS

Radio Tees

Tony Gilham: RADIO ROMANCE — Kursall Flyers (CBS
4973)
David Hoare: STANDING UP FOR LOVE — Three Degrees
(Epic EPC 4992)
Dave Gregory; SLOW DOWN — Shabby Tiger (RCA PB
5009)
Alastair Pirnc: YOU NEVER CAN TELL — Emmylou Harris
(Warner Bros. K 1688)
Ian Fisher: TORN BETWEEN TWO LOVERS - Mary
MacGregor (Ariola AA 111)
Brian Anderson: LONELY BOY — Andrew Gold Asylum
13076)
ADD ONS
MY K1NDA LIFE — Cliff Richard (EMI 2584)
GROOVY KIND OF LOVE — Les Gray (Warner Bros. K
16883)
PLEASE GET MY NAME RIGHT — Twiggy (Mercury 6007
128)

HIT PICKS

Phil Fothcrcil: MY K1NDA LOVE — Cliff Richard(EMI2584)
Mike Hooper: TOGETHER -O. C. Smith (CBS CRB 4910)
Dave Bowen: CRAZY WATER — Elton John (Rocket ROKN
521)
Colin Mason: SOUTHERN NIGHTS — Glen Campbell
(Capitol CL 15907)
Jon Hawkins: CRAZY — Linda Ronsladt (Asylum K 13071)
Bob McCord: GO YOUR OWN WAY — Fleetwood Mac
(Warner Bros K 16872)
ADD ONS
THE WHISTLER — Jelhro Tull (Chrysalis CHS 2135)
SATURDAY N1TE - Earth. Wind & Fire (CBS 4835)
V

Itemes VaiSev

ALBUMS

Tony Fox: SPIRIT — Earth, Wind & Fire (CBS 81451)
Mike Matthews: CAT STEVENS GREATEST HITS (Island
ILPS9310)
Paul Hollingdale: LOVE AT THE GREEK — Neil Diamond
(CBS 9500if
ADDONS
SOUND & VISION — David Bowie (RCA PB 0905)
BIRDS OF A FEATHER —Johnny Nash (Epic EPC 4931)

| NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS
If you are a new subscriber, tick the appropriate box and fill in your name and address below.
Remember; MUSIC WEEK is the UK's No.1 music trade weekly. Music Week reaches every
of the industry... record companies, music publishers, record dealers, radio and TV
I segment
producers, disc jockeys, tour promoters, etc. etc. It's packed with news and views and its TOP 50
charts are the most authoritative in the business - the backbone of the record trade This is your
scene, so MUSIC WEEK is your magazine.
I
□ wish to subscribe to MUSIC WEEK, 7 Carnaby St, London W1V 7PG

Signature
Payment must accompany order.
Subscription rates - airmail
U.K
£20.75
EUROPE
U.S. $46.00
MIDDLE EAST AND
NORTH AFRICA
U.S. $69.00
U.S., S. AMERICA, CANADA,
AFRICA, INDIA,
PAKISTAN
U.S. $79.00
AUSTRALASIA,
FAR EAST, JAPAN
U.S. $95.00
IDE
v .. J n_»*OC-A>«r»
Credit facilities available

Radio Trent

ADDONS

WHERE IS THE LOVE — Delegation (State STAT 40)
GROOVY KIND OF LOVE — Les Gray (Warner Bros. K
16883)
CARNIVAL — Eric Clapton (RSO 2090 222)
SAY YOU'LL STAY — Tom Jones (EMI 2583)
SOUND & VISION — David Bowie (RCA PB 0905)
CRAZY ON YOU — Heart (Arista ARTY 86)
MAYBE I'M AMAZED — Wings (Parlophonc R6017)
BLESS YOU — Gonzalcs (EMI 2580)
VANISHING LOVE — Chi Lites (Mercury 6167 485)
NEVER GONNA GIVE YOU UP — Bonnie Bramlctt
(Capricorn 2089 039)
CRAZY WATER — Elton John (Rocket ROKN 521)
YOU — Randy Edclman (20th Century BTC 2253)
NAOMI — Ralph McTell (Warner Bros. K. 16884)

Radio Wictory

HIT PICKS

Glenn Richards: ONE LONELY ROOM — Justin Hay wood
(Dcram DM 428)
Chris Pollard; SPIRIT — A1 Jarrcau (Reprise K 14469)
Nicky Jackson: NIGHT MOVES — Bob Scger (Capitol CL
15904)
Dave Christian: SAY YOU LOVE ME — Palli Austen CTI
5001)
Eugene Fraser: CARNIVAL — Eric Clapion (RSO 2090 222)
Andy Fcrriss: SHAKY GROUND — Phoebe Snow (CBS 5021)
Chris Rider: CRIMINAL WORLD — Metro (Transatlantic
BIG 560)
Anton Darbv: THE WHISTLER — Jelhro Tull (Chrysalis
CHS 2135)
ADD ONS
ANOTHER SUITCASE — Barbara Dickson (MCA 266)
ONE DRINK TOO MANY — Sailor (Epic EPC 4804)
MAYBE I'M AMAZED — Wings (Parlophonc R 6017)
CRAZY WATER — Elton John (Rocket ROKN 521)
ROCKARIA — Electric Light Orchestra (Jet UP UP 36209)
CHANSON D'AMOUR — Manhattan Transfer (Atlantic K
10886)

CHANGE OF
ADDRESS
If you are moving, please tick the appropriate
box. Do remember to let us know at least 3 weeks
in advance, indicating your new location below.
Please stick your ojd address label in
□ the space provided
From (date)
our new address will be;

Company

Name.
Address. _

TORN BETWEEN TWO LOVERS — Mary MacGregor
(Ariola AA 111)
ONE OF THOSE DAYS IN ENGLAND — Roy Harper
(Harvest HVT 5120)
RADIO ROMANCE — Kursall Flyers (CBS 4973)

Name
Company
Address.

Please tick nature of business
1. Record and tape dealer
2. Record company, disc producer, record
wholesaler, accessory manufacturer
3. Artists, managers
4. Audio Hi-Fi retail specialist
5. Music publishers, song writers
6. Broadcasting and TV
F
7. Publications and publicists
8. Libraries and official organisations
9. Halls, hotels, discos, studios
10. Miscellaneous

jnature
Credit card No
yment must accompany order

L

Signature..
I
Subscription No.

Attach your current
address label here

L_
9

